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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
                                         Event #: 140608-1591 

                                                            

     Murder with a Deadly Weapon (x3) / Officer Involved Shooting (Fatal) / Suicide      

     SUBJECT      

                                                            

DIVISION 
REPORTING: ISD - Homicide Section  

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Central Patrol Division 

                                                            

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 06/08/14 @ 1122 Hours 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

309 North Nellis Boulevard,                   
Suite 120, Las Vegas, NV 89110 

                                                            

                                                      

VICTIM #1:    LVMPD Officer Igor Soldo, PN 9153 (Deceased)  
     Dob. /1982, SSN.  
     NEAC Patrol Officer, Squad NE22 
     Date of hire: /2006   
   
WEAPON: Glock, Model 17, 9mm, semi-automatic handgun 

With an attached TLR-1 tactical light 
Serial number  
Registered to Igor Soldo 

          
VICTIM #2:    LVMPD Officer Alyn Beck, PN 7459 (Deceased) 
     Dob. 1972, SSN.  
     NEAC Patrol Officer, Squad NE22 
     Date of hire: /2001 
 
WEAPON: Heckler & Koch, USP, 9mm semi-automatic handgun 

Serial number  
Registered to Alyn Beck  

      
VICTIM #3:    Joseph Wilcox    (Deceased)   
     LVMPD ID# 1653503 

     Dob. 1983, SSN.  

     Res. Address: 1200 North Lamb Boulevard, 
     Space 10, 
     Las Vegas, NV 89110 
      
WEAPON:    Glock, Model 19, 9mm semi-automatic handgun 
     Serial number TKR663 

Registered to Joseph Wilcox 
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INVOLVED OFFICER #1:  Officer Brett Brosnahan, PN 13927 
                                 NEAC Patrol Officer, Squad NE21 
     Date of hire: 2009 
    
WEAPON USED:  Springfield XDM, .40 caliber, semi-automatic handgun 

With an attached Streamlight TLR-1S tactical light   
Serial number  
Registered to Brett Brosnahan 

    
INVOLVED OFFICER #2:   Officer Zackery Beal, PN 10149 
     NEAC Patrol Officer, Squad NE21 
     Date of hire: /2007 
    
WEAPON USED: Rock River Arms, AR-15, 5.56mm caliber,  

Semi-automatic rifle with an EOTech red dot sight 
And a Surefire tactical flashlight  
Serial number  

 
INVOLVED OFFICER #3:   Officer Timothy Gross, PN 3405 
     SEAC Patrol Officer, SE24 
     Date of hire: /1995 
 
WEAPON USED:   D.P.M.S., AR-15, .223-5.56mm caliber, 

Semi-automatic rifle 
Serial number  

 
SUSPECT #1:     Jerad Dwain Miller    (Deceased)     

Dob. /1983, SSN.  
Res. Address: 110 South Bruce Street, 
Apartment 154, 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 

   
SUSPECT #2:   Amanda Renee Miller   (Deceased) 
     Dob. /1991, SSN.  
     Res. Address: 110 South Bruce Street, 

Apartment 154, 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 

 
SUSPECT WEAPON: Smith & Wesson, M & P, 

9mm semi-automatic handgun 
     Serial number HAR6006  
     *Negative wants/registration 
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SUSPECT WEAPON:  Ruger LCR .38 Special +P,  
Hammerless revolver, 
Serial number 542-27786 
*Negative wants/registration  

 
SUSPECT WEAPON:  Winchester, Model 1300, “Defender”  

12 Gauge pistol grip pump shotgun,  
Serial number L3498040 

 
I.  INCIDENT OVERVIEW: 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1105 hours, LVMPD Patrol Officers Igor Soldo and Alyn 
Beck arrived to eat lunch at the CiCi’s Pizza located in suite 120 at 309 North Nellis 
Boulevard in Las Vegas. 
 
At approximately 1118 hours, Jerad Miller entered the restaurant, engaged an 
employee in a brief conversation reference the location of the restroom and then exited. 
Jerad Miller appeared to investigators to be scouting out the officer’s location within the 
restaurant. 
 
At approximately 1120 hours, Jerad returned with his wife Amanda Miller. The two 
entered the restaurant and walked west down a centrally located aisle toward the rear of 
the restaurant and the officers. 
 
Officers Soldo and Beck were seated at a centrally located table toward the back of the 
restaurant. Officer Soldo was seated on the west side of the table and faced east, while 
Officer Beck sat on the east side of the table and faced west. 
 
Jerad and Amanda walked past the table and simultaneously turned around to confront 
the officers in a coordinated assault. Jerad produced a Ruger.38 caliber revolver from 
the front of his waist band, while Amanda produced a Smith & Wesson 9mm semi-
automatic handgun from a messenger type bag, which she had slung over her shoulder. 
 
Jared shot Officer Soldo one time in the back of the left side of the head and then fired 
several shots at Officer Beck. Amanda immediately began shooting at Officer Beck, who 
did not have time to react. Officer Beck fell to the ground as Amanda and Jerad 
continued to fire at him. Once Officer Beck was down, Jerad and Amanda turned back 
to Officer Soldo. Jerad shot Officer Soldo one more time on the left side of the head, 
while Amanda appeared to shoot Officer Soldo in the left side of the body. The assault 
on the officers lasted four seconds. 
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After the shooting, Jerad removed Officer Soldo’s duty weapon and extra magazines 
from his duty belt. Amanda draped a Gadsden flag over Officer Beck and pinned a note 
to his body, while Jerad removed Officer Soldo’s weapon. Jerad then removed the flag 
Amanda had put in place in order to get to Officer Beck’s firearm and magazines; the 
note remained on Officer Beck. 
 
Jerad attempted to remove Officer Beck’s duty weapon from his duty belt, but he was 
unable to defeat Officer Beck’s holster. Jerad then rolled Officer Beck partially up on his 
left side, so Amanda could remove the duty weapon and extra magazines from his duty 
belt. After successfully removing Officer Beck’s handgun and extra magazines, Amanda 
Miller placed them into the bag she carried into the restaurant. 
 
The two then exited the restaurant; Amanda still carrying the Smith and Wesson (9mm) 
and Jerad now armed with Officer Soldo’s Glock (9mm) handgun. 
 
During the four (4) second assault at CiCi’s Pizza, Jerad and Amanda Miller each fired 
five (5) shots for a total of ten (10) shots. Jerad and Amanda Miller each fatally 
wounded Officer Soldo and Officer Beck. 
 
Jerad and Amanda gathered up their two bags, which they had left outside the 
restaurant and left the scene on foot towards the Walmart store located at 201 North 
Nellis Boulevard. The Millers were inside CiCi’s Pizza less than one (1) minute. 
  
At approximately 1122:51 hours, LVMPD Dispatch received several 9-1-1 calls reporting 
the shooting. Approximately three minutes later patrol officers arrived at the CiCi’s Pizza 
crime scene. Medical personnel arrived a short time later and transported the wounded 
officers to University Medical Center’s Trauma Unit for treatment. Both officers 
succumbed to their injuries. Doctor Ozobia pronounced Officer Soldo deceased at 1158 
hours and Officer Beck deceased at 1332 hours. 
 
Jerad and Amanda Miller walked southeast across Stewart Avenue and along the east 
side of the Walmart building to the front entrance of the store, which was on the south 
side of the building. 
 
At approximately 1125:36 hours, Jared and Amanda Miller entered the Walmart store 
still armed. Jerad walked directly inside, while Amanda stopped in the entry way and got 
a shopping cart. Jerad shouted a revolution had started and the cops were coming and 
yelled for customers to get out. Jerad then fired a single shot into the ceiling and 
headed west into the store with Amanda following several feet behind pushing a 
shopping cart. 
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Customer Joseph Wilcox was in line at the customer service counter when Jerad and 
Amanda entered the store. Joseph had a CCW permit and was armed with his Glock 
9mm handgun. Jerad’s yelling drew Wilcox’s attention. After Jerad fired the shot into the 
ceiling, Wilcox drew his handgun and kept it at the low ready. Wilcox observed Jerad 
walking west, so Wilcox cut diagonally through a cash register area to get closer. Wilcox 
remained focused on Jerad and got into a position several yards behind him. 
 
Jerad turned north on an interior aisle and Wilcox quickly ran up to the corner of the 
aisle to engage Jerad from behind. Unbeknownst to Wilcox, he had run up alongside 
Amanda Miller. At approximately 1126:08 hours, Amanda Miller shot Wilcox one time in 
the left side of the torso, before he could engage Jerad. Wilcox was immediately 
incapacitated and not able to fire any shots. His handgun was later kicked away from 
him by Patrol Officer Reahm. 
 
Amanda continued west and met up with Jerad at the ammunition case in the sporting 
goods section of the store. Jerad broke the glass doors on the cabinet with a baseball 
bat he secured from a nearby aisle. Jerad searched the case and loaded Amanda’s bag 
with several boxes of 9mm and .38 caliber ammunition. Amanda left and walked toward 
the northwest corner of the store with Jerad several yards behind her. 
 
Patrol Officer Brosnahan responded to the initial call and was approximately the third 
police vehicle to arrive at the CiCi’s Pizza crime scene. Officer Brosnahan was informed 
by citizens in the area that the suspect had fled toward the Walmart store. Officer 
Brosnahan ran on foot alone toward the Walmart store, where he encountered 
numerous citizens running out the rear exit doors. 
 
The citizens advised Officer Brosnahan there was a male inside the store shooting. A 
store employee advised Officer Brosnahan the suspect was near the northwest corner 
of the store. The employee directed Officer Brosnahan through a rear employee area to 
a door, which provided Officer Brosnahan access to the interior of the store. 
 
Officer Brosnahan entered the store and moved toward the northwest corner. Officer 
Brosnahan observed Jerad Miller walking west on an aisle carrying a green duffle bag. 
Jerad was armed with a black handgun (Officer Soldo’s Glock) and walked toward the 
northwest corner of the store. Officer Brosnahan paralleled Jerad with the intent to 
engage him on the furthest west aisle of the store. 
 
Unbeknownst to Officer Brosnahan, Amanda Miller was already in the furthest west 
aisle. Officer Brosnahan turned the corner and encountered Amanda. Amanda raised 
her handgun toward Officer Brosnahan and the two exchanged gunshots. Officer 
Brosnahan observed Jerad come around the corner of the aisle; Jared immediately 
began to fire at Officer Brosnahan. 
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During the exchange Officer Brosnahan fired five (5) times and Amanda was struck one 
time in the back. Amanda’s gunshot wound was perforating and exited her right 
shoulder. Investigators were unable to determine if Officer Brosnahan or Jerad shot 
Amanda Miller. 
 
At approximately 1129 hours, Officer Brosnahan retreated through the rear exit doors 
and advised dispatch over the radio shots had been fired toward the rear of the Walmart 
store. Officer Brosnahan also updated arriving units on the suspects’ descriptions, 
weapons, and their last known location inside the Walmart store. 
 
Sergeant McKenzie arrived and established an entry team. Sergeant McKenzie entered 
the rear doors of the Walmart with Officers Beal, Gross, Corbin and Bethard. Officers 
Beal and Gross took up a position to the east of the suspects and were engaged with 
gunfire. Officers Beal and Gross returned fire with their AR-15 rifles. Officers Corbin and 
Bethard moved south and west to a position south of the suspects. These positions put 
the officers in a “Tactical L” position, which pinned the suspects down in the northwest 
corner of the store. The suspects fired several times at Officers Corbin and Bethard; 
however, due to their distance and position those officers were unable to return fire. 
 
Once the suspects were barricaded in the corner of the store, Sergeant McKenzie 
attempted to slow the action down. Sergeant McKenzie maintained a central location 
between both his entry teams and engaged Jerad in conversation. Jerad yelled for the 
police officers to stand down and stated he (Jared) was in charge. 
 
Ultimately Jerad stood up while attempting to fortify his position and exposed himself. 
Jerad kept his handgun pointed toward the officers as he moved across the aisle and 
grabbed an item off the shelf to help fortify his position. At approximately 1149:20 hours, 
Jared was fatally wounded by a .223 caliber rifle shot to the chest, which was fired by 
either Officer Gross or Beal. Forensic Scientists were not able to positively match the 
bullet to either officer’s rifle. Jerad fell to the ground and appeared to tell Amanda 
something. Amanda pointed her handgun at Jerad several times then back at herself. At 
approximately 1149:48 hours, Amanda shot herself in the right side of the head. 
 
SWAT officers, who were responding to the active shooter call, had arrived on the 
scene. At approximately 1159 hours, two SWAT entry teams approached and 
handcuffed both Jerad and Amanda Miller. Suspect Jerad Miller and Customer Joseph 
Wilcox were pronounced deceased at the Walmart scene. Suspect Amanda Miller 
showed signs of life and was transported to UMC Trauma, where she later died. 
 
The incident at the Walmart store lasted approximately 24 minutes. During that time, the 
Millers fired a total of twenty-nine (29) shots, while LVMPD Officers fired a total of 
sixteen (16) shots. 
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A complete autopsy was subsequently performed on the body of Officer Igor Soldo at 
the Clark County Coroner’s Office. Officer Soldo appeared to have been shot three (3) 
times; twice in the head and once in the torso. Doctor Olson determined Officer Soldo 
died as a result of multiple gunshot wounds and his death was ruled a homicide. 
Toxicology tests were negative. 
 
A complete autopsy was subsequently performed on the body of Officer Alyn Beck at 
the Clark County Coroner’s Office. Officer Beck appeared to have been shot seven (7) 
times; multiple times in the head and torso. Doctor Olson determined Officer Beck died 
as a result of multiple gunshot wounds and his death was ruled a homicide. Toxicology 
tests were negative. 
 
A complete autopsy was subsequently performed on the body of Joseph Wilcox at the 
Clark County Coroner’s Office. Joseph Wilcox appeared to have been shot one (1) time. 
Doctor Simms determined Wilcox died as a result of a gunshot wound to the left chest, 
and his death was ruled a homicide. Toxicology tests revealed the presence of 
Hydrocodone and Hydromorphone (Hydrocodone Metabolite) in Joseph Wilcox’s blood. 
 
A complete autopsy was subsequently performed on the body of Jared Miller at the 
Clark County Coroner’s Office. Jared Miller appeared to have been shot one (1) time 
with a rifle round. Doctor Simms determined Jared Miller died as a result of a gunshot 
wound of the chest and his death was ruled a homicide. Toxicology tests revealed the 
presence of Delta-9 THC (active ingredient of Marijuana) and Delta-9 Carboxy THC 
(inactive Metabolite of Marijuana) in Jerad Miller’s blood. 
 
A complete autopsy was subsequently performed on the body of Amanda Miller at the 
Clark County Coroner’s Office. Amanda Miller appeared to have been shot two (2) 
times; once in the upper right shoulder and once in the head. Doctor Simms determined 
Amanda Miller died as a result of a self-inflicted gunshot wound of the head and her 
death was ruled a suicide. Toxicology tests were negative. 
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II. PERSONS AT THE CRIME SCENES: 
 
 A. POLICE OFFICERS  
 

1.     Sheriff Douglas Gillespie    
2.     Undersheriff James Dixon   PN 2648 
3.     Assistant Sherriff Kevin McMahill  PN 3948 
4.     Deputy Chief Jim Owens   PN 3409 
5.     Deputy Chief Thomas Roberts   PN 4589 
6.     Deputy Chief Albert Salinas   PN 3179 
7.     Deputy Chief Patrick Neville   PN 2949 
8.     Deputy Chief Gary Schofield   PN 2930 
9.     Captain Richard Fletcher   PN 4511 
10.   Captain William Scott    PN 4038 
11.   Captain Christopher Tomaino   PN 4671 
12.   Captain Jason Letkiewicz   PN 4657 
13.   Captain James Seebok    PN 4555 
14.   Captain Timmy Kelly                        PN 3807 
15.   Captain Christopher Jones    PN 4531 
16.   Captain Mark Tavarez    PN 2616  
17.   Lieutenant Michael Wallace   PN 4761 
18.   Lieutenant Sasha Larkin   PN 6234 
19.   Lieutenant Joel Martin     PN 5270 
20.   Lieutenant John Pelletier    PN 6433 
21.   Lieutenant Patrick Charoen            PN 3923  
22.   Lieutenant Mark Reddon   PN 4884 
23.   Lieutenant John Liberty    PN 5844 
24.   Lieutenant Theodore Glaude   PN 5810 
25.   Lieutenant Craig Klatt    PN 1053 
26.   Sergeant Juliana McCauslin   PN 6590 
27.   Sergeant James Oakes    PN 3920 
28.   Sergeant Kenneth Nogle   PN 8051 
29.   Sergeant Timothy Hatchett   PN 8250 
30.   Sergeant Andrea Smyth   PN 3576 
31.   Sergeant Joseph Sobrio   PN 7299 
32.   Sergeant Ryan Anderson   PN 6006 

33.   Sergeant Gregory Phenis   PN 8094 
34.   Sergeant David Sims    PN 8722 
35.   Sergeant Dave Dockendorf   PN 5981 
36.   Sergeant Stewart Emry    PN 3758 
37.   Sergeant Christopher Gorrell   PN 7928 
38.   Sergeant Brian Briggs    PN 6201 
39.   Sergeant Thomas Jenkins   PN 4456 
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40.   Sergeant Melanie O’Daniel   PN 8895 
41.   Sergeant Robert Bohanon   PN 5652 
42.   Sergeant Dori Koren           PN 9007 
43.   Sergeant Christopher O’Brien   PN 6801 
44.   Sergeant William Wilson   PN 5424 
45.   Sergeant Adam Stubbs    PN 8048 
46.   Sergeant Carlos Hank    PN 6886 
47.   Sergeant Joshua Houchen   PN 8880 
48.   Sergeant Kurt McKenzie   PN 6746  

49.   Officer Brett Brosnahan    PN 13927 (1st
 Shooting Officer) 

50.   Officer Timothy Gross    PN 3805   (Shooting Officer) 

51.   Officer Zackery Beal    PN 10149 (Shooting Officer) 

52.   Officer John Bethard                             PN 13928 

53.   Officer Ryan Fryman    PN 9799 

54.   Officer Jenny Marx-Rodriguez   PN 8770 
55.   Officer Troy Nicol    PN 7774  

56.   Officer Richard Thomas   PN 9658 
57.   Officer Michael Foster    PN 13221 
58.   Officer Darren Green    PN 6881 
59.   Officer Christopher Reahm   PN 9991 
60.   Officer Shawn Smaka    PN 6098 
61.   Officer Gregory Stinnett    PN 8091 
62.   Officer Patrick Sherwood   PN 9979 
63.   Officer Kristine Crawford   PN 10050 
64.   Officer John Brandon    PN 9631 
65.   Officer Alejandra Zambrano   PN 13147 
66.   Officer Randy Sorensen   PN 12959 
67.   Officer Joseph Hemphill   PN 9061 
68.   Officer Autumn Wojtkiewicz                  PN 8724 
69.   Officer Joshua Lamothe   PN 9364 
70.   Officer Brian Hammerbeck   PN 9365 
71.   Officer William Mosher    PN 8726 
72.   Officer Geary Madison    PN 4770 
73.   Officer Anthony Travaglia   PN 8879 
74.   Officer Matthew Rowe    PN 13114 
75.   Officer Melvin Frailey    PN 8413 
76.   Officer Timothy Luckow    PN 9051 
77.   Officer Mark Usiak    PN 6470 
78.   Officer David Gyger    PN 8750 
79.   Officer Sergio Orizabal    PN 8791 
80.   Officer Brian Ewing    PN 8412 
81.   Officer Matthew Hovanec   PN 13227 
82.   Officer Earnest Jefferson   PN 9385 
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83.   Officer Brian Steelsmith                          PN 8058 
84.   Officer Marianne Truax    PN 13752 
85.   Officer Carlos Luna    PN 8257 
86.   Officer Keith Hanoff    PN 13739 
87.   Officer Derrick Saxon    PN 8874 
88.   Officer David Deleon    PN 8925 
89.   Officer Christopher Dowler   PN 13730 
90.   Officer Raymond Hall    PN 10070 
91.   Officer John Beckerle    PN 8299 
92.   Officer Shawn Izzo    PN 9319 
93.   Officer Melonie Dredla    PN 8049 
94.   Officer Justin Terry    PN 9668 
95.   Officer Michael Foster    PN 13221 
96.   Officer Gregory Amundson   PN 12969 
97.   Officer Jake Grunwald    PN 9041 
98.   Officer Steven Hough    PN 7814 
99.   Officer Anacani Briggs    PN 8086 
100. Officer Gabriel Lebario     PN 5849 
101. Officer Gavin Groneman   PN 9489 
102. Officer Thomas Clevenger   PN 7948 
103. Officer Brent Klimke    PN 9983 
104. Officer Amelia Fox    PN 8385 
105. Officer Noel Sanchez    PN 9081 
106. Officer Ronald Hornyak    PN 8407 
107. Officer William Alberson   PN 8562  
108. Officer Trevor Arevalos    PN 13826 
109. Officer Scott Pitchford    PN 5915 
110. Officer Randy Sorensen   PN 12959 
111. Officer Michelle Funes    PN 10144 
112. Officer Michael Torsiello   PN 13149 
113. Officer Aaron Grays    PN 9696 
114. Officer Michael Evans    PN 13886 
115. Officer Jane Pinto    PN 13729 
116. Officer Erica Nogle    PN 9624 
117. Officer Wendy Butler    PN 8720 
118. Officer Garrett Escartin    PN 9496  
119. Officer Josue Esparza    PN 9373 
120. Officer Anthony Coleman   PN 7213 
121. Officer Thomas Hemsey   PN 14040 
122. Officer John Kelly    PN 13737 
123. Officer Eduardo Nava    PN 8449 
124. Officer Anthony Garbutt    PN 7078 
125. Officer Tracy Bonner    PN 14029 
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126. Officer Harrison Porter    PN 14086 
127. Officer Steven Skenandore   PN 13341 
128. Officer Blaine Martell    PN 8429 
129. Officer Damien Walburn   PN 5642 
130. Officer Victor Hinostrosa   PN 7431 
131. Officer Kenneth Jones    PN 7546 
132. Officer Curtis McGuire    PN 9637 
133. Officer Casey Dalrymple   PN 14303 
134. Officer Jonathan Larsen   PN 13651 
135. Officer Jacinto Rivera    PN 4417 
136. Officer Samuel Cortez    PN 13590 
137. Officer Michael Mangione   PN 13727 
138. Officer Raquel Ramos    PN 9205 
139. Officer Joshua Stearns    PN 9203 
140. Officer Victor Hinostrosa   PN 7431 
141. Officer Kenneth Jones    PN 7546 
142. Officer Kelly Holloway    PN 10146 
143. Officer Andrew Ubbens    PN 13119 
144. Officer John Nelson    PN 14008   
145. Officer Christopher Swallia   PN 14046 
146. Officer Joey Hernandez    PN 7771    
147. Officer Ricardo Lara    PN 8269 
148. Officer Brian Young    PN 13236 
149. Officer Garth Findley    PN 8712 
150. Officer Sergio Mphillips    PN 8903 
151. Officer Jason Deel    PN 9149 
152. Officer Amanda Frey     PN 9113 
153. Officer Shahann Greene   PN 8918 
154. Officer Aaron Contreras   PN 12971 
155. Officer Chad Leavitt    PN 8738 
156. Officer Meghan Kraut    PN 9313 
157. Officer Stephen Reifel    PN 9220 
158. Officer Stephen Lanave    PN 6469 
159. Officer Arthur Hawkins    PN 13505 
160. Officer Michael Mc Ginnis   PN 4878 
161. Officer Jonathan Collingwood   PN 9033 
162. Officer Rebecca Mauga    PN 7210 
163. Officer Albert Reeder    PN 9145  
164. Officer Audrey Bloom    PN 14733 
165. Officer Brian Walter    PN 8080 
166. Officer Roberto Medina    PN 7422 
167. Officer Jeffrey Firestine    PN 14161 
168. Officer Sean O’Dennell    PN 8787 
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169. Officer Adria Stout    PN 9011 
170. Officer Kenn Lerud    PN 7573 
171. Officer Martin Lowery     PN 13592 
172. Officer Jesus Jimenez    PN 12882  
173. Officer Eric Fenrich    PN 13145 
174. Officer Robert Ralston    PN 12970 
175. Officer Pierre Fenrich    PN 8295 
176. Officer Jeremy McCrimmon   PN 9849 
177. Officer Jesse Kommel-Bernstien  PN 9045 
178. Officer Andrew Krnjeu    PN 9336 
179. Officer Kashif Summers   PN 14109 
180. Officer Mitchell Legrow    PN 13677 
181. Officer Jonathan Larsen   PN 13651 
182. Officer Michael O’Halloran   PN 9626 
183. Officer John Rutherford    PN 13018 
184. Officer Andrew Traveller   PN 14321 
185. Officer Zachary Baughman   PN 12958 
186. Officer Steven Oscar    PN 14325 
187. Officer Christopher Kinman   PN 14317 
188. Officer Jason Shoemaker   PN 8455 
189. Officer Zachary Adam    PN 9028 
190. Officer Baudelio Gastelum   PN 9623 
191. Officer Matthew Carter    PN 12991 
192. Officer Christopher Kohntopp   PN 7085 
193. Officer Bryan Rocha    PN 13510 
194. Officer James Corbett    PN 6410 
195. Officer Rachel Berrang    PN 8945 
196. Officer Ryan McNabb    PN 8399 
197. Officer David Mann    PN 13020 
198. Officer Daniel Coyne    PN 13023 
199. Officer Steven Murphy    PN 9857 
200. Officer Kevin Carey    PN 8739 
201. Officer Adam Nuas    PN 14755 
202. Officer Austin Karr    PN 9687 
203. Officer Eric Radich    PN 14736  
204. Officer William Ghilarducci   PN 13797 
205. Officer Travis Chapman   PN 14079 
206. Officer Ronald Hornyak    PN 8407 
207. Officer Mark Cirkosz    PN 6270 
208. Officer James Burt    PN 8852 
209. Officer Keith Bryant    PN 7773 
210. Officer Mark Bordoni    PN 8428 
211. Officer Eric Sokolowski    PN 14190 
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212. Officer Mario Fernandez   PN 13997 
213. Officer David Stockton    PN 9989 
214. Officer Russel Anders    PN 12877 
215. Officer Shane Dulatre    PN 14731 
216. Officer Richard Bilyeu    PN 7524 
217. Officer James Rude    PN 13916 
218. Officer Kenneth Zemp    PN 14304 
219. Officer Ryan Glass    PN 13461 
220. Officer Tyler McMeans    PN 13407 
221. Officer Cody Beal    PN 14111 
222. Officer Tyler Hebb    PN 9646 
223. Officer Casey Pirih    PN 6023 
224. Officer David Groberski    PN 8643  
225. Officer Jeffrey McNeil    PN 13340 
226. Officer Michael Eddington   PN 14206 
227. Officer Steven Pace    PN 12879 
228. Officer Brandon Schnuelle   PN 14456 
229. Officer John Abel       PN 9835 
230. Officer Octavio Verduzco   PN 8893 
231. Officer Michael Hanning   PN 13733 
232. Officer Jesse Kibble    PN 13824 
233. Officer Kenneth Viano    PN 8583 
234. Officer Paul Solomon    PN 8827 
235. Officer Anthony Kvam    PN 10023 
236. Officer Timothy English    PN 13404 
237. Officer John Shevlin    PN 14182 
238. Officer Nathan Finke    PN 8394 
239. Officer Edward Serrano    PN 5317 
240. Officer Manuel San Martin   PN 7791 
241. Officer Christopher Ries   PN 14078 
242. Officer Maile Hanks    PN 14081 
243. Officer Joshua Garber     PN 9326 
244. Officer Christopher Hutcherson  PN 12996 
245. Officer Matthew Ware    PN 9684 
246. Officer Frank Urban    PN 8109 
247. Officer Aaron Hefner    PN 14164 
248. Officer Michael Santoyo   PN 13942 
249. Officer Hector Gonzalez   PN 13891 
250. Officer Derek Endelman   PN 14025 
251. Officer William Moore    PN 9003 
252. Officer Ryan Rotta    PN 13422 
253. Officer Ronald Theobold   PN 6468 
254. Officer Benjamen Cobb    PN 14099 
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255. Officer Cory Franklin    PN 10145 
256. Officer Garyn Mcanally    PN 13911 
257. Officer Jacquar Roston    PN 14005 
258. Officer Mark Bordoni    PN 8428 
259. Officer Keith Bryant    PN 7773 
260. Officer Matthew Carter    PN 14048 
261. Officer Semyon Ostrovsky   PN 13902 
262. Officer Eugene Yanga    PN 14065 
263. Officer George Libby    PN 4201 
264. Officer Anthony Gilbert    PN 13524 
265. Officer Angela Suarez    PN 13164 
266. Officer Danny Rose    PN 9830 
267. Officer Steven Oscar     PN 14325 
268. Officer Raymond Steiber   PN 9491 
269. Officer Eric Richard    PN 13988 
270. Traffic Officer David Corbin   PN 7941 

271. Traffic Officer Kenneth Salisbury  PN 8264 
272. Traffic Officer James Velicescu  PN 8410 
273. Traffic Officer Johnathan Richter  PN 8609 
274. Traffic Officer Luke Doty   PN 9368 
275. Traffic Officer Justin Diebold   PN 8790 
276. Traffic Officer Jeffery Bengel   PN 6710 
277. Traffic Officer Joshua Trail   PN 13234 
278. Traffic Officer Michael Purcaro   PN 8243 
279. Traffic Officer Jared Pribyl   PN 14016 
280. Traffic Officer Allan Powell   PN 9994  
281. Traffic Officer Donald Fletcher   PN 8734  
282. Traffic Officer Jeffrey Barker   PN 8085 
283. PSR Sabrina Steinmetz    PN 13767 

 
 B. HOMICIDE SECTION 

 
1.   Captain Csaba Maczala    PN 3231  
2.   Lieutenant Ray Steiber    PN 3542 
3.   Sergeant Jon Scott    PN 4532 
4.   Detective Robert Rogers    PN 2858 
5.   Detective Dolphis Boucher   PN 4636 
6.   Detective Joel Kisner    PN 4656 
7.   Detective Tate Sanborn    PN 5450 
8.   Detective Travis Ivie    PN 6405 
9.   Detective Christopher Bunn   PN 4407 
10. Detective Barry Jensen    PN 3662 
11. Detective Marty Wildemann   PN 3516 
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12. Detective Tod Williams    PN 3811 
13. Detective Fred Merrick    PN 7549 
14. Detective Jason McCarthy   PN 4715 

 
C. FORCE INVESTIGATION TEAM 

 
1. Captain Matthew McCarthy   PN 4431 
2. Lieutenant Robert Plummer   PN 4042 
3. Sergeant Annette Mullin    PN 5485 
4. Detective Mitch Dosch    PN 7907 
5. Detective Matthew Gillis    PN 6432 
6. Detective Joseph Patton    PN 8289 
7. Detective Craig Jex     PN 5597 
8. Detective Ryan Jaeger    PN 5587 
9. Detective Christopher Bunting   PN 6484 

 
D. VIOLENT CRIMES SECTION  
 

  1.  Sergeant William Hutchings   PN 4851 
2. Detective Lisa Crane    PN 3658 
3. Detective Scott Kniffen    PN 4574 
4. Detective Richard Hall    PN 6756 
5. Detective Curtis Lawrance     PN 6075 
6. Detective Mark Menzie    PN 6830 
7. Detective Michael Johnson   PN 8721 

 
E. ROBBERY SECTION 

 
1. Sergeant Andrew Pennucci   PN 7063 
2. Sergeant Steven Junge    PN 4043 
3. Detective Jason Nelson    PN 6925  
4. Detective Robert Hubbard    PN 7181 
5. Detective Kyle Tumor    PN 5780 

 
F. GANG CRIMES SECTION 

 
1. Detective Joshua Costello    PN 9139 
2. Detective Marc Prager     PN 7307 
3. Detective Joshua Honea    PN 14652 

 
G. NARCOTICS SECTION 

 
1. Detective Scott Baker     PN 5571 
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H. SWAT SECTION 
 
                  1. Lieutenant Peter Boffelli    PN 4213 (Command Post) 

          2. Officer Charles Moser    PN 6953 
                  3. Officer Kevin Stephenson    PN 3922 
                  4. Officer Peter Montesanti    PN 5437 
                  5. Officer Michael Young    PN 8732 
 

 1st CRISIS ENTRY TEAM: 
 
         1. Officer Anton Gorup     PN 4905 
        2. Officer Michael Walters    PN 5805 
        3. Officer John Susich     PN 7557 
                  4. Officer William Giblin    PN 6408 
                  5. Officer Karl Knowles    PN 7522 

 2nd CRISIS ENRTY TEAM: 
 
        1. Sergeant Michael Quick    PN 4493  
        2. Officer Joseph Emery    PN 3936 
        3. Officer Robert Lewis    PN 3585 
 

 SWAT SEARCH TEAM 1: 
 

1. Officer John Wiggins    PN 7559 
2. Officer Michael Walters    PN 5805 
3. Officer William Giblin    PN 6408 
4. Officer Dewane Ferrin    PN 6535 
5. Officer Anton Gorup    PN 4905 
6. Officer John Susich     PN 7557 
7. K-9 Officer Richard Vorce    PN 4055 

 

 SWAT SEARCH TEAM 2: 
 

1. Sergeant Roderick Hunt    PN 3833 
2. Sergeant Eric Calhoun    PN 4836 
3. Officer William Marx    PN 5649 
4. Officer Robert Lewis    PN 3585 
5. Officer Deon Fincher    PN 5038 
6. Officer Jair Brown     PN 9182 
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 SWAT SEARCH TEAM 3: 
 

1. Sergeant Michael Quick    PN 4493 (Compiled Log) 
2. Officer Joseph Emery    PN 3936 
3. Officer Bradley Cupp    PN 8104 
4. Officer Paul Dapra     PN 3810 
5. K-9 Officer Jason Dukes    PN 5656 

 

 SWAT SEARCH TEAM 4: 
 
        1. Officer Ciprian Arcalean    PN 7770 
        2. Officer Mark Linebarger    PN 4925 
        3. Officer Jay James     PN 6715 
        4. Officer Chuck Collingwood    PN 4579 
        5. Officer Bryan Peterson    PN 6509 
        6. Officer Patrick Ledbetter    PN 4984 
        7. Officer Kevin McCord    PN 2951 
 

 SWAT SEARCH TEAM 5: 
 

1. Officer Manuel Rivera    PN 3881 
2. Officer Ramon Nakhla    PN 9665 
3. Officer Cory Mikkelson    PN 4773 
4. Officer Troy Wilson     PN 3174 
5. Officer Cody Thompson    PN 9836 

 

 TACTICAL MEDICAL TEAM 
 

1. Officer Donald Riberio    PN 7144 
2. Officer James Roberts    PN 6713 
3. Officer John Thayer-Lindsley   PN 9171 
4. Tactical Doctor John Pierce 

 
 I.   K-9 SECTION 
 
         1. Sergeant Michael Yu    PN 5808 
         2. K-9 Officer Thomas Moore   PN 3878 
         2. K-9 Officer Jason Dukes    PN 5656 
         3. K-9 Officer Richard Vorce    PN 4055 
         4. K-9 Officer Michael Horn    PN 2158 
         5. K-9 Officer Duwayne Layton   PN 4221 
         6. K-9 Officer Melvyn English   PN 4342 
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         7. K-9 Officer David Newton    PN 5278 
         8. K-9 Officer Scott Murray    PN 4147 
         9. Officer Thomas Bachmann   PN 5796 (Ride-along) 
 

J. CRISIS NEGOTIATION TEAM 
 

1.   Lieutenant Dennis Flynn    PN 3028 
2.   Sergeant Joseph Herring    PN 5241 
3.   Detective Eric Honea    PN 7059 
4.   Detective Jeremy Melvin    PN 7455 
5.   Detective Michelle Tavarez   PN 8518 
6.   Detective Kathryn Redmann   PN 6478 
7.   Detective Joseph Pannullo   PN 5455 
8.   Detective Eric Ravelo    PN 6538 
9.   Detective Samir Jabr    PN 8768 
10. Detective David Denton    PN 7306 (compiled log) 
11. Detective Jason Grimmett   PN 7056 
12. Detective Thomas Moyer    PN 2889 (compiled log) 
13. Investigative Specialist Kathryn Redmann PN 6478 

 
K. ARMOR SECTION 

 
1. Lieutenant Christopher Petko   PN 3298 
2. Sergeant John Leon    PN 5264 
3. Detective Luke Janseck    PN 4492 
4. Detective Douglas Huffmaster   PN 6010 
5. Detective Edward Erickson   PN 6218 
6. Detective Jeffery Vallard    PN 4994 
7. Detective Brandon Borden    PN 7519 
8. Nevada Highway Patrol Officer Halligan  PN 429  
9. Henderson PD Officer Hartshorn   PN 1146  

 
L. HOMELAND SECURITY- COUNTER TERRORISM CENTER 

 
1. Detective Christopher Matthews   PN 3665 
2. Detective Kenneth Mead    PN 5831 

 
M. TECHNICAL ANALYTICAL SECTION 

 
1. Lieutenant Gawain Guedry   PN 3578 
2. Detective Richard Foreman   PN 5982 
3. Detective Eugenio Basilotta   PN 8447 
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N. PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE 
 

1. Sergeant John Sheahan    PN 3989 
2. Officer Jesse Roybal    PN 7523 
3. Officer Laura Meltzer    PN 6428 
4. Officer Lawrence Hadfield    PN 7171 

 
O. CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION SECTION 

 
1.   Crime Lab Director Tracy Birch   PN 2742 
2.   CSA Director Randall McLaughlin  PN 4170 
3.   CSAS Peter Shellberg    PN 5413 
4.   CSAS Jeffrey Smink    PN 6556 
5.   CSAS Allen Cabrales    PN 2045 
6.   CSA Shandra Lynch    PN 13206 
7.   CSA Alan Peterson    PN 13579 
8.   CSA Megan Ross-Lynch    PN 9976 
9.   CSA Joseph Szukiewicz    PN 5411 
10. CSA Kristina Thomas    PN 13574 
11. CSA Erin Taylor     PN 9619 
12. CSA Tabitha Paine    PN 14793 
13. CSA Monte Spoor     PN 3856 
14. CSA Vince Roberts    PN 5714 
15. CSA Daniel Holstein    PN 3861 
16. CSA Brad Grover      PN 4934 
17. CSA Caitlin Toeppen    PN 14372 
18. CSA Jessie Sams     PN 4793 
19. CSA Deborah Brotherson   PN 4931  
20. CSA Tracy Kruse     PN 9975 
21. CSA Randy McPhail    PN 3326 

 
P. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SECTION 

 
1. Sergeant Michael Pagnotta   PN 5300 
2. Officer Richard Bass    PN 6259 

 
Q. SUPPORT OPERATIONS SECTION 

 
1. Officer Tina Ellison     PN 6203 
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R. POLICE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (P.P.A.) 
 

1. Officer Bryan Yant     PN 6596 
2. Officer Darryl Clodt      PN 4319 
3. Attorney David Roger 
4. Attorney John Harper 

 
S. POLICE MANAGERS’ & SUPERVISORS’ ASSOCIATION (P.M.S.A.) 

 
1. Lieutenant Jay Roberts    PN 4824 
2. Sergeant John Hayes    PN 4099 

 
T. CRITICAL INCIDENT REVIEW TEAM (C.I.R.T.) 

 
1. Sergeant Russell Black    PN 4635 
2. Detective Daniel Pond    PN 3791 
3. Detective Richard Golgart    PN 4647 
4. Detective Patrick Burke    PN 7035 
5. Detective Marcus Martin    PN 5000 

 
U. POLICE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (P.E.A.P.) 

 
1. Sergeant Thomas Harmon   PN 3096 
2. Officer Stacy Short     PN 7731 
3. Officer Luis Tellez     PN 5916  
4. Officer Jeremy Levy    PN 6648 
5. Officer Melissa Causey    PN 5233 

  
V. VIDEO ANALYSIS DETAIL 

 
1. Forensic Multimedia Analyst Marc Moses PN 13637 

 
W. CLARK COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT 

 
1.   Captain Pitts 
2.   Captain Bray 
3.   Captain Johnson 
4.   Dudley Brown 
5.   Faruk Williams 
6.   Thomas Smith 
7.   Kevin Petersen 
8.   Peter ELiason 
9.   Scott Webster 
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10. Nick Grana 
11. Nicolas Stahlberger 
12. Jeffrey Monaco 
13. Sandra Lambert 
14. Montee Munns 
15. Justo Trujillo 
16. John Petrini 
17. Tim Garrett 
18. George Albari 

 

 RESCUE UNIT 16 – TRANSPORTED OFFICER BECK 
 

1.  Frederick Goff 
2.  Nels Eastgard   
3.  Nicholas Rhodes 

 

 RESCUE UNIT 227 – TRANSPORTED OFFICER SOLDO 
 

1. Jennifer Osborne 
2. Erik Klausen  
3. Sean Hansen 
4. Michael Purcell 
5. Raymond Leclair 
 

X. LAS VEGAS CITY FIRE DEPARTMENT, RESCUE UNIT 204 
 
   1. Jeremy Jacobs  (Transported Amanda Miller) 
   2. Rachael Combs 
 

Y. LAS VEGAS CITY FIRE DEPARTMENT – BOMB SQUAD  
 

1. R. Hevel      PN 514 
2. I. Adams      PN 687 

 
Z. CLARK COUNTY CORONER’S OFFICE  

 
1. Clark County Coroner Mike Murphy 
2. Investigations Supervisor David Mills 
3. Forensic Technician James Bischel 
4. Investigator Priscilla Chavez 
5. Investigator Rick Jones     
6. Investigator Shawna Shields 
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       AA.   LA PALOMA FUNERAL SERVICES 
 

  1.  Nephy Acevedo 
  2.  Brandy Hall 
 

BB.  UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER 
 

   1. Medical Director Carrison 
   2. Doctor Ozobia – Pronounced Soldo, Beck & Amanda Miller 

 
CC.  CLARK COUNTY CORONER’S OFFICE CASE INFORMATION 
 
       1. Officer Igor Soldo, Case # 14-5386; TOD: 6/08/14 @ 1158 hours 
       2. Amanda Miller, Case # 14-5388; TOD: 6/08/14 @ 1234 hours  
           3. Officer Alyn Beck, Case # 14-5387; TOD: 6/08/14 @ 1332 hours 
       4. Joseph Wilcox, Case # 14-5396; TOD: 06/09/14 @ 0030 hours 

  5. Jerad Miller, Case # 14-5397; TOD: 06/09/14 @ 0100 hours 
 

III. PERSONS INTERVIEWED/CONTACTED: 
 
 

A. LVMPD OFFICERS INTERVIEWED 
 

1.  Lieutenant John Liberty    PN 5844  (Public safety statements) 
2.  Sergeant James Oakes    PN 3920 
3.  Officer Brett Brosnahan    PN 13927 
4.   Officer John Bethard    PN 13928 

5.   Officer David Corbin    PN 7941 
6.   Officer Troy Nicol     PN 7774 
7.   Officer Ryan Fryman    PN 9799 
8.   Officer Gregory Stinnett    PN 8091 
9.   Officer Richard Thomas    PN 9658 
10. Officer Brian Steelsmith    PN 8058 
11. Officer Ana Briggs     PN 8086 
12. Officer Jenny Marx-Rodriguez   PN 8770 
13. SWAT Officer James Roberts   PN 6713 
14. SWAT Officer John Susich   PN 7557 
15. SWAT Officer Karl Knowles   PN 7522 
16. SWAT Officer Anton Gorup   PN 4905 
17. SWAT Officer Michael Walters   PN 5805 
18. SWAT Officer William Giblin   PN 6408 
19.  PSR Sabrina Steinmetz    PN 13767 
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B. CIVILIANS INTERVIEWED/STATEMENTS (CICI’S PIZZA): 
 

1.    Michael Haskins      
Dob. /1964, SSN.  
Res. Address: 1033 Ancient Timber Avenue 
Henderson, NV 89052   
Owner: CiCi’s Pizza        
Bus. Address: 309 North Nellis Boulevard, Suite 120,   

 Las Vegas, NV 89110     
Cell. Phone:  
 

    2.    Kelsey Danae Griffin  
Dob. 1996, SSN.  
Res. Address: 6136 Babson Avenue 
Las Vegas, NV 89110 
Employed By: CiCi’s Pizza 
Bus. Address: 309 North Nellis Boulevard, Suite 120, 
Las Vegas, NV 89110 
Bus. Phone:  
Res. Phone:  
Cell. Phone:  

 
    3.    Alvaro Lopez       

Dob. /1979, SSN.     
Res. Address: 432 North 22nd Street   
Las Vegas, NV 89101     
Cell. Phone:  

 
    4.    Maria Fabela Hernandez 

Dob. /1976, SSN.  
Res. Address: 904 Staffordshire Circle, Apartment A, 
Las Vegas, NV 89110 
Res. Phone:  
Cell. Phone:  
 

    5.    Sandra Fabela Hernandez 
Dob. 1979, SSN.  
Res. Address: 904 Staffordshire Circle, Apartment B, 
Las Vegas, NV 89110 
Res. Phone:  
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     6.    Ian Melandro Bueva Aquino  
  Dob. /1979, SSN.  
  Res. Address: 904 Staffordshire Circle, Apartment A, 
  Las Vegas, NV 89110 
  Cell. Phone:  
  Res. Phone:  
 
     7.    Jesus Uribe 

Dob. , SSN.  
  Res. Address: 5945 Dragons Way 
  Las Vegas, NV 89110 
  Cell. Phone:  
 
                8.   Hector Sanchez      
  Dob. /1987, SSN.     
  Res. Address: 717 Flower Street    
  Las Vegas, NV 89101      
  Cell. Phone:  
 
               9.   Carlos Arroyo 
  Dob. 1959, SSN.  
  Res. Address: 4420 San Rafael Avenue 
  Las Vegas, NV 89120 
  Res. Phone:  
  Cell. Phone:  
 

10.   Maria Kantowicz      
  Dob. /1945, SSN.     
  Res. Address: 6901 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 1147,   
  Las Vegas, NV 89156     
  Cell. Phone:  
 

11.   John Guinto       
  Dob. /1994, SSN.    
  Res. Address: 3406 Lakeland Bay Drive   
  Las Vegas, NV 89122     
  Cell. Phone:  
 

12.   Martha Sanchez 
  Dob. /1997, SSN.  
  Res. Address: 717 Flower Street 
  Las Vegas, NV 89101 
  Cell. Phone:  
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             13.   Jesus Sanchez      
Dob. /1993, SSN.    
Res. Address: 717 Flower Street    
Las Vegas, NV 89101     
Cell. Phone:  
 

14.   Thomas Sollami 
Dob. /1923, SSN.  
Res. Address: 4801 East Sahara, 
Apartment 2-58 
Las Vegas, NV 89104 
Cell. Phone:  
 

15.   Cristal Salmo       
 Dob. /1992, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 2559 Joseph Canyon Drive  
 Las Vegas, NV 89142     
 Cell. Phone:  
 
16.   Jorge Tamayo Gonzalez 
 Dob. /1996, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 609 North 13th Street, Apartment C, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
17.   Sheree Burns 
 Dob. 1965, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1492 North Lamb Boulevard, Apartment 1080, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  

 
18.   Swins Andrew Fontenelle     

  Dob. 1943, SSN.    
  Res. Address: 6637 Blue Hawaii Avenue  
  Las Vegas, NV 89110     
  Cell. Phone:  
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C. PERSONS INTERVIEWED/STATEMENTS (WALMART): 
 

1. Robert Stubbs 
        Dob. /1972, SSN.  
        Res. Address: 1558 Ward Frontier Lane 
        Henderson, NV 89002 
        Res. Phone:  
 
2. Seth Gauger        
 Dob. /1979, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 8145 Nestled Court    
 Las Vegas, NV 89143      
 Res. Phone:      
 Cell. Phone:  
 
3. Fabiola Morales 
 Dob. 1965, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1877 Trilly Lane 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Res. Phone:  
 
4.    Ana Maria Rodriguez     
 Dob. /1984, SSN.       
 Res. Address: 1817 Franklin Avenue    
 Las Vegas, NV 89104     
 Cell. Phone:       
 
5.    Ana Maria Enriguez De Tule  (translator for Ana Maria Rodriguez)  
 Dob. /1942, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 1817 Franklin Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
6.    Susan Wyatt  
 Dob. 1948, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 2627 South Lamb Boulevard, Apartment 240, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Sears Auto Center 
 Bus. Address: 3450 South Maryland Parkway  
 Bus. Phone:  
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7. Ofelia Virrueta  
 Dob. /1982, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4500 Nash Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
8. Katherine Rivas 
 Dob. /1977, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5170 Paradise Skies Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Res. Phone:  
 
9. Perla Rodriguez 
 Dob. /1992, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4520 Bingham Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
10. Donnalee Gasser 
 Dob. /1963, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 2155 Bryce Canyon Avenue  
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Res. Phone:   
 
11. Robert Miller  
 Dob. /1953, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 855 Carbon Street 
 Walnutport, PA 18088 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Res. Phone:  
 
12. Kathryn Miller  
 Dob. /1951, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 855 Carbon Street 
 Walnutport, PA 18088 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Res. Phone:  
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13. Gilberto Castaneda   
 Dob. 1961, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 14409 Cookacre Street, 
 Compton, CA 90221 
 Cell. Phone:  

 
14. Sonia Castaneda (Spanish translator for Gilberto Castaneda) 
 Dob. /1986, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 837 West 165 Place, Apartment 2, 
 Gardena, CA 90247 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
15. Sylvia Glez   
 Dob. /1950, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3776 Millwood Avenue, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
16. Kimberly Langley      
 Dob. /1970, SSN:   
 Res. Address: 361 North Nellis Boulevard, Apartment 115,   
 Las Vegas, NV 89110      
 Cell. Phone:  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
17.  Aleah Angelo 
 Dob. 1997, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4770 East Owens Avenue, Apartment C-204, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
18.  Anthony Salgado 
 Dob. /1986, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3150 South Nellis Boulevard, Apartment 2039, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Cell. Phone:  

 
19.  Larry Grayum 
 Dob. /1964, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5523 Big Sea Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
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20.  Carl Thompson  
 Dob. /1965, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1512 Maple Leaf Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone: 1 

 
21.  Crystal Thompson  
 Dob. /1978, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1512 Maple Leaf Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
22.  Luz Dizon Valle   
 Dob. /1949, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5712 Pinecone Place, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89108 
 Res. Phone:  
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
23.  Roderick Smith 
 Dob. 1973 
 Bus. Address: 201 North Nellis Boulevard  
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart, Loss Prevention 
 Bus. Phone:  
     
24.  Alize Princess Harper  
 Dob. /1998 
 Res. Address: 1750 Marion Drive, Apartment 188, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
25.  Charles Eric Boyland  
 Dob. /1982, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4555 East Karen Avenue, Apartment 94, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Cell. Phone:  
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26. Myesha Smith      
 Dob. /1990, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 6500 West Charleston Boulevard, Apartment 396,     
 Las Vegas, NV 89146 
 Res. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
27.  Rosemary White      
 Dob. /1981, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 4220 North Las Vegas Boulevard, Apartment 217,   
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
  Res. Phone:     
 Employed By:  Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:   
 
28.  Laura Gonzalez 
 Dob. /1975, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 205 Hancock Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Res. Phone:  
 
29.  Mayra Calvillo      
 Dob. /1994, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 4880 East Charleston Boulevard, Apartment 1,   
 Las Vegas, NV 89104       
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
30.  Yrazema Rodriguez, aka-Sammy 
 Dob. /1979, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 6730 Legalla Lane 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
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31.  Sheryl Ashford 
 Dob. /1986, SSN.       
 Res. Address: 3569 Big Sur Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89123 
 Res. Phone:  
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  

 
32.  Denzel Pope         
 Dob. /1957, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1713 Coco Beach     
 Las Vegas, NV 89128 
 Cell. Phone:      
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
33.  Jo Ann Priddy 
 Dob. /1951, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5150 East Sahara Avenue, Apartment 103, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
34.  Robert Perks       
 Dob. /1948, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 3700 East Stewart Avenue, Space 35,    
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:      
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
35.  Olga Valenzuela       
 Dob. -1966, SSN.       
 Res. Address: 4071 Blue Wild Rye Street   
 Las Vegas, NV 89122    
 Cell. Phone:  
 Bus. Phone:  
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36.  Tonia Sprinkle 
 Dob. -1973, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5197 El Castano Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89108 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
37.  Donald Reyes 
 Dob. -1965, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 4071 Blue Wild Rye Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
38.  Jeremy James Robert Tanner  (Joseph Wilcox’ friend)  
 Dob. /76, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1111 North Lamb Boulevard, Space 126, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
39.  Kelley Fielder    (Suspect’s roommate) 
 Dob. 1972, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1107 Bruce Street, Apartment 153, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Cell. Phone:  

 
D. PERSONS CONTACTED/WRITTEN STATEMENTS (WALMART): 

 
1.  Audrey Saenz 
 Dob. /1993, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3070 South Nellis Boulevard, Apartment 2004, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
2.  Avila Agustin 
 Dob. /2001, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4650 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 109, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Res. Phone:  
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3.  Janeth Rodriguez 
 Dob. 1997, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4362 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 51, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Res. Phone:  
 
4.  Debora O’Dell 
 Dob. /1967, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 6523 Ozzie Harriet Avenue, Apartment 101, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Res. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
 
5.  Mark Allen Pope 
 Dob. /1959, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5905 Tamarack Lodge Lane 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89081 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
6.  Dianne Kurada 
 Dob. /1951, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4850 Sphinx Way, Apartment 2085, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Res. Phone:  
 
7.  Diep Truong 
 Dob. 1952, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 6579 Charlie Chaplin Avenue, Apartment 103,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
8.  Carlos Damon Tucker     
 Dob. /94, SSN.      
 Res. Address: 4730 East Craig Road, Apartment 1128,    
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Cell. Phone:     
 Employed by:  Walmart        
 Bus. Phone:  
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9.  Janet Affeldt 
 Dob. /1957, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5847 Glory Canyon Way 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Res. Address:  
 
10.   
 Dob. /2001   
 , 
 ,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:    
 
11.  Joyce Hogan 
 Dob. /1943, SSN. 5   
 Res. Address:  6013 Shenandoah Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Cell. Phone:    
 
12.  Celia Pineda 
 Dob. /1967, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 1083 Devon Lake Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:   
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
13.  Merari Garcia    
 Dob. /1988, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5985 Autumn Harvest 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
14.  Rena Donovan 
 Dob. /1961, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5318 Joshua Jose 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89031 
 Res. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
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15.  Jacob Altergott      
 Dob. /1987, SSN.      
 Res. Address: 422 Scenic Drive     
 Henderson, NV 89002     
 Res. Phone:     
 Res. Phone:  
 
16.  Ernesto Vega 
 Dob. 1964, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4800 East Charleston Boulevard,  
 Apartment 10, 
 Las Vegas NV, 89110 
 
17.  Lachauniece Brenee McCarty  
 Dob. /1993, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 7720 Constanso Avenue, 
 Apartment 104, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89128 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
  
18.  Timothy Jaure  
 Dob. /1952, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 5782  Sea Breeze Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:   
 Employed By: MGM Hotel and Casino  
 Bus. Address: 3799 South Las Vegas Blvd 
 Las Vegas, NV 89109 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
19.  Carmen Hotmer 
 Dob. /1970, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 316 Tamarack Drive 
 Henderson, NV 89002 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  
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20.  Xenolene Tennant 
 Dob. /1944, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 1624 Palm Street, 
 Apartment 327,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89104  
 Cell. Phone:  
 
21.  Dolores Merino      
 Dob. /1955    
 Res. Address: 2636 Salt Lake Street    
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030    
 Res. Phone:     
 Cell. Phone:     
 
22.  Pablo Doroteo      
 Dob. 1961, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 2636 Salt Lake Street    
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030    
 Res. Phone:  
 
23.  Juana Manzo 
 Dob. 1982 
 Res. Address: 3040 Bassler Street 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
24.  Maria Lordes Obarrio     
 Dob. 1959, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 1657 South Christy Lane    
 Las Vegas, NV 89142     
 Res. Phone:  
 
25.  Sandra Chavez      
 Dob. /1974     
 Res. Address: 2417 Berkley Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89101     
 Res. Phone:  
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26.  Fausto Trigueros 
 Dob. /1982, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3750 East Bonanza Road, 
 Apartment 130, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
27.  Jorge Fandino      
 Dob. /1954, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 5559 Tunis Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89122      
 Cell. Phone:  
 
28.  Luis Leon Garcia 
 Dob. /1977, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 1804 Poplar Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Cell. Phone:  
 
29.  Ana Guzman 
 Dob. 1972, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 909 Snug Harbor, 
 Apartment C,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:   
 
30.  Maria Paloma 
 Dob. /1974  
 Res. Address: 2895 East Charleston Boulevard, 
 Apartment 2054, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
31.   
 Dob. /2001 
 , 
   
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Cell. Phone:  
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32.  Alavaro Gonzalo Paloma 
 Dob. /971, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 2895 East Charleston Boulevard, 
 Apartment 2054,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Venetian Hotel and Casino (Kitchen worker) 
 Bus. Address: 3355 South Las Vegas Boulevard 
 Las Vegas, NV 89109 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
33.  Griselda Cortez 
 Dob. /1978, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 6223 East Sahara Avenue, Apartment 37,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:    
 Employed By:  Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
34.  Arturo Abdiel Garcia 
 Dob. /1970, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1811 Harvard Street 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030 
 Cell. Phone:   
 
35.  Xochitl Ramirez Contreras 
 Dob. 1971 
 Res. Address: Unknown  
 Cell. Phone:  
 
36.  Felicia Deann Wimberly 
 Dob. /1981, SSN.    
 Res. Address:  6628 Fallona Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
37.  Olivia Pineda 
 Dob. 1964, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 1320 North Sloan Lane 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110  
 Cell. Phone:  
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38.  Deborah Roach 
 Dob. /1951, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 6853 El Cordobes Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:    
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Bus. Phone: (  
 
39.  Cecilia Contreras 
 Dob. 1977, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 409 Carlin Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110   
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
40.  Jose Pujol 
 Dob. /1964, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 112 Marion Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:   
 Bus. Address: 804 North Main Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Bus. Phone:  
  
41. Davetta LaRose Buttersass 
 Dob. /1971, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 3070 South Nellis Boulevard, Apartment 3188, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by:  Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
42.  Fernandez Ruiz 
 Dob. /1985 
 Res. Address: 2404 Sunrise Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Res. Phone:  
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43.  Jeremy Brett Winfield 
 Dob. /1984, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 338 Steelhead Lane, 
 Apartment 201,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89110   
 Cell. Phone:    
 
44.  Maribel Garcia 
 Dob. /1983, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 4650 East Lake Mead Boulevard,  
 Apartment 109,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
45.  Jorge Martinez 
 Dob. /1976 
 Res. Address: 1001 North Townsend Avenue, 
 Apartment ¼,  
 Los Angeles, CA 90063   
 Cell. Phone:  
 
46.  Ursula Aglipay 
 Dob. /1970, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 1220 North Sloan Lane  
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
47.  Erick Valdovinos 
 Dob. /1984, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 2201 Berkley Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101  
 Cell. Phone:   
 
48.  Monica Rachel Sara 
 Dob. 1988, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 954 Clipper Drive 
 Henderson, NV 89015 
  Cell. Phone:    
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  
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49.  William Charles Francisco 
 Dob. /1987, SSN.    
 Res. Address:  4129 Pierce Way 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
50.  Teresita Garcia Muyot 
 Dob. /1951, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 6336 Cascade Run Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
51.  Claudia Castro 
 Dob. 1974, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 2182 North Pecos Road, Apartment 73, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115   
 Cell. Phone:   
 
52. Eleanor Cubangbang 
 Dob. /1970, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1216 North Sloan Lane 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart (Sales Associate) 
 Bus. Phone:  
 
53.  Cesar Foncesa 
 Dob. /1983, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 4650 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 109,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
54.  Vanessa Rodriguez 
 Dob. /1994, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 4362 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 51,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Cell. Phone:  
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55.  Vivian Cardenas Gonzales 
 Dob. /1976, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 1804 Poplar Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
56.  Thomas Garcia 
 Dob. /1960, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 6901 East Lake Mead, Apartment 1080,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Cell. Phone:    
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  
 
57.  Adelina Vergara 
 Dob. /1948, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 2330 Bowstring Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142  
 Cell. Phone:   
 
58.  Mireya Abrica 
 Dob. /1977, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4468 Cool Valley Drive  
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
59.  Irene De Santiago 
 Dob. 1949  
 Res. Address: 4468 Cool Valley Drive  
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
60.  Blanca Castellanos-Sanchez 
 Dob. /84, SSN.    
 Res. Address:  3677 Hilo Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Cell. Phone:   
 Employed By: McDonald’s 
 Bus. Address: 4400 East Charleston Boulevard 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Bus. Phone:  
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61.  Sharon Mahaley Kendrick 
 Dob. /1957, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 514 Wing Gull Court 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89032 
 Bus. Phone:  
 Res. Phone:  
 
62.  Mary Rose Wells 
 Dob. /1970, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4804 Longshot Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Cell. Phone:  
 
63.  Cabrina Ann Workman 
 Dob. /1992, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 2675 South Nellis Boulevard, Apartment 2078, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed By: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
  

E. PERSONS CONTACTED (CICI’S PIZZA / WALMART): 
 

  1.  Sandra Villalba   
 Dob. /1985, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 5145 Rawhide Street, Apartment 244,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Reported shooting, but did not see or hear anything 
 
 2.  Angelica Hernandez     
 Dob. /1991, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 232 Lynn Lane     
 Las Vegas, NV 89110       
 Employed By:  U-Swirl Frozen Yogurt   
 Bus. Address: 305 North Nellis Boulevard    
 Las Vegas, NV 89110     
 Bus. Phone:      
 Cell. Phone:      
 Reported shooting, but did not see or hear anything 
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 3.  Nanette Kitten Lasenbby   
 Dob. /1963, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5571 Reuben Street, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything   
 
 4.   
 Dob. /2000   
 Res. Address: 2182 North Pecos Road, Apartment 73, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115   
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
   
 5.  Lorena Doughty-Sowah     
 Dob. /1958, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 6380 Waterdragon Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89110     
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
 6.  Edward Sowah 
 Dob. -1944 
 CA DL#  
 Res. Address: 6380 Waterdragon Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
 7.  Jose Gafindo       
 Dob.     
 Res. Address: 9095 Honeysuckle Avenue    
 Hesperia, CA       
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
 8.  Ashley Reynosa-Hurtado 
 Dob. 1992, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 2342 La Puente Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115    
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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9.  Olivia Gafindo 
 Dob. /1976, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 9095 Honeysuckle Avenue 
 Hesperia, CA 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 

10.  Celso Tobon-Bravo 
 Dob. /1970, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1215 Arrowhead Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89106 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything    
 
11.  Maricela Rosas-Velazquez     
 Dob. 1971, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1215 Arrowhead Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89106     
 Cell. Phone:      
 Did not see or hear anything     
 
12.  Pedro Huerta       
 Dob. /1945    
 CA DL #  
 Res. Address: 1215 Arrowhead Avenue    
 Las Vegas, NV 89106     
 Cell.      
 Did not see or hear anything  
 
13.  Ariadna Pineda-Rodriguez     
 Dob. /1976    
 NV DL #      
 Res. Address: 1712 Eddingham Court  . 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
14.  Maria Cruz-Ruiz 
 Dob. /1965, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5055 East Charleston Boulevard, Apartment A-208, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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15.  Donald Beck 
 Dob. /1949 
 CO DL #  
 Res. Address: 196 Ocean Avenue 
 San Francisco, CA 94112 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
16.  Rachel Lynn Joseph     
 Dob. /1942    
 CA DL#       
 Res. Address: 196 Ocean Avenue    
 San Francisco, CA 94112      
 Res. Phone:      
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
17.  Alfredo Mijares 
 Dob. /1973, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5589 Super Bowl Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
18.  Gaudencia Diaz-Rodriguez 
 Dob. /1985, SSN.  
 NV DL#  
 Res. Address: 5589 Super Bowl Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything  
 
19.  Rodolfo Hernandez-Montalvan 
 Dob. /1968 
 Res. Address: Unknown 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
20.  Alexis Reynosa 
 Dob. /1992 
 Res. Address: 2850 East Bonanza Road, Apartment 1098, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Cell.  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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21.  Paula B. Perla 
 Dob. 1941, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 2111 Christina Street 
 North Las Vegas, NV  89030 
 Cell.  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
22.  Jorge Perla    
 Dob. /1982, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 2111 Christina Street    
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030    
 Cell.      
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
23.  Juana Romano-Olvera      
 Dob. /1968     
 Res. Address: Unknown      
 Cell.       
 Did not see or hear anything 
            
24.  Eva Reyes-Mares  
 Dob. /1950, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1538 South Christy Lane 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell.  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
25.  Moises Mares-Mata   
 Dob. 1956, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1538 South Christy Lane     
 Las Vegas, NV 89142     
 Cell.      
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
26.  Gerard Rosas  
 Dob. /1993 
 CA DL #  
 Res Address: 7369 Kempster Avenue 
 Fontana, CA  92336 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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27.  Zuleyka Ramos-Vazquez 
 Dob. -1979, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1640 Mary Jane Drive, Apartment C, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89156 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
28.  Aidemar Perez      
 Dob. /1982    
 Res. Address: 1640 Mary Jane Drive, Apartment C,    
 Las Vegas, NV 89156     
 Cell. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
29.  Federico Givero 
 Dob. -1966, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3558 Durant Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Cell. Phone: 47 
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
30.  Moises Galindo      
 Dob. /1972, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 6148 Apple Orchard Drive  
 Las Vegas, NV 89142     
 Cell. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
31.  Maria Elena Garcia 
 Dob. /1978, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 5802 Queenstown Way 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Bus. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
32.  Rosemary Calderon    
 Dob. /1991, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 2532 Perliter Avenue   
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030    
 Res. Phone:      
 Did not see or hear anything 
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33.  Mauricio Calderon 
 Dob. /1961 
 Res. Address: 2532 Perliter Avenue 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030 
 Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
34.  Maciena Gutierrez       
 Dob. /1964    
 Res. Address: 2532 Perliter Avenue    
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030 
 Res. Phone:    
 Did not see or hear anything     
 
35.  Oscar Flores-Lopez 
 Dob. /1981 
 NV DL #  
 Res. Address: 3825 North Nellis Boulevard, Space 26, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
36.  Iuz Divina Gatica      
 Dob.     
  North Nellis Boulevard, Space 26, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115     
 Res. Phone:      
 Did not see or hear anything     
 
37.  Reyna Rameriz 
 Dob. 1983 
 Res. Address: Unknown 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
38.  Richard Hendricks      
 Dob. /1952     
 OR DL#   
 Res. Address: 931 3rd Street, P.O. BOX 263 
 Wheeler, OR 97147       
 Res. Phone:   
 Did not see or hear anything     
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39.  Deanna Hendricks 
 Dob. /1939 
 OR DL#  
 Res. Address: 931 3rd Street, P.O. BOX 263 
 Wheeler, OR 97147 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
40.  Judy Santo 
 Dob. /1963, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4064 Shetland Pony Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89123 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
41.  Annette K. Herz      
 Dob. /1933, SSN.      
 Res. Address: 1921 Donnington Court 
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Cell. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything     
 
42.  Lydia Padilla 
 Dob. /1941, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 3664 Waynesville Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
43.  Antonio Padilla      
 Dob. /1940, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3664 Waynesville Street   
 Las Vegas, NV 89122     
 Res. Phone:      
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
44.  Joann Lynn Tabua      
 Dob. 1963, SSN.       
 FL DL#  
 Res. Address: 516 Driftwood Circle  
 Palm Harbor, FL 34683      
 Res. Phone:        
 Did not see or hear anything 
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45.  Miguel Tabua 
 Dob. /1929, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 516 Driftwood Circle  
 Palm Harbor, FL 34683 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
46.  Ludenaria Tabua 
 Dob. /1934, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5601 Little Lake Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything  
 
47.  Terry Meiselwitz      
 Dob. /1956, SSN.      
 FL DL#  
 Res. Address: 516 Driftwood Circle  
 Palm Harbor, FL 34683       
 Cell. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything  
 
48.  Jennifer Nuuanu-Ku 
 Dob. /1982, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3300 North Tenaya Way, 
 Apartment 1029, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89129  
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
49.  Jason Ballesteros      
 Dob. /1971, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 2338 North Green Valley Parkway, Apartment 826, 
 Henderson, NV 89014     
 Res. Phone:      
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
50.  Sandra Prestidge 
 Dob. /1961, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4524 Soda Ash Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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51.  Candice Gondini      
 Dob. /1948, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 948 Betty Lane    
 Las Vegas, NV 89110     
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
     
52.  Mika Takegoshi 
 Dob. 1965, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5611 Little Lake Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
53.  Kazuya Mizuta      
 Dob. /1954, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5611 Little Lake Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89122     
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything     
 
54.  Candace Kaopuki 
 Dob. /1974, SSN.    
 Res. Address: 222 Genesse Point Street 
 Henderson, NV 89074 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
55.  Kawika Kaopuiki  
 Dob. /1978, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 222 Genesse Point Street 
 Henderson, NV 89074 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
56.  Duane Hopwood 
 Dob. /1950, SSN.  
 Res. Address:6403 Lookout Mountain Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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57.  Connie Hopwood      
 Dob. 1951, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 6403 Lookout Mountain Drive  
 Las Vegas, NV 89110     
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything 
  
58.  Patricia Rosales 
 Dob. /1975, SSN.  
 Res Address: 405 Marion Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
59. Kimberly Wright      
 Dob. 1991, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5449 Ithaca Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89122     
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything  
 
60.  Kandice Forehand 
 Dob. /1991, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5449 Ithaca Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
61.  Eustaquio Gamponia Viloria Jr.    
 Dob. /1949, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 8350 Wild Thing Court   
 Las Vegas, NV 89131     
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
62.  Emma Calaycay Viloria 
 Dob. /1948, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 8350 Wild Thing Court 
 Las Vegas, NV 89131 
 Did not see or hear anything 
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63.  John Nickolas Isel      
 Dob. /1960, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 3650 East Lake Mead Boulevard,    
 Apartment 125, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
    
64.  Josephina Martinez-Ibarra 
 Dob. /1976 
 Res. Address: 4520 Arrowroot Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
65.  Luis Antonio 
 Dob. /1974 
 Res. Address: 4520 Arrowroot Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
66.  Mora De Felix      
 Dob. /1954, SSN.  
 Res. Address:4520 Arrowroot Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89110     
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
67.  Luis Marlin Perez 
 Dob. /1986, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 407 Hopedale Avenue 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89032 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
68.  Victor Perez       
 Dob. 1957, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 407 Hopedale Avenue  
 North Las Vegas, NV 89032 
 Res. Phone:        
 Did not see or hear anything     
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69.  Carmen Perez 
 Dob. /1966, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3401 Coleman Street  
 North Las Vegas, NV 89032 
 Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
70.  Reyes Mendoza-Pacheco     
 Dob. /1974    
 NV DL #  
 Res. Address: 1220 Tree Line Drive, 
 Apartment 1083, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142  
 Res. Phone:      
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
71. Virgilia Sosa-Perez 
 Dob. /1962 
 NV DL #  
 Res. Address: 1220 Tree Line Drive, 
 Apartment 1083, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
72.  Luis Antonio Moralas     
 Dob. /1992    
 CA DL #  
 Res. Address: 340 West Arbutus Street  
 Compton, CA 90220         
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything     
 
73.  Micaelina Cortez 
 Dob. /1977, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 340 West Arbutus Street  
 Compton, CA 90220  
 Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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74.  Gregorio Lopez-Navarrete     
 Dob. /1972    
 Res. Address: Unknown      
 Phone:      
 Did not see or hear anything 
       
75.  Noe Ocampo 
 Dob. /1972 
 NV DL #   
 Res. Address: 913 Meyer Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
76.  Guillermina Vargas-Ordunes    
 Dob. /1975    
 Res. Address: Unknown      
 Res. Phone:     
 Did not see or hear anything  
 
77.  Chantelle Ballesteros 
 Dob. /1973, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 2338 North Green Valley Parkway, Apartment 826, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89014 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
78.  Gregory Cabais 
 Dob. /1977, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5419 West Tropicana Avenue, Apartment 2002, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89103 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything  
 
79.  Francisco Madrigal-Ayala 
 Dob. /1959, SSN.  
 NV DL #  
 Res. Address: 1414 Ardmore Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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80.  Rosa Madrigal 
 Dob. /1958, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 1414 Ardmore Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything  
 
81.  Ruiz Fernando 
 Dob. 1985  
 Res. Address: 2404 Sunrise Avenue, Apartment 3,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89101  
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
82.  Anthony Stephen Salgado 
 Dob. /1986, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3150 South Nellis Boulevard, Apartment 2039,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
83.  Lima Araceli  
 Dob. /1976 
 Res. Address: Unknown 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
84.  Alfredo Alvarez 
 Dob. /1992, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3717 Cypress Avenue 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
85.  Iris Alfredo 
 Dob. /1989 
 Res. Address: Unknown 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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86.  Julita Sosa 
 Dob. /1963 
 CA DL#  
 Res. Address: 1905 South Forest Avenue 
 Santa Ana, CA 92704 
 Res. Phone:   
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
87.  Constantino Sosa 
 Dob. /1962, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1905 South Forest Avenue 
 Santa Ana, CA 92704 
 Res. Phone:   
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
88.  Tomas Rodelio 
 Dob. /1954, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 415 Fogg Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Res. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
89.  Sebastian Garcia 
 Dob. /1983 
 Res. Address: 2118 Daley Street  
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030 
 Res. Phone:   
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
90.  Felix Julieta 
 Dob. /1960 
 Res. Address: 2118 Daley Street  
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030 
 Res. Phone:   
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
91.  Estella Barraza 
 Dob. /1972, SSN.  
 NV DL#  
 Res. Address: 1522 Grape Harbor Way 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell.  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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92.  Juan Hernandez-Ramirez 
 Dob. /1982 
 Res. Address: 1522 Grape Harbor Way 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142  
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
93.  Uldarico Caspillan Bucaneg, Jr.   
 Dob. /1961, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5222 Walnut Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
94.  Raquel Sabino Bucaneg   
 Dob. /1962, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5222 Walnut Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
95.  Ismael Carvajal 
 Dob. /1971, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5148 Hallet Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
96.  Jose Eduardo Carrion-Moya  
 Dob. /1966, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3985 East Cheyenne Avenue, Apartment 145, 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030 
 Cell Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
97.  Sonia Castaneda (translator for Gilberto Castaneda interview) 
 Dob. /1986 
 Res. Address: 837 West 165 Place, Apartment 2, 
 Gardena, CA 90247 
 Cell. Phone:  
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98.  Sara Rosa Corona-Solorzano   
 Dob. /1971 
 Res. Address: 3985 East Cheyenne Avenue, Apartment 145, 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89030 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
99.  Elia Elvira Diaz-Rodriguez   
 Dob. /1969, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4632 East Van Buren Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 

100.  Maria Dionisio  
 Dob. /1955, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3681 Rungsted Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 

 101.  Oscar Felipe Flores   
 Dob. /1981, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5056 East Sahara Avenue, Apartment 1004, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
102.  Gabriella Garcia-Esparza   
 Dob. 1976, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5065 East Sahara Avenue, Apartment 1004, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
103.  Crystal Miriah Isel   
 Dob. /1960, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3650 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 125, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Cell Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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104.  John Nickolas Isel   
 Dob. /1960, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3650 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 125, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Cell Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
105.  Valerie Jean Price   
 Dob. /1961, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3650 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 125, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
106.  Jazine Romulo   
 Dob. /1996 
 Res. Address: 3650 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 125, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
107.  Sanchez Gilberto Lopez   
 Dob. /1982 
 Res. Address: 1700 North Lamb Boulevard, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
108.  Araceli Pablico Pagdilao   
 Dob. 1948, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4070 East Cincinnati Avenue, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
109.  Dante Rondal Pagdilao   
 Dob. /1954, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4070 East Cincinnati Avenue, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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110.  Myrna Quitazol   
 Dob. /1952, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5946 Sunrise Hills Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
111.  Reynaldo Fernandez Quitazol   
 Dob. /1947, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 5946 Sunrise Hills Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
112.  Candido Ronduen   
 Dob. 1942, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 877 Lantham Place 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
113.  Meashle Ronduen   
 Dob. /1979 
 Res. Address: 877 Lantham Place 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
114.  Marilyn Siao   
 Dob. /1960, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 6318 Berry Patch Way 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
115.  Ramonito Siao  
 Dob. /1962, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 6318 Berry Patch Way 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
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116.  Dolores Tubigon   
 Dob. /1946, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1350 Hazel Tree Court 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
117.  Jennifer Soleta Vigilia   
 Dob. /1968, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 1687 Raspberry Hill Road 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
118.  Norma Alicia Montano 
 Dob. /1970, SSN. 6  
 Res. Address: 609 North 13th Street, Apartment C, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
119.  Jorge Justavo Tamayo-Gonzalez 
 Dob. /1996, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 609 North 13th Street, Apartment C, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Did not see or hear anything 
 
120. Micaela Hernandez      
 Dob. /1952, SSN.     
 Res. Address: 4935 East California Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89104     
 Unable to contact 
 
121.  Socorro Zamora-Garcia     
 Dob. /1972, SSN.      
 Res. Address: 1213 Arrowhead Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89106      
 Res. Phone:      
 Unable to contact 
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122.  Antonio Martinez-Velasquez 
 Dob. /1971, SSN.  
 NV DL #  
 Res. Address: 1213 Arrowhead Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89106 
 Res. Phone:  
 Unable to contact 
 
123.  Jaime Tobon-Rojos 
 Dob. /1992 
 Res. Address: 1215 Arrowhead Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89106 
 Res. Phone:  
 Unable to contact 
 
124.  Miramontes Pomitio      
 Dob. 1956    
 Res. Address: Unknown       
 Res. Phone:     
 Unable to contact 
 
125.  Teresa De-Trejo      
 Dob. /1968, SSN.      
 NV DL#       
 Res. Address: 5418 Burkshire Drive   
 Las Vegas, NV 89142     
 Res. Phone:     
 Unable to contact 
 
126.  Jose Santiago Magno 
 Dob. /1953, SSN.   
 NV DL#  
 Res. Address: 3900 Welter Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89104 
 Res. Phone:  
 Unable to contact 
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127.  Joseph Delacruz Magno Jr.     
 Dob. /1991, SSN.      
 NV DL#       
 Res. Address: 3900 Welter Avenue    
 Las Vegas, NV 89104      
 Res. Phone:      
 Unable to contact 
 
128.  Chotide Angiat      
 Dob.     
 Res. Address: Non provided    
 Res. Phone:     
 Unable to contact 
 
129.  Jeremy Parker      
 Dob. -1981, SSN.      
 AZ DL#         
 Res. Address: P. O. Box 621623 
 Las Vegas, NV 89162      
 Res. Phone:     
 Cell. Phone:  
 Stated was not at scene 
 
130.  Dianne Karada 
 Dob. /1951, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 4850 Sphinx Way, Apartment 2085,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Heard only 
 
131.  Audrey Saenz 
 Dob. 1993, SSN.  
 Res. Address: 3070 South Nellis Boulevard, Apartment 2004,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89121 
 Employed by: Walmart 
 Bus. Phone:  
 Heard only 
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132.  
 Dob. 1 /2001, SSN.  
 Res. Address:  
  
 Cell. Phone:  
 Heard only 
 
133.  Debora Garrison Odell 
 Dob. /1967, SSN.   
 Res. Address: 6523 Ozzie Harriot Avenue, Apartment 101,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89122 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Employed by: Walmart  
 Bus. Phone:  
 Heard only 
 
134.   
 Dob. /2001, SSN.  
 Res. Address:  
  
 Cell. Phone:  
 Heard only 
 
135.  
 Dob. /2005          
 Res. Address:  
  
 Cell. Phone:  
 Heard only 
 
136.  Josefa Ocampo 
 Dob. /1968  
 Res. Address: 2501 Valley Street, Apartment 4,   
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Cell. Phone:   
 Unable to contact 
 
137.  Maria Garcia 
 Dob. /1946  
 Res. Address: 4650 East Lake Mead Boulevard, Apartment 109,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89106 
 Cell. Phone:   
 Unable to contact 
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138.  
 Dob. /2001  
 Res. Address: 2417 Berkley Avenue   
 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
 Cell. Phone:  
 Unable to contact 
 
139. Ken Rustay (Owner) 
 We Buy Gold Pawn Shop 
 Bus. Address: 241 North Nellis Boulevard, Suite 103,  
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Bus. Phone:  
 Cell. Phone:  
 (Obtained Video) 
 
140. Elise Hawkins (District Manager) 
 Green Valley Grocery 
 Bus. Address: 251 North Nellis Boulevard 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Bus. Address: 1580 South Jones Boulevard 
 Las Vegas, NV 89146 
 Bus. Phone:  
 Cell. Phone:  
 (Obtained Video) 
 
141. Francisco Lopez (Manager) 
 Roberto’s Taco Shop 
 Bus. Address: 241 North Nellis Boulevard, Suite 101, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Bus. Phone: (702) 437-1031 
 (No Video Recovered) 
 
142. Francisco Rodriguez (Manager) 
 Papa John’s Pizza 
 Bus. Address: 241 North Nellis Boulevard, Suite 102, 
 Las Vegas, NV 89110 
 Bus. Phone: (702) 434-5252 
 (No Video Recovered) 
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IV. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION: 
 
The below chronological account of events, which led up to the incident, some of which 
occurred prior to the arrival of homicide detectives, was established by investigators via 
the review of recovered video surveillance footage, LVMPD radio traffic, investigative 
logs, interviews and Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) times. Minor inconsistencies with 
the time frame may be present due to the varying time stamps attributed to the multiple 
systems involved.  
 
On 6/08/14 at approximately 1122:51 hours, LVMPD dispatch started to receive several   
9-1-1 calls, which reported a shooting at the CiCi’s Pizza restaurant at Stewart Avenue 
and Nellis Boulevard. Patrol officers were dispatched to the area while dispatchers 
attempted to gather more information. The details of the call were quickly updated to 
reflect two police officers had possibly been shot inside the CiCi’s Pizza restaurant, 
which was located in suite 120 at 309 North Nellis Boulevard. 
 
At approximately 1125:00 hours, dispatch advised they had located a patrol unit (2G1) 
checked out for lunch in the area of Stewart Avenue and Nellis Boulevard, but they were 
unable to raise the unit on the radio or telephone. 
 
At approximately 1125:36 hours, Jared and Amanda Miller entered the Walmart store 
still armed. 
 
At approximately 1126:08 hours, Amanda Miller shot customer Wilcox inside the store. 
 
At approximately 1126:56 hours, Patrol Officer Darren Green arrived on the CiCi’s Pizza 
scene followed closely by Officers Ryan Fryman and Jenny Marx-Rodriguez. 
 
At approximately 1127:28 hours, Jerad Miller broke into the ammunition case in the 
sporting goods section of the Walmart store. 
  
At approximately 1127:46 hours, the officers made entry and located Patrol Officers 
Alyn Beck and Officer Igor Soldo inside the restaurant suffering from multiple gunshot 
wounds. 
 
At approximately 1127:51 hours, Patrol Officer Brosnahan (2F42) advised over the radio 
the suspect was going south bound on Nellis Boulevard toward the Walmart store. 
Officer Brosnahan left his patrol vehicle on Stewart Avenue and ran on foot alone 
toward the rear of the Walmart store. 
 
At approximately 1127:56 hours, officers requested medical respond to the CiCi’s Pizza 
scene. 
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At approximately 1127:57 hours, Officer Brosnahan entered the rear of the Walmart 
store and moved toward the northwest corner of the store. Officer Brosnahan 
encountered the suspects in the northwest corner of the store and was involved in an 
Officer Involved Shooting. 
 
At approximately 1128:39 hours, dispatched advised over the radio, the suspects were 
inside the Walmart store shooting and they now had an active shooter at Walmart at 
201 North Nellis Boulevard. 
 
At approximately 1129:10 hours, Officer Brosnahan exited the rear of the Walmart, 
where he called out “shots fired” and requested additional units to the rear of the 
Walmart store. Officer Brosnahan updated dispatch of the suspect description and 
location inside the store. 
 
Patrol Sergeant McKenzie arrived at the rear of the Walmart and assumed command of 
the Walmart scene. Sergeant McKenzie was briefed on the suspects’ description and 
their last known location inside the store. 
 
At approximately 1131:40 hours, the first patrol entry team entered the front (south) 
doors of Walmart. The team took control of the front area of the store. The entry team 
located the body of a white male adult lying in aisle 11. Patrol Officer Reahm kicked a 
black handgun away from the male’s hand as they moved into position. Many additional 
officers followed the initial team. 
 
At approximately 1132:25 hours, Patrol Sergeant McKenzie entered the rear of the 
Walmart store with Patrol Officers Zackery Beal, Timothy Gross, John Bethard and 
David Corbin. 
 
At approximately 1137:21 hours, Sergeant McKenzie advised dispatch shots fired inside 
the Walmart store. 
 
At approximately 1138:17 hours, Officer Gross advised dispatch the suspect fired at him 
and he returned fire with his rifle.  
 
Patrol Sergeant McKenzie positioned himself east of the suspects and between his two 
entry teams. Multiple shots were fired inside the Walmart by the suspects. Patrol 
Sergeant McKenzie yelled for the male suspect to surrender. The suspect responded by 
yelling for officers to “stand down” and stated “I am in charge now.” 
 
At approximately 1138:42 hours, dispatch was advised shots fired. 
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At approximately 1139:45 hours, Patrol Officers Fryman and Nicol forced entry into the 
video surveillance room in an attempt to locate and track the suspects on the store 
video surveillance system. 
 
At approximately 1140:51, dispatch was advised shots fired. 
 
At approximately 1144:07 hours, patrol officers escorted Walmart employee Roderick 
Smith inside the front entrance to assist with operating the store surveillance system. 
 
At approximately 1144:55 hours, the suspects were located on surveillance video in the 
northwest corner of the store. The female suspect way lying down in the aisle and was 
covering southward with a handgun. The female appeared to have been shot in the right 
shoulder. The male suspect was north of her in the prone position and covered east 
with a handgun. 
 
Patrol Officer Fryman provided real time updates to the patrol officers and SWAT 
resources committed to the interior of the store for the remainder of the incident. 
 
At approximately 1149:20 hours, the male suspect got up while trying to fortify his 
position and appeared to fall down (fatally wounded by officers). 
 
At approximately 1149:48 hours, the female suspect shot herself in the head. 
 
The officers in the surveillance room were not aware the male had been shot by 
officers. It appeared to the officers in the surveillance room that the female suspect shot 
the male suspect, then herself. 
 
At approximately 1156:37 hours, a SWAT crisis entry team entered the front of Walmart.  
 
At 1158:00 hours, Officer Igor Soldo was pronounced deceased at UMC Trauma. 
 
At approximately 1159:10 hours, the SWAT crisis entry team simultaneously contacted 
both suspects and took them into custody. 
 
SWAT Officers Gorup and Susich approached the male suspect. They observed a 
handgun in his right hand, which was removed by SWAT Officer Susich. SWAT Officer 
Gorup retrieved a pair of handcuffs from an unknown patrol officer and placed the male 
suspect into custody. 
 
SWAT Officers Walters, Knowles and Giblin approached the female suspect. SWAT 
Officer Giblin moved one of two handguns away from the female suspect, while SWAT 
Officer Walters moved the other another handgun. SWAT Officer Knowles placed the 
female suspect into custody. 
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The male suspect was determined to be deceased on the scene. Patrol Sergeant 
O’Brien observed signs of life from the female suspect and requested medical respond 
to the interior. Clark County Fire Department Engine 27 noted that the female suspect 
was still breathing and she was removed from the scene by Captain Nick Grana, 
Firefighter Jeff Monaco and Engineer Nick Stahlberger. City of Las Vegas Fire Rescue 
204 (Firefighter D. Zajac and R. Pierce) transported the female suspect. 
 
At approximately 1226:25 hours, a second SWAT crisis entry team entered the front of 
Walmart. Additional SWAT resources would continue to follow. 
 
At 1234:00 hours, the unidentified female suspect (Amanda Miller) was pronounced 
deceased at UMC Trauma. 
 
Additional SWAT Officers arrived and five search teams were created. The teams 
conducted a secondary slow and methodical search of the interior of the Walmart store 
for potential victims and possible explosive devices. The secondary search involved 
breeching and damaging several locked doors within the store. 
 
At approximately 1238:00 hours, Tactical Medical Team Officer Roberts checked a 
civilian victim near the front of the store for signs of life and determined he was 
deceased. In an effort to help protect the scene while the final security search was 
completed, SWAT Sergeant Quick placed a shopping cart on its side next to a black 
handgun located near the civilian victim. 
 
At approximately 1303:00 hours, SWAT officers deemed the store cleared of any 
additional threats and all SWAT Officers exited the building. 
 
At 1332:00 hours, Officer Alyn Beck was pronounced deceased at UMC Trauma. 
 
Due to the nature of the incident, the Walmart scene was held for several hours, while 
ARMOR responded and utilized a robot to clear the suspect’s bags, which were still 
inside the crime scene. The robot removed the suspects’ bags from their immediate 
area, to the Outside Lawn and Garden area, where they were cleared for explosive 
devices or dangerous materials. 
 
Patrol Lieutenant Liberty arrived on the scene and had Patrol Officers Brosnahan and 
Beal provide him with a Public Safety Statement, reference their involvement as 
shooting officers during the incident. 
 
Patrol Officer Carter PN 12991 (2G11) and Patrol Officer Sanchez PN 9081 (2U35) 
made a list of all the Walmart witnesses who were waiting to be interviewed by 
detectives inside of Catherine’s Retail Store at 163 North Nellis Boulevard. The list was 
later provided to investigators. 
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At approximately 1730:00 hours, ARMOR investigators released the Walmart crime 
scene to homicide investigators. ARMOR investigators utilizing robots continued to 
follow-up with the suspects’ property in the garden area of Walmart. 
 
The Command Staff determined further investigation from the Homicide Section was 
warranted. Homicide Sergeant Scott was notified and arrived on scene at approximately 
1155 hours with Detectives Sanborn, Ivie, Boucher, Kisner, Rogers, Wildemann, 
Williams, Jensen, McCarthy and Merrick. Homicide detectives received a briefing from 
Patrol Sergeants Ryan Anderson and Kurt McKenzie. Homicide Detectives Sanborn 
and Ivie were assigned the overall investigative responsibility of the incident. 
 
Homicide Detectives Sanborn and Ivie documented the crime scenes with crime scene 
analysts, while the following detectives interviewed available witnesses: Homicide 
Detectives Kisner, Boucher, Rogers, Wildemann, Williams, Jensen, McCarthy, Merrick; 
Violent Crimes Detectives Crane, Kniffin, Hall, Lawrance, Menzie, Johnson and Force 
Investigation Team Detectives Dosch, Gillis, Patton, Jex, Jaeger and Bunting. 
 
IV. PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENTS: 
 
On Sunday June 8, 2014 at approximately 1709 hours, Force Investigation Team 
Detective Patton interviewed Lieutenant John Liberty reference the Public Safety 
Statement he took from Patrol Officer Brett Brosnahan, who was involved in an Officer 
Involved Shooting. The interview took place inside of the Pet Smart store at 171 North 
Nellis Boulevard, which was being utilized as the Incident Command Post. Also present 
during the interview was Police Managers and Supervisors Association Representative 
Lieutenant Jay Roberts. Below is the list of questions asked by Lieutenant Liberty and 
the answers provided by Officer Brosnahan. Lieutenant Liberty conducted the Public 
Safety Statement with Officer Brosnahan on Sunday June 8, 2014 at approximately 
1642 hours. 
 
1. Did you discharge your firearm? Yes 
 
 a) If so, in what direction? Southwest Direction 
 
 b) Approximately where were you located when you fired? 
 

 Northwest corner of Walmart 
 
 c) How many shots do you think you fired? 4 to 5 
 
2. Is anyone injured? Unsure 
 
 a) If so, where are they located? Unsure 
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3. Are there any outstanding suspects? Not to my knowledge 
 
 a) If so, what is there description? N/A 
 b) What direction and mode of travel? N/A 
 c) How long have they been gone? N/A 
 d) What crime(s) have they committed? Murder and Attempt Murder  
 e) What type of weapon do they have? Handguns  
 
4. Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you? Yes  
 
 a) If so, what direction were the rounds fired from? 
 

 Southwest of officers location in a northeast direction 
  

 b) How many shots do you think the suspect fired? 3 to 4 
 
 c) Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired? 
 

 Northwest corner of store in aisle west of Sporting Goods 
 
5. Do you know if any other officer(s) discharged their firearms? Yes 
 
 a) If so, who are they? Zac Beal and an officer known only as Tim 
 
 b) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired? 
 

 In the store, unsure of position 
 
6. Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured / protected? 
 

 Not that I know of other than my own 
 

 a) If so, where are they located? 
 

 What’s on scene and my personal weapon that’s on my person 
 
7. Are you aware of any witnesses? No 
 
 a) If so, what is their location?  N/A 
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On Sunday June 8, 2014 at approximately 1719 hours, Force Investigation Team 
Detective Patton interviewed Lieutenant John Liberty reference the Public Safety 
Statement he took from Patrol Officer Zackery Beal, who was involved in an Officer 
Involved Shooting. The interview took place inside of the Pet Smart store at 171 North 
Nellis Boulevard, which was being utilized as the Incident Command Post. Also present 
during the interview was Police Managers and Supervisors Association Representative 
Lieutenant Jay Roberts. Below is the list of questions asked by Lieutenant Liberty and 
the answers provided by Officer Beal. Lieutenant Liberty conducted the Public Safety 
Statement with Officer Beal on Sunday June 8, 2014 at approximately 1655 hours. 
 
1. Did you discharge your firearm? Yes 
 
 a) If so, in what direction? A western direction 
 
 b) Approximately where were you located when you fired? 
 

 Northwest corner approximately 40 yards east in a loading 
dock zone by double doors 
 

 c) How many shots do you think you fired? 10 or 12 maybe 
 
2. Is anyone injured? I don’t know 
 
 a) If so, where are they located? Suspect in far northwest corner 
 
3. Are there any outstanding suspects? Not to my knowledge 
 
 a) If so, what is there description? N/A 
 b) What direction and mode of travel? N/A 
 c) How long have they been gone? N/A 
 d) What crime(s) have they committed? N/A 
 e) What type of weapon do they have? N/A 
 
4. Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you? Yes 
 
 a) If so, what direction were the rounds fired from? West to East 
 
 b) How many shots do you think the suspect fired? 20 
 
 c) Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired? 
 

 Northwest corner at the end of the aisle 
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5. Do you know if any other officer(s) discharged their firearms? Yes 
 
 a) If so, who are they? Tim Gross 
 
 b) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired? Unknown 
 
6. Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured/protected? Yes 
 
 a) If so, where are they located? 
 

 Rifle at Pet Smart, personal rifle and the suspects weapons in 
the far northwest corner of Walmart in the aisle that runs north 
to south 

 
7. Are you aware of any witnesses? No 
 
 a) If so, what is their location?  N/A 
 
 
V. CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION: 
 
The crime scene investigation was extensive and involved multiple locations. Because 
of this, the crime scene investigation was divided amongst several crime scene 
analysts, who were assigned to document the various crime scenes identified during the 
investigation. Detectives Sanborn and Ivie and the assigned crime scene analysts 
examined the crime scenes for evidence. The crime scene analysts documented the 
scenes and any evidence with photographs and a crime scene diagram, when 
applicable. The crime scene analysts then recovered and impounded the evidence from 
the various locations during the crime scene investigation. 
 

A. SCENE & EVIDENCE AT CiCi’s PIZZA 
 
The initial crime scene was located in and around the CiCi’s Pizza restaurant at 309 
North Nellis Boulevard (Suite 120). The CiCi’s Pizza was located within the “Nellis 
Plaza” commercial shopping complex, which occupied the northwest corner of the 
intersection of Nellis Boulevard and Stewart Avenue. 
 
The CiCi’s Pizza occupied the south end of a large commercial building, which was 
oriented north and south along the west side of the complex. Additional commercial 
buildings were located within the complex to the northeast and the southeast. 
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A large parking lot occupied the central areas of the complex between the buildings, 
with vehicle access to the complex being provided by two driveways off Nellis Boulevard 
and two driveways off Stewart Avenue. For a complete list of the various businesses 
and their addresses within the shopping complex please refer to Crime Scene Analyst 
Ross-Lynch’s Crime Scene Report. 
 
Upon homicide detectives’ arrival at the CiCi’s Pizza, the scene was cordoned off with 
yellow crime scene tape and protected by uniformed officers; Stewart Avenue and the 
surrounding areas were closed to vehicle and pedestrian traffic. 
 
An LVMPD marked patrol SUV (Ford Explorer) with Nevada license plate LVMP 0097 
(NE 10533) was parked in the middle row of parking spaces, which extended north and 
south between the CiCi’s Pizza restaurant and the commercial building to the east.   
The vehicle was located in the fourth stall from the south and faced east. This was 
determined to be Officer Soldo and Beck’s patrol vehicle (2G1). 
 
An LVMPD marked patrol unit (Ford Crown Victoria) with Nevada license plate 
EX59208 (NE 10156) was parked in the parking lot in front of the building. It was 
situated in front of the Divas Hair salon, just north of the CiCi’s Pizza. The vehicle faced 
south and was slightly angled in towards the CiCi’s Pizza. Apparent blood was located 
on the right exterior trunk area. A black duty belt stained with apparent blood (Item 29) 
was located in the right rear seat of patrol unit NE10156. 
 
The duty belt had attached items to include; a handcuff holster containing handcuffs, an 
empty firearms holster, OC holster containing an OC container, a black nylon pouch, 
which contained blue plastic gloves, empty radio holster, empty baton holder, empty 
double magazine pouch, flashlight with holder, black keeper with key ring and keys and 
two additional keepers. The belt also contained a Taser X26 (serial number X00-
056381) stained with apparent blood (Item 35). A Velcro under belt (Item 30), a black 
keeper (Item 31), a black nylon keeper with clip and key (Item 32), a Tyco Electronic 
P7200 radio with cord and shoulder mic stained with apparent blood (Item 36), and a 
Tyco Electronic P7200 radio stained with apparent blood (Item 37) were also located in 
the right rear seat of the vehicle. A tan ballistic vest with two bullet holes in the front and 
three bullet holes in the back, stained with apparent blood, (Item 28) was located on the 
right rear floorboard. An expandable baton stained with apparent blood (Item 33) was 
located inside the front pocket of the vest. Other items, including a LVMPD Identification 
Card in the name of Alyn Beck, a black cellular telephone in a black case and 
miscellaneous papers were also located inside the pocket. 
 
An LVMPD marked patrol SUV (Ford Explorer) with Nevada license plate LVMP 0033 
(NE 10483) was parked in the parking lot in front of CiCi’s Pizza. The SUV faced south 
and was south of LVMPD marked patrol unit NE 10156. 
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A cartridge head stamped “SPEER 9mm LUGER LUGER+P” (Item 1) was located on 
the sidewalk in front of the east entry doors of the CiCi’s Pizza. A cut black strap stained 
with apparent blood (Item 26) was located on the sidewalk southeast of the CiCi’s 
Pizza. 
 
The primary crime scene was located inside the CiCi’s Pizza restaurant. Two front entry 
doors, separated by a glass window, were located on the east side of the restaurant. 
The entry doors led into the restaurant foyer. The interior of the restaurant consisted of 
the following: a northeast entry foyer, a north customer service counter/buffet, a 
northwest beverage station, a west hallway leading to the restrooms, a southwest 
arcade area and a south dining area. An exit door (no exterior door handle) was located 
centrally in the east wall. A second exit door was located centrally in the south wall. 
 
The restaurant foyer was partially separated from the service counter and dining area 
by a short pony wall. The service counter extended south from the north wall and 
contained two cash registers on top of a counter. A pair of sunglasses was noted on the 
floor near the cash register. The counter extended west and became the buffet counter. 
Pizza and other food items were located on the buffet counter. An opening was located 
at the west end of the counter and provided access to the north kitchen and food 
preparation areas. 
 
A beverage station was located in the northwest corner of the restaurant, west of the 
buffet counter. The station consisted of a counter with cabinets underneath. A soda 
machine, ice tea dispensers, and plastic silverware were located on top of the counter. 
A floor mat was on the floor in front of the station. A cartridge case head stamped 
“BLAZER 9mm LUGER” (Item 5) and a black keeper (Item 12) were located on the floor 
under the beverage station lower cabinet. A tan Velcro strap stained with apparent 
blood (Item 14) was located on the floor mat. Tan buttons (Item 13) were located on the 
floor mat and floor south of the mat. 
 
Two black belt keepers (Items 10 & 11) and an LVMPD Advisement for Custodial 
Interrogation Card with a plastic card holder containing cards and a “Wex Fleet” gas 
card bearing the name “I Soldo,” stained with apparent blood (Item 21) were located on 
the dining area floor, south of the beverage station. A bullet (Item 25) was located 
underneath a napkin on the dining area floor, south of the beverage station. An 
apparent torn tan badge strap stained with apparent blood (Item 15) was located on the 
dining area floor, southeast of the beverage station.  
 
A hallway was located on the west side of the beverage station and provided access to 
the restrooms. A dining table and chairs were located askew near the hallway entrance. 
A door was located on the north wall, west of the beverage station and provided access 
to the kitchen area. 
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The arcade was situated in the southwest corner of the restaurant. Walls enclosed the 
majority of the arcade, which separated it from the rest of the restaurant. Several games 
were located inside the arcade, as well as along the exterior north wall of the arcade. 
 
The south dining area was comprised of restaurant seating, separated in the middle by 
two pony walls. The pony walls extended in an east-west orientation, with one situated 
at the west end, and the other situated at the east end. An opening in the middle of the 
pony wall provided access between the dining areas. Fixed booths were located along 
the south wall of the restaurant. Four-person rectangular tables were noted along the 
east wall. Two rows of four-person tables extended east-west on the north side of the 
pony walls, as well as a row of four-person tables against the north side of the pony 
walls. 
 
A row of four-person tables were also located against the south side of the pony walls. 
A row of two-person tables and a row of four-person tables extended east-west on the 
south side of the pony walls. 
 
All tables in the dining area were movable. Dining chairs surrounded each table. Some 
tables had been pushed together with food plates and cups on top. Some tables were 
also askew. A plate and pizza were noted on the floor at the northeast corner of the 
dining room. Some dining chairs had been knocked over. 
  
A table against the north side of the west pony wall had been turned into a two-person 
orientation with a chair at each end. The table was askew and slightly southeast of the 
beverage station. A white Styrofoam drinking cup, a red plastic drinking cup, a plate with 
food and a fork, a napkin dispenser, and medical debris were located on top of the 
table. The table was stained with apparent blood. A large pool of apparent blood was 
located on the dining room floor, north of the table. 
 
A white piece of paper with handwritten note and pin with a Swastika symbol, saturated 
in apparent blood (Item 22) were located in the pool of blood. A metal butterfly pin back 
clutch (Item 27) was located on the dining area floor. Apparent blood was also noted on 
the floor west of the table. 
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Two cartridge cases head stamped “Starline 9mm” (Items 2 & 4) were located on the 
dining area floor, southeast of the beverage station. A cartridge case head stamped 
“BLAZER 9mm LUGER” (Item 3) was located on the dining area floor, southeast of the 
beverage station, under the adjacent table to the table stained with apparent blood. 
Additional items were located underneath the table stained with apparent blood, 
including a black keeper (Item 9), a pair of broken sunglasses stained with apparent 
blood (Item 16), a sunglass lens stained with apparent blood (Item 17), and a yellow 
flag bearing “Don’t Tread on Me” and snake logo stained with apparent blood (Item 23). 
A cartridge case head stamp “BLAZER 9mm LUGER” (Item 24) was located 
underneath the flag. 
 
A sunglass lens (Item 18) was located on the dining room floor, northeast of the 
beverage station and under a dining table. A pair of broken eyeglasses, missing the left 
lens and stained with apparent blood (Item 20) was located on the dining room floor, 
southeast of the beverage station and under a dining chair. A clear eyeglass lens 
stained with apparent blood (Item 19) was located on the dining area floor, southeast of 
the beverage station. 
 
A pair of “Flying Cross” police uniform tan pants stained with apparent blood (Item 6) 
was located on the dining area floor, northeast of the beverage station and east of the 
table stained with apparent blood. The right back pocket of the pants contained a gum 
wrapper and “7-Eleven” receipt bearing the name “Igor Soldo.” A black nylon duty belt 
was in the waistband of the pants. The pants appeared to have been cut off by medical 
personnel during lifesaving efforts. 
 
The duty belt consisted of OC spray and holder, empty firearms holster, expandable 
baton with holder, two sets of handcuffs with holders, a flashlight with holder, an empty 
double magazine pouch, and empty radio holder. The belt also contained a Taser X26 
(serial number X00-238423) with holster both stained with apparent blood (Item 34). 
 
A damaged LVMPD badge with the centerpiece missing (Item 8) was located on the 
dining area floor, east of the beverage station. The damaged centerpiece of the badge 
(Item 7) was located on the dining area floor, northeast of the beverage station. 
 
A bullet ricochet was located in the top of the west pony wall near the table stained with 
apparent blood. A perforating bullet hole was located in the ceiling tile above the pony 
wall, slightly south. A search was made for firearms evidence within the ceiling with 
negative results. 
 
A black wallet containing an LVMPD flat badge, LVMPD Identification Card in the name 
of Alyn Beck, and other cards was located on the west pony wall near the bullet 
ricochet. A white cellular telephone in a gray case, stained with apparent blood, was 
located on the dining room floor, west of the table stained with apparent blood. 
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There were numerous purses, cellular telephones and personal items left behind inside 
the restaurant as the customers fled the shooting. The items were documented in the 
overall crime scene photographs. Homicide Detective Ivie took possession of the 
various personal items left behind and returned them to the owners over the next 
several days. 
 
Digital photographs were later taken of responding Officers Thomas, Steelsmith and 
Briggs to document the location of apparent blood on their respective uniforms.  
 
Crime Scene Analyst Megan Ross-Lynch completed the Crime Scene Investigation 
Report for the CiCi’s Pizza crime scene; Crime Scene Analyst Joseph Szukiewicz 
documented the scene with digital photographs, Crime Scene Analyst Erin Taylor 
recovered and impounded the available evidence and Crime Scene Analyst Kristin 
Thomas documented the evidence and scene with a crime scene diagram. 
 

B. SCENE & EVIDENCE BETWEEN CICI’S PIZZA AND WALMART 
 
The suspects fled the CiCi’s Pizza scene in a southeasterly direction across Stewart 
Avenue toward the Walmart store located at 201 North Nellis Boulevard. The sidewalk 
outside CiCi’s Pizza extended south toward the parking lot and Stewart Avenue. A 
copper colored, fully jacketed, bullet was found by CiCi’s Pizza employees after the 
scene had been initially processed by crime scene analysts and detectives. The bullet 
was found on the exterior threshold of the east/center entry door. The bullet (Item 2) 
was impounded by Crime Scene Analyst Tracy Kruse. 
 
On the south side of Stewart Avenue there was an elevated landscaped planter area, 
which separated the parking lot of a small commercial shopping complex from Stewart 
Avenue. There were seven (7) partial footwear impressions observed in the raised dirt 
and rock planter area. The footwear impressions were of very poor quality and one 
(Footwear #3) was not photographed with a scale due to its extremely poor quality. The 
impressions were located south of the sidewalk on the south side of Stewart Avenue. 
The area with the impressions had been marked with orange traffic cones prior to the 
arrival of homicide detectives. It is unknown if the impressions belonged to the 
suspects, as the location was a high pedestrian traffic area. 
 
The suspect path continued southeast between the east side of the small commercial 
shopping complex building to the west and the rear of a Green Valley Grocer/Shell gas 
station, which was to the east. The Green Valley Grocer was located on the southwest 
corner of Nellis Boulevard and Stewart Avenue at 251 North Nellis Boulevard. A 
separate building to the south at 241 North Nellis Boulevard housed a Papa John’s 
Pizza restaurant and a Roberto’s Taco shop. Surveillance camera bubbles were 
observed on the outside of the Green Valley Grocer and Roberto’s Taco Shop buildings. 
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A driveway off of Stewart Avenue provided vehicle access to the gas station, 
commercial complex and the Walmart store. The driveway ran north-south along the 
back (west side) of the Green Valley Grocer building and separated the convenience 
store building from the parking area of the small commercial shopping complex, which 
was west of the convenience store. 
 
A copper colored, fully jacketed, bullet (Item 1) was located on a sidewalk in a parking 
lot island and planter, which separated the commercial complex parking lot from the 
vehicle driveway to the east. The island extended lengthwise north-south and was in 
front (north) of the northeast corner of the commercial shopping complex building. No 
bullet impacts were observed in the area and the bullet was flattened on one side. 
 
The driveway, which resembled a short alley, extended south from Stewart Avenue to 
the rear (north side) of the Walmart store. Once there, the driveway opened up into a 
large loading dock and storage area at the rear of the store and large parking lots on the 
east and south sides of the Walmart building. 
 
The east side parking lot extended south for the length of the building and east to Nellis 
Boulevard. Two driveways off of Nellis Boulevard provided vehicle access to the parking 
lot, one to the north and the primary driveway for the Walmart store, which was located 
to the south, toward the southeast corner of the Walmart building. 
 
The Walmart store building itself was southwest of the Green Valley Grocer and the 
associated restaurant building. The front of the Walmart store was to the south with the 
back to the north. The fenced in outdoor storage and merchandise areas ran the length 
of the west side of the Walmart building. A large wash area made up the western border 
for the Walmart store, as well as for the entire commercial shopping complex. The west 
side Walmart storage areas butted up to the fence for the wash area, leaving no vehicle 
or pedestrian access along the west side of the building.  
 
Upon homicide detectives’ arrival, the Walmart parking lot and surrounding area was 
closed to vehicle and pedestrian traffic. The area was cordoned off with yellow police 
tape and secured with uniformed police officers. 
 
There were numerous Walmart customer vehicles parked in the marked parking spaces 
throughout all the Walmart parking lots. Numerous emergency vehicles and LVMPD 
patrol vehicles, marked and unmarked, were parked throughout the Walmart parking lot 
and driveways. Multiple LVMPD mobile command post type trucks were parked in the 
parking lot, south of the Walmart building. 
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C. SCENE AND EVIDENCE INSIDE WALMART STORE 
 

The Walmart store (1559) was located at 201 North Nellis Boulevard. It was a large 
single floor customer service warehouse type store at the north end of the parking lot 
within the “Charleston Commons” commercial shopping complex on the northwest 
corner of East Charleston Boulevard and North Nellis Boulevard. The customer 
shopping area took up the majority of the building with a large employee only storage 
area along the back (north) wall of the building. The store had numerous marked aisles 
and sections throughout the building. Multiple shopping carts, empty and partially filled, 
some upright and some on their side, were scattered throughout the building.  
 
FOYER/ENTRY AREA: 
 
The front entrance for the store was located on the south side of the building. An “L” 
shaped foyer area was located in the southwest corner of the building along the south 
wall. A set of electronic “Entrance” doors were located in the southeast and northeast 
corner along the north and south wall of the foyer area; a set of electronic “Exit” doors 
were in the southwest and northeast corner along the north and south wall; an 
additional set of electronic “Exit” doors were in the northwest corner along the east and 
west walls. 
  
The entry area within Walmart was located in the southeast corner, north of the 
entrance/exit doors. The customer service/merchandise return area was located to the 
east of the entry area with an opening along the west wall allowing access into the area.  
A holding area for possible suspects was located through a door along the east wall of 
the customer service area. The restroom area was north of the customer service area, 
accessible through an opening along the west wall. The security/surveillance room was 
in the southwest corner with a door along the center of the south wall within the 
restroom area. 
 
SOUTH WALL AREAS: 
 
There was an enclosed set of express self-cash out counters north of the exit doors in 
the southeast corner of the building. There were two rows of cashier counter stands, 
west of the express self-cash out. One row to the north (odd numbered stands) and one 
row to the south side (even numbered stands). An east/west aisle was between the 
cashier stands and the south wall of the store. 
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The Health and Beauty area, the Pharmacy/Medicinal Remedies area and the Pet Care 
area, were along the south wall of the building. A set of doors on the west wall near the 
southwest corner of the store provided access to the Public Outdoor Lawn and Garden 
area, which occupied a large fenced area on the outside of the southwest corner of the 
building. The Indoor Lawn Care section was southeast of the Outdoor Lawn and Garden 
area. 
 
A large east/west oriented aisle with a white laminate floor (labeled as “Floor Row 
South” for this report) extended west from the Men’s Clothing section on the east side of 
the store, to the set of doors, which provided access to the Outdoor Lawn Care area to 
the west. Several square display cases/boxes were in the middle of the aisle between 
the Health and Beauty area and the west wall. 
 
EAST WALL AREA: 
 
A Men’s Clothing Area (south) and the Boy’s Clothing Area (north) were along the 
center of the east wall, north of the restroom area. The Baby section was in the 
northeast corner of the building. A large north/south oriented aisle with a white laminate 
floor (labeled as “Floor Column East” for this report), was along the west side of the 
previously mentioned sections between “Floor Row South” and “Floor Row North.”  
 
WEST WALL AREAS: 
 
The Lawn and Garden area was in the southwest corner of the store. The Toy’s area 
(south), the bicycle area (center), and the Sporting Goods area (north) were along the 
center of the west side of the building. The east/west aisles were labeled I1 (South) 
through I26 (north) with the odd number aisles facing south and the even numbered 
aisles facing north. An Ammunition/Hunting Accessories counter was at the east end of 
aisle I23. The counter area included two (2) enclosed units, stacked on top of each 
other with a locked glass door mechanism on the south side. A white laminate floor was 
along the sides of the aisles. A north/south wide white laminate floor (labeled as “Floor 
Column West” for this report) extended between the “Floor Row South” and Floor Row 
North.” 
 
The Outdoor Lawn Care area, enclosed within a gated fence, was west of the Lawn and 
Garden area, enclosed within a gated fence. A set of doors were in the southeast corner 
along the east wall allowing access between the two areas. The Outdoor Storage area, 
enclosed within a gated fence, was north of the Outdoor Lawn Care area. A gate was in 
the southeast corner along the south wall that allowed access between the two areas. 
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NORTH WALL AREAS: 
 
The Auto Care Center area (west) and the Paint/Hardware area (east), to include 
north/south aisles, and an east/west aisle along the north wall, were in the northwest 
corner of the building. An emergency exit metal door was in the northwest corner along 
the west wall. Black heavy rubber swing doors were in the northeast corner, along the 
north wall, which allowed access into the rear (west) storage area. The north/south 
aisles were labeled as H1 through H17. The odd numbered aisles faced west with aisle 
H17 along the west wall. The even numbered aisles faced west with aisle H1 at the east 
end. Aisle G34 was along the east wall within the area.  
 
The Walmart.com area and the Electronics area were along the north center wall of the 
building which included north/south aisles and associate counter area labeled as G1 
through G33. The odd numbered aisles faced west with aisle G33 along the west wall. 
The even numbered aisles faced east with aisle G1 along the west wall. 
 
The Walmart.com area was east of the Photography/Electronics area and north of the 
north wall. An opening was along the center of the south wall allowing access between 
the two areas. The restrooms were along the west wall and the customer counter was in 
the northeast corner along the east wall. A set of doors along the north wall provided 
access into the rear storage and associates areas. 
 
The Crafts and Sewing area, the Shoe area, the Girls area, and the Baby Area section 
were in the northeast corner of the store from east to west, east of the Associates area 
entrance. A white laminate floor was along the sides of the aisles. 
   
A large east/west oriented aisle with a white laminate floor (labeled as “Floor Row 
North” for this report) extended between the Baby area and the Auto Care area. Several 
square display cases/boxes were in the middle of the aisle between the east and west 
wall. 
 
ASSOCIATES/STORAGE AREAS: 
 
The West Indoor Storage area was in the northwest corner of the non-public area along 
the north side of the building. A set of black heavy rubber swinging doors were in the 
southeast corner along the south wall, which provided access into the Auto Care area. 
An opening was along the center of the east wall allowing access into the Associates 
area. The East Indoor Storage area was in the northeast corner of the non-public area 
along the north side of the building. An opening was in the center of the west wall 
allowing access into the Associates area. An enclosed storage area was in the 
southwest corner. The floor consisted of smooth cement. 
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The Associates Area was between the two indoor storage areas in the non-public 
access area along the north side of the building. An opening along the east wall allowed 
access into the East Indoor Storage area. An opening along the west wall allowed 
access to the West Indoor Storage area. A set of doors in the center of the south wall 
provided access into the Walmart.com area. An alcove area in the center of the north 
wall housed the set of doors which provided access to the exterior north side of the 
building. Room 82 was along the center of the north wall and the Accounting room was 
along the center of the south wall between the Associate area doors and the West 
Indoor Storage area. 
 
INTERIOR AREAS: 
 
The Women’s Wear area was along the east side and consisted of multiple clothing 
racks, changing rooms and women’s accessories. Floor Column East was along the 
east side of Women’s Wear, Floor Row North was along the north side, Floor Column 
Center was along the west side, and Floor Row South was along the south side. 
 
The Food (grocery) area was in the center of the building. The south set of north/south 
aisles were labeled as A1 (east) through A30 (west). The odd numbered aisles were 
facing east and the even numbered aisles were facing west. A1 through A22 were also 
labeled at aisles 1 (A4) through 19 (A22). The three (3) set of aisles, 1/2 (A4/A5), 3/4 
(A6/A7), 5/6 (A8/A9) contained a refrigeration unit at the south end. A white laminate 
floor was along the sides of the aisles. A large north/south oriented aisle with a white 
laminate floor, labeled as “Floor Column Center” was between the Food Area section 
and the Women’s Wear area to the east, Floor Column Center ran north and south 
between Floor Row North and Floor Row South. Floor Column Center contained several 
north/south oriented rectangular shaped food shelf units (east) and north/south oriented 
rectangular shaped fresh fruit displays (west) in the center of the floor.  
 
The Home Décor area was in the center of the building. The north set of north/south 
aisles contained household items, furniture and bath supplies. The aisles were labeled 
as G1 through G34. The odd numbered aisles were facing east and the even number 
aisles were facing west. Aisle G34 was along the east side of “Floor Column West.” 
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RECOVERED FIREARMS: 
 
Firearm 1 - (ITEM 003) was a black, Glock, Model 19, 9mm, semi-automatic handgun 
with a four inch barrel and serial number TKR663. The handgun contained one (1) FC 
9mm Luger cartridge (ITEM 003A) in the chamber and fifteen (15) FC 9mm Luger 
cartridges in the fifteen (15) cartridge capacity magazine (ITEM 003B). The safety and 
hammer position were not observable. The handgun was registered to Joseph Wilcox. 
 
The handgun was observed on its right side, on the floor, in a southeast direction, next 
to a shopping cart on its left side in a south/southeast direction and the northwest corner 
of cashier counter 9. The firearm was swabbed (ITEM 003C) for possible DNA 
substance by Crime Scene Analyst Roberts.  
 
Firearm 2 - (ITEM 026) was a black, Glock, Model 17, 9mm, semi-automatic handgun 
with a four inch barrel, serial number  and with apparent blood on it. The 
handgun contained one (1) Speer 9mm Luger+P cartridge (Item 026A) in the chamber 
and twelve (12) Speer 9mm Luger+P cartridges in the seventeen (17) cartridge capacity 
magazine (ITEM 026B). A Streamlight TLR-1 tactical light was attached to the handgun. 
The safety and hammer position were not observable. The handgun was registered to 
LVMPD Officer Igor Soldo (Subject 1). 
 
The handgun was observed on its left side, in an east direction, along the west side of 
the floor, near west shelf to aisle H16, in the northwest corner of the building between 
aisle H16 and H17, in the Auto Care Center area. The firearm was swabbed (ITEM 
026C) for possible DNA substance by Crime Scene Analyst Roberts. 
 
Firearm 3 - (ITEM 033) was a black, Smith and Wesson, Model M&P, 9mm, semi-
automatic handgun with a four inch barrel, serial number HAR6006, with apparent blood 
on it. The slide was open and the chamber and the fifteen (15) cartridge capacity 
magazine (ITEM 033A) were empty. The handgun was negative for registration. 
 
The handgun was observed on its left side, in a south direction, under the west shelf to 
aisle H16, on the floor, in the northwest corner of the building, in the Auto Care Center 
area. The firearm was swabbed (ITEM 033B) for possible DNA substance by Crime 
Scene Analyst Roberts.  
 
Firearm 4 - (ITEM 037) was a black, Heckler and Koch (H&K), Model USP, 9mm, semi-
automatic handgun with serial number . The handgun contained one (1) 
Speer 9mm Luger+P cartridge (ITEM 037A) in the chamber and eight (8) Speer 9mm 
Luger+P cartridges in the fifteen (15) cartridge capacity magazine (ITEM 037B). The 
safety was off and the hammer was in a cocked position. The handgun was registered 
to LVMPD Officer Alyn Beck (Subject 2). 
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The handgun was observed on its left side, in a northeast direction, along the west side 
of the floor, under the shelf to aisle H16, north of item #033, in the northwest corner of 
the building, in the Auto Care Center area. The firearm was swabbed (ITEM 037C) for 
possible DNA substance by Crime Scene Analyst Roberts. 
 
Firearm 5 - (ITEM 043) was a black, Ruger LCR, Model .38SPL+P, .38 caliber five shot 
revolver handgun with a two inch barrel, serial number 542-27786, and apparent blood 
on it. The handgun contained five (5) expended HPR 38 SPL cartridge cases (ITEM 
043A). The safety was not observable and the hammer was in a cocked position. The 
handgun was negative for registration.   
 
The handgun was observed on its left side in an east/northeast direction, near the west 
shelf to aisle H17, on the floor between aisle H16 and H17 in the northwest corner of 
the building, in the Auto Care Center area. The firearm was swabbed (ITEM 043B) for 
possible DNA substance by Crime Scene Analyst Roberts.   
 
Firearm 6 - (ITEM 047) was a black, Winchester, Model 1300 Defender, 12 gauge 
pump action shotgun a pistol grip, eighteen inch barrel, sling and serial #L3498040. The 
shotgun contained one (1) shotgun cartridge in the chamber and six (6) shotgun 
cartridges in the tubular magazine. There were three (3) Winchester 12 gauge 
cartridges; three (3) Hornady 12 gauge cartridges; and one (1) Baschieri & Pellagri 12 
gauge cartridge (Item 047A). 
 
The shotgun was on its left side in a northeast direction with the pump in a half-cocked 
position, on the floor, next to the northwest corner at the north end of aisle H16, in the 
northwest corner of the building, in the Auto Care Center area. The firearm was 
swabbed (ITEM 047B) for possible DNA substance by Crime Scene Analyst Roberts.   
 
PROJECTILE PATHS/TRAJECTORIES: 
 
Projectile Path A: A Preston bottle was on the floor, partially under the bottom west 
shelf to aisle H17, in a west direction. Projectile Path A was consistent with a north to 
south direction. Perforating holes were present in the Preston bottle with hole A-1 on the 
north side of the bottle and hole A-2 on the east side of the bottle, both were 
approximately 0’2” above the floor. No corresponding projectile was observed at this 
time. 
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Projectile Path B: A Battery Accessory display rack was located on the south end and 
attached to the west side of aisle H16. A four-sided Armor All display box was in the 
center of the east/west floor between the south end of aisle H16 and the west end of 
aisle I26. Projectile Path B was consistent with a north to south direction. A perforating 
hole B-1 was on the north side of the battery display rack approximately 2’4” above the 
floor and two (2) holes B-2 were on the south side of the battery display rack. A 
penetrating hole B-3 was on the north side of the display box (row 3, column 5) and hole 
B-4 was on the west side of the display box (row 3, column 1) approximately 1’8” above 
the floor. A pellet (ITEM 104), possibly associated with projectile path B, was on west 
side of the Armor All display case, approximately 1’5” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path C: A Battery Accessory display rack was located on the south end and 
attached to the west side of aisle H16. A four-sided Armor All display box was in the 
center of the east/west floor between the south end of aisle H16 and the west end of 
aisle I26. Projectile Path C was consistent with a north to south direction. A perforating 
hole C-1 was on the north side of the battery display rack approximately 0’1” above the 
floor and hole C-2 on the south side of the battery display rack. A penetrating hole C-3 
was on the north side of the Armor All box (row 5, column 5), hole C-4 was on the west 
side of the Armor All display box (row 4, column 1), hole C-5 was on the west side of the 
Armor All display box (row 4, column 1), and hole C-6 was on the west side of the 
Armor All display box (row 4, column 2). A deformed slug (ITEM 105) possibly 
associated with projectile path C was in the west side of the Armor All display box (row 
4, column 4), approximately 0’7” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path D: A four-sided Armor All display box was in the center of the east/west 
floor between the south end of aisle H16 and the west end of aisle I26. A shelf unit was 
connected to the west end of aisles I25/I26. Projectile Path D was consistent with a 
north to south direction. A perforating hole D-1 was in the north side of the Armor All 
display box (row 1, column 4) approximately 4’0” above the floor, hole D-2 was in the 
south side of the Armor All display box (row 1, column 1), perforating hole D-3 was on 
the north side of package at the west end of aisle I26, and hole D-4 was in a package 
hanging from the wall at the west end of aisle I25 approximately 4’2” above the floor. No 
corresponding projectile was observed at this time. 
 
Projectile Path E: A shelf unit was connected to the west end of aisles I25/I26, aisles 
I23/I24, I21/I22, and I19/I20. An east-west laminate floor separated the shelf units. 
Projectile Path E was consistent with a north to south direction. A perforating hole E-1 
was on the west end of the north side press board to aisle I26 approximately 4’8” above 
the floor, hole E-2 on the west end to the south side press board to aisle I25, hole E-3 
was on the north side press board at the west end of aisle I24, hole E-4 was on the 
south side pressboard at the west end of aisle I23, hole E-5 was in a battle ship board 
hanging from a rod attached to the north side pressboard at the west end of aisle I22 
approximately 4’3” above the floor, hole E-6 was on the south side press board at the 
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west end of aisle I21, hole E-7 was in a safety book hanging from a rod attached to the 
south side press board at the west end of aisle I21, and hole E-8 was in an Ozark Fan 
box on the fourth shelf approximately 4’2” above the floor on the north side of aisle I20.  
A bullet fragment (ITEM 024) possibly associated with projectile path E was on the 
ground adjacent to the bottom shelf at the west end of aisle I20. 
 
Projectile Path F: A set of metal shelves that displayed 16 quart coolers was 
connected to the west side of aisle I21/I22. A cardboard display box for Winchester 
Knives and Tools was attached to the north side at the west end of aisle I22. Projectile 
Path F was consistent with a north to south direction. A perforating hole F-1 to a knife 
package approximately 3’6” above the floor was in the Winchester display box (row 2, 
column 2) and a defect hole F-2 was in the north side of a cooler approximately 3’10” 
above the floor on the third shelf. A bullet fragment (ITEM 023) possibly associated with 
projectile path F was on the shelf next to the north side of the cooler with defect F-2 
approximately 3’5” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path G: A shelf unit was connected to the west end of aisles I21/I22. A 
cardboard display box for Winchester Knives and Tools was attached to the north side 
at the west end of aisle I22. Projectile Path G was consistent with a north to south 
direction. A perforating hole G-1 was in the top of the box approximately 4’11” above the 
floor. Bullet fragments (ITEM 022), possibly associated with projectile path G were 
recovered in the upper right cubicle approximately 4’2” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path H: A shelf unit was connected to the west end of aisles I21/I22, and 
I19/I20. An east-west laminate floor separated the shelf units. Projectile Path H was 
consistent with a north to south direction. A projectile defect H-1 was to the right front 
corner in a 16 quart blue cooler on the west side approximately 2’7” above the floor on 
the second shelf, at the west end of aisle I22 and aisle I21, projectile defect H-2 was to 
the right front corner in a 16 quart red cooler on the east side of the second shelf, defect 
hole H-3 was to a flashlight box on the west end of the second shelf to aisle I20, and 
defect hole H-4 in a flashlight box at the west end of the second shelf to aisle I19 
approximately 1’11” above the floor. No corresponding projectile was observed at this 
time. 
 
Projectile Path I: A set of north/south shelf units were located in the northwest corner 
of the building in the Auto Care Center section with aisle H14 on the west side and aisle 
H13 on the east side. A laminate floor was on both sides of shelf unit. Projectile Path I 
was consistent with a southwest to northeast direction. A perforating hole/scrap I-1 was 
in the center of a box on the fifth shelf up from the bottom in the center of aisle H14 
approximately 5’2” above the floor, hole I-2 was in a bungee cord container on the fifth 
shelf up from the bottom in the center of aisle H14, hole I-3 was in a bungee cord 
container  on the fifth shelf up from the bottom in the center of aisle H14, hole I-4 was in 
the east pressboard along the center of aisle H14, hole I-5 was in the west pressboard 
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along the center of aisle H13, hole I-6 was in a carpet mat hanging from a rod 
connected to the west pressboard along the center of aisle H13, hole I-7 was in a carpet 
hanging from a rod connected to the west pressboard along the center of aisle H13 
approximately 5’3” above the floor. A bullet (ITEM 101), possibly associated with 
projectile path I, was on the bottom shelf, west side, under hole I-7. 
 
Projectile Path J: A set of north/south shelf units were located in the northwest corner 
of the building in the Auto Care Center section with aisle H12 along the west side and 
H11 along the east side. A laminate floor was on both sides of the shelf unit. A set of 
shelves were at the north end of aisle H11 and aisle H12 that contained numerous 
containers of Rain-X bug repellent. Projectile Path J was consistent with a west to east 
direction. A perforating hole J-1 was in a bug repellent container on the fourth shelf up 
from the floor on the west end approximately 4’5” above the floor, another perforating 
hole J-2 was in a bug repellent container, and another perforating hole J-3 was in a bug 
repellent container approximately 4’2” above the floor. A pellet (ITEM 106), possibly 
associated with projectile path J, was on the shelf next to the east side of hole J-3 
approximately 4’0” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path K: A set of north/south shelf units were located in the northwest corner 
of the building in the Auto Care Center section with aisle H12 along the west side and 
H11 along the east side. A set of shelves were on the north end of aisles H11 and H12 
that contained Rain-X bug repellent on the third shelf above the floor to aisle H11. A 
rack was attached to the north side of the west end of aisle H11 that displayed General 
Purpose tape. Projectile Path K was consistent with an east to west direction. A 
perforating hole K-1 was on the north wall behind the tape approximately 4’5” above the 
floor. A penetrating hole K-2 was in a bug repellent container on the east side of the 
third north shelf approximately 3’4” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path L: A set of north/south shelf units were located in the northwest corner 
of the building in the Auto Care Center section with aisle H10 along the west side and 
H09 along the east side. A shelf was on the north end of aisles H09 and H10 that 
contained metallic ladders. Projectile Path L was consistent with a west to east 
direction. The ladder on the north shelf on the east side along aisle H09 contained a 
perforating hole (L-1) which was in the west outer vertical ladder leg approximately 0’10” 
above the floor, a perforating hole (L-2) was in the west inner vertical ladder leg, and a 
defect (L-3) to the east inner vertical ladder leg approximately 1’0” above the floor.  
Bullet fragment (ITEM 055) possibly associated with projectile path L was on the floor 
below the north shelf attached to aisles H09 and H10. 
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Projectile Path M: A set of east/west shelf units were located in the northwest corner of 
the building in the Auto Care Center section along the north wall, north of aisle H09 and 
H10. The shelf contained adhesive spray cans. Projectile path M was consistent with a 
west to east direction. Perforating hole M-1 was in an adhesive spray can that was on 
its side, on the second shelf, approximately 3’10” above the floor. A perforating hole M-2 
was in another can on its side on the same shelf. A scrap was on the north pressboard 
above the shelf approximately 3’8” above the floor. Pellet fragments (ITEM 059), 
possibly associated with projectile path M was on the shelf along the north wall 
approximately 3’0” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path N: A set of north/south shelf units were located in the northwest corner 
of the building in the Auto Care Center section with aisle H10 on the west side and H09 
on the east side, aisle H08 on the west side and aisle H07 on the west side. A laminate 
floor separated the two aisles. A magazine rack was attached to the north end of aisle 
H09 along the west side. Projectile path N was consistent with an east to west direction.  
Perforating hole N-1 was located along the center of the east/back side of the magazine 
rack approximately 2’1” above the floor, a defect N-2 severed a vertical metal frame in 
the east/back side of the magazine rack, perforating hole N-3 was in the magazine 
along the south side of the metal rack, a perforating hole N-4 and a defect N-4 were on 
the east side of the vertical leg of a ladder on the shelf at the north end of aisle H09.    
 
Projectile Path O: A set of north/south shelf units were located in the northwest corner 
of the building in the Auto Care Center section with aisle H-8 on the west side and H-7 
on the east side, aisle H-6 on the west side and H-5 on the east side, aisle H-4 on the 
west side and H-3 at the east side. A laminate floor separated the aisles. Metallic 
shelves containing a light bulb display was at the north end of aisles H-3 and H-4. A 
metallic decorative light bulb display was attached to the west side of aisle H-4 at the 
east end. Metallic shelves and a vertical metallic post were located at the north end of 
aisle H-5 with a pressboard along the west wall. A metallic shelf containing boxes were 
at the north end of aisle H-5. A metallic shelf was at the north end of aisle H-6. Projectile 
Path O was consistent with an east to west direction. Perforating hole O-1 was in a box 
of light bulbs on the third shelf from the bottom at the north end of aisle H-4 
approximately 4’0” above the floor, perforating hole O-2 was in a box of light bulbs on 
the third shelf from the bottom at the north end of aisle H-4, perforating hole O-3 was to 
a decorative light bulb package hanging from a rod attached to the metal rack on the 
west side of aisle H-4, perforating hole O-4 was to the vertical metallic post at the north 
end of aisle H-5, perforating hole O-5 was to the south side of a box on the bottom shelf 
at the north end of aisle H-5, perforating hole O-6 was in the west pressboard at the 
north end of aisle H-5, perforating hole O-7 was in the east pressboard at the north end 
of aisle H-6, and perforating hole O-8 was to the south side of the Primo box on the 
bottom shelf at the north end of aisle H-7 approximately 2’1” above the floor. 
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Projectile Path P: A set of north/south aisles were in the northwest corner in the Auto 
Care Center section. Aisle H-6 was on the west side and aisle H-5 was on the east side. 
A vertical metal post was at the north end of aisle H-5. A laminate floor was on both 
sides of the aisles. Projectile Path P was consistent with an east to west direction.  
Perforating hole P-1 was on the vertical metallic pole at the north end of aisle H-5 
approximately 3’2” above the floor, and a penetrating hole P-2 was on the east side of 
the box at the north end of aisle H-5. 
 
Projectile Path Q: A set of north/south aisles were in the northwest corner in the Auto 
Care Center section. Aisle H-5 was on the west side and aisle H-6 was on the east side.  
Aisle H-7 was on the west side and aisle H-8 was on the east side. A laminate floor was 
between the aisles. Metallic shelves and an east pressboard back wall containing a light 
bulb display were at the north end of aisle H-5. Metallic shelf and a west pressboard 
back wall containing Primo water boxes were at the north end of aisle H-6. Metallic 
shelves and a west pressboard back wall containing boxes of air purifiers were at the 
north end of aisle H-7. Projectile Path Q was consistent with an east to west direction.  
Perforating hole Q-1 was in a light bulb box on the third shelf up at the north end of aisle 
H-5 approximately 2’10” above the floor, ricochet Q-2 was on the metallic shelf between 
the box of light bulbs and the west pressboard wall on the third shelf up at the north end 
of aisle H-5, perforating hole Q-3 was in the west pressboard at the north end of aisle  
H-5, perforating hole Q-4 was in the east pressboard at the north end of aisle H-6, two 
(2) perforating holes Q-5 were the Primo water box on the bottom shelf at the north end 
of aisle H-6, and penetrating hole Q-6 was in the east side of the air purifier box on the 
bottom shelf in aisle H-7 approximately 2’11” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path R: A set of north/south aisles were in the northwest corner in the Auto 
Care Center section. Aisle H-5 was on the west side and aisle H-6 was on the east side.  
Aisle H-7 was on the west side and aisle H-8 was on the east side. A laminate floor was 
between the aisles. Metallic shelves and an east pressboard back wall containing a light 
bulb display were at the north end of aisle H-5. Metallic shelf and a west pressboard 
back wall containing Primo water boxes were at the north end of aisle H-6. Metallic 
shelves and a west pressboard back wall containing boxes of air purifiers were at the 
north end of aisle H-7. Projectile Path R was consistent with an east to west direction.  
Perforating hole R-1 was in a light bulb box (south of Path Q) on the third shelf up at the 
north end of aisle H-5 approximately 3’7” above the floor, perforating hole R-2 was in 
the east pressboard at the north end of aisle H-5, perforating hole R-3 was in the west 
pressboard at the north end of aisle H-6, perforating hole R-4 was in the east side of the 
water purifier box on the bottom shelf and hole R-5 was in the west side of the box, 
penetrating hole R-6 was on the east side of the air purifier box on the second shelf 
from the bottom approximately 2’9” above the floor. 
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Projectile Path S: A set of north/south aisles were in the northwest corner in the Auto 
Care Center section. Aisle H-5 was on the west side and aisle H-6 was on the east side. 
Metallic shelves were located at the north end of aisle H-5/H-6 containing a shelf unit 
box. Projectile Path S was consistent with an east to west direction. Penetrating hole   
S-1 was on the east side of the shelf unit box approximately 2’5” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path T: A set of north/south aisles were in the northwest corner in the Auto 
Care Center section. Aisle H-5 was on the west side and aisle H-6 was on the east side.  
Metallic shelves were located at the north end of aisle H-5/H-6 containing a shelf 
cabinet box on the second shelf up from the floor. Metallic Shelves were located at the 
north end of aisle H-6 containing a Primo water box on the second shelf up from the 
floor. Projectile path T was consistent with a west to east direction. Penetrating/defect 
holes T-2 (apparent entry) was on the west and north side of the water box 
approximately 4’8” above the floor, and perforating hole T-1 (apparent exit) was on the 
east side of the shelf unit box on approximately 4’10” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path U: A north/south aisle G34 was in the northeast corner of the Auto Care 
Center section, in the northwest corner of the building. A set of seven (7) black stacked 
trash cans were on the bottom shelf at the north end of the aisle. Projectile Path U was 
consistent with a west to east direction. Penetrating hole U-1 was in the outer west side 
trash can. Penetrating hole U-2 was on the west side of the sixth trash can. One (1) 
bullet (ITEM 113), consistent with Projectile Path U, was at the bottom of the sixth trash 
can. 
 
Projectile Path V: A north/south aisle G34 was along the west side, in the northeast 
corner of the Auto Care Center section, in the northwest corner of the building. A set of 
four (4) metal trash cans were on the bottom shelf at the north end of the aisle, west of 
the black trash cans. Projectile Path V was consistent with a west to east direction.  
Perforating Hole V-1 was at the base of the bottom metal trash can on the shelf 
approximately 0’8” above the floor, hole V-2 was at the base of the same trash can, and 
defect V-3 was in the west pressboard wall to aisle G-34 approximately 0’9” above the 
floor. 
 
Projectile Path W: A north/south aisle G34 was along the west side in the northeast 
corner of the Auto Care Center section and aisle G33 was along the east side, in the 
northwest corner of the electronic section in the northwest corner of the building. 
Projectile Path W was consistent with a west to east path. Defect W-1 was on the 
underside of the second shelf above the metal trash cans approximately 5’3” above the 
floor, and defect W-2 was in the east pressboard. A bulge on the opposite side of defect 
W-2 on the east wall to aisle G-33 was observed. 
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Projectile Path X: A north/south aisle H17 was against the west wall in the northwest 
corner of the Auto Care Center section. The north end of the shelf unit was attached to 
a vertical piece of white wood. Projectile Path X was consistent with an east to west 
direction. Perforating hole X-1 was to the piece of wood at the north end of aisle H-17 
and a defect mark on the wall approximately 1’6” above the floor. 
 
Projectile Path Y: A metal emergency exit door, that allowed access to the west 
outside area, was in the northwest corner of the Auto Care Center section along the 
west wall, in the northwest corner of the building. Penetrating hole Y-1 was in the east 
side of the door approximately 2’0” above the floor. 
 
PHOTOGRAPHY AND EVIDENTIARY OBSERVATIONS: 
 
All yellow placards represent evidence items 001 through 100; inclusively, all white 
placards represent evidence items 101 and above (i.e. white placard 1 represents 
evidence item 101). 
  
Broken glass to the south side of the stacked ammunition cabinet doors, on the floor 
behind the cashier counter, and on the floor around the outside of the cashier counter at 
the east end of aisle I23 was observed.   
 
A shopping cart containing miscellaneous items was in an upright position, in an 
east/northeast direction; next to the east side of the emergency exit door was observed 
in the northwest corner of the building in the Auto Care section. 
 
The Associates Area Section included damage to the door allowing access to room 82 
along the north wall and the door to the accounting room along the south wall on the 
west side of the east/west hallway.  
 
Damage was observed in the Associates Area Section throughout the east/west 
hallway, which included the door to Room 82 and the door to an enclosed storage room 
in the southwest corner in the east storage area. Damage was observed in the East 
Storage Section, which included the door to the enclosed storage area in the southwest 
corner. 
  
A blue plastic empty (no water) pool was on the ground in the center of the east 
north/south aisle in the open Lawn and Garden Section. Refer to Item 119 under 
Additional Items for a list of its contents. 
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Several different types of fluid; to include but, not limited to: bug killer, antifreeze, 
coolant, engine oil, gear lubricant, and apparent blood were on the floor primarily in the 
northwest corner of the Auto Care Center area, the floor between aisles H16 and H17 
and aisles H14 and H15, and along the east/west floor between the north wall and 
aisles H15/H16 and H13/H14. This created hazardous work conditions; therefore, 
cardboard boxes and kitty litter were placed on the floor to minimize slipping. 
 
BIOLOGICAL EVIDENTIARY OBSERVATIONS: 
 
A swipe, soiled surface moving across a non-soiled surface, bloodstain pattern path 
approximately 322’2”, was on the floor between the Auto Care Center area in the 
northwest corner of the building and the center north doors in the non-public Associates 
Area along the center of the north side of the building. The bloodstain path originated on 
the floor, between the center of aisles H16 and H17, continued east along Floor Row 
North, north on the north/south white laminate floor between aisle G14 and the east side 
of the Electronics Area, through the south Walmart.com Area doors, through the 
Walmart.com Area, through the north Walmart.com Area doors into the Associates 
Area, ending at the north Associate Area doors threshold. 
 
PROCESSING AND COLLECTION OF EVIDENCE: 
 
The following evidence (Items 001-0121, inclusive) were recovered and impounded by 
Senior Crime Scene Analyst Roberts. For additional information, refer to his Evidence 
Impound Report. 
 
BIOLOGICAL / DNA EVIDENCE: 
 
The following swabs for possible DNA evidence items were recovered by Senior Crime 
Scene Analyst Roberts. All apparent blood samples were presumptively tested with 
phenolphthalein for the possible presence of blood, with positive results.    
 
ITEM 003C was from the grip and trigger to firearm #1 (Item 003) 
 
ITEM 026C was from the grip and trigger to firearm #2 (Item 026) 
 
ITEM 033B was from the grip and trigger to firearm #3 (Item 033) 
 
ITEM 093F was from a firearms magazine (Item 093D) 
 
ITEM 103 was within the north side of the Armor All display, approximately 2’4” above 
the floor at the west end of “Floor Row North”; 
 
ITEM 099A was from the outside of the ammunition box (Item 099) 
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FIREARM / AMMUNITION EVIDENCE: 
 
 A. Bullets / Fragments: 
 
ITEM 019 was a metal fragment on the floor north of the west end to aisle I26 along at 
the west end along the south side of “Floor Row North.” 
 
ITEM 020 was a bullet fragment on the third shelf up from the floor at the west end of 
aisle I25. 
 
ITEM 021 was a metal fragment on the center of the floor northwest of the west end to 
aisle I22. 
 
ITEM 022 was a bullet fragment in the Winchester Knives and Tools display attached to 
the west end of aisle I22 possibly associated with Projectile Path G. 
 
ITEM 023 was a bullet fragment on the north end of the third shelf above the floor 
attached to the west end of aisle I21/I22 possibly associated with Projectile Path F. 
 
ITEM 024 was a bullet fragment on the south side of the floor between aisles I20 and 
I21 near the west end of aisle I20 possibly associated with Projectile Path E. 
 
ITEM 052 was a pellet fragment on the bottom shelf along the north wall north of aisle 
H13/H14. 
 
ITEM 053 was a pellet fragment on the north side of the floor north of aisle H11/H12. 
 
ITEM 054 was a pellet fragment on the south side of the floor north of aisle H11/H12. 
 
ITEM 055 was a bullet fragment on the floor under the shelves at the north end of aisles 
H11/12. 
 
ITEM 056 was a deformed slug on the center of the floor north of aisle H9. 
 
ITEM 058 was a pellet and metal fragment on the second shelf up along the north wall 
north of aisles H09/H10. 
 
ITEM 061 was a pellet fragment on the center of the floor between aisles H4 and H5 at 
the north end. 
 
ITEM 062 was a pellet on the center of the floor north of aisles H3/H4. 
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ITEM 063 was a bullet on the center of the floor between aisle H1 and G34 at the north 
end. 
 
ITEM 083 was a bullet on the floor under the metal trash cans on the shelf at the north 
end of aisle G34. 
 
ITEM 084 was a bullet on the floor under the metal and plastic trash cans on the shelf at 
the north end of aisle G34. 
 
ITEM 097 was a pellet fragment on the floor between the center of aisles H10 and H11. 
 
ITEM 100 was a bullet approximately 3’2” above the floor on the third shelf up along the 
center of aisle H16. 
 
ITEM 101 was a bullet on the bottom shelf along the center of aisle H13. 
 
ITEM 104 was a pellet within the Armor All display at the west end of “Floor Row North” 
possibly associated with Projectile Path B. 
 
ITEM 105 was a deformed slug within the Armor All display at the west end of “Floor 
Row North” possibly associated with Projectile Path C. 
 
ITEM 106 was a pellet approximately 4’0” above the floor on the fourth shelf up on the 
north end of aisles H11/H12. 
 
ITEM 107 was a bullet approximately 3’2” above the floor on the third shelf up along the 
center of aisle H17. 
 
ITEM 108 was pellet fragments approximately 0’7” above the floor on the bottom shelf 
at the north end of aisle H8. 
 
ITEM 109 was a metal/copper fragment on the floor between the center of aisles H14 
and H15 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 110 was a metal/copper fragment on the east side of the floor between the center 
of aisles H14 and H15 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 117 was a bullet on the west bottom shelf along the center of aisle H17 
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 B. Cartridge Cases: 
 
ITEM 001 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor 
under a shopping cart at the east end of “Floor Row South” north of the opening to the 
Express self-checkout area. 
 
ITEM 002 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor in 
the center of “Floor Row South” near the east side of a display case south of the 
refrigerator unit to aisle A4/A5. 
 
ITEM 012 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor 
south of aisles H13/H14 along the north side of “Floor Row North.” 
 
ITEM 013 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor 
south of aisle H14 in the center of “Floor Row North.” 
 
ITEM 014 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor 
near aisle H17 at the west end and in the center of “Floor Row North.” 
 
ITEM 015 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor 
along the west side at the south end between aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 073 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor in 
the southwest corner in the Walmart.com service area south of the bench. 
 
ITEM 088 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor, 
under the bottom shelf at the north end of aisle H17. 
 
ITEM 089 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor, 
under the bottom shelf along the center of aisle H16. 
 
ITEM 090 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the floor, 
under the bottom shelf along the north end of aisle H17. 
 
ITEM 094 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the bottom 
shelf along the north end of aisle H17. 
 
ITEM 102 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the west 
side of the floor between the center of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 112 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “Speer 9mm Luger+P” on the west 
side of the floor between the center of aisles H16 and H1. 
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ITEM 028 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “*-* 9mm+P” on the west side of the 
floor between the middle of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
Item 029 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “*-* 9mm+P” on the east side of the 
floor between the middle of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 030 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “*-* 9mm+P” on the west side of the 
floor between the middle of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 032 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “*-* 9mm+P” on the west side of the 
floor between the middle of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 074 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “*-* 9mm+P” on the ground at the 
north center of the alcove in the Associates area along the south side of the threshold. 
  
ITEM 039 was a 38 caliber cartridge case head stamp “HPR 38 SPL” on the east side of 
the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 041 was a 38 caliber cartridge case head stamp “HPR 38 SPL” on the west side 
of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end.  
 
ITEM 042 was a 38 caliber cartridge case head stamp “HPR 38 SPL” on the west side 
of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 091 was a 38 caliber cartridge case head stamp “HPR 38 SPL” on the floor under 
the shelf in the middle of aisle H16. 
 
ITEM 092 was a 38 caliber cartridge case head stamp “HPR 38 SPL” on the floor under 
the shelf in the middle of aisle H16. 
 
ITEM 115 was a 38 caliber cartridge case head stamp “HPR 38 SPL” on the center of 
the floor between the aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 046 was a 40 caliber cartridge case head stamp “Speer 40 S&W” on the west side 
of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end, next to subject #4’s right hip. 
 
ITEM 051 was a 40 caliber cartridge case head stamp “Speer 40 S&W” on the east side 
of the floor under the northwest corner of aisle H14. 
 
ITEM 095 was a 40 caliber cartridge case head stamp “Speer 40 S&W” on the west side 
of the floor, next to the emergency exit door along the west wall in the northwest corner 
of the building. 
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ITEM 096 was a 40 caliber cartridge case head stamp “Speer 40 S&W” under the west 
end of the shelves along the north wall in the northwest corner of the building. 
 
ITEM 118 was a 40 caliber cartridge case head stamp “Speer 40 S&W” on the west side 
of the floor, next to the north exit door along the west wall in the northwest corner of the 
building. 
 
ITEM 064 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC 12 REM 223” on the 
west side of the floor between aisles H1 and G34 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 065 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC 12 REM 223” on the 
floor in the southeast corner to the west storage area, north of the double rubber swing 
doors. 
 
ITEM 071 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC 12 REM 223” on the 
floor in the southeast corner to the west storage area, north of the double rubber swing 
doors. 
 
ITEM 085 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC 12 REM 223” on the 
floor under the shelves at the north end of aisle G34. 
 
ITEM 066 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC REM 223” on the floor 
in the southeast corner to the west storage area, north of the double rubber swing 
doors.  
 
ITEM 067 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC REM 223” on the floor 
in the southeast corner to the west storage area, north of the double rubber swing 
doors. 
 
ITEM 068 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC REM 223” on the floor 
in the southeast corner to the west storage area, north of the double rubber swing 
doors. 
 
ITEM 069 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC REM 223” on the floor 
in the southeast corner to the west storage area, north of the double rubber swing 
doors. 
 
ITEM 070 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC REM 223” on the floor 
in the southeast corner to the west storage area, north of the double rubber swing 
doors. 
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ITEM 072 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC REM 223” on the floor 
in the southeast corner to the west storage area, north of the double rubber swing 
doors. 
 
ITEM 082 was a 223 caliber rifle cartridge case head stamp “FC REM 223” on the floor 
under the shelves at the north end of aisle G34. 
 
 C. Cartridges / Magazines: 
 
ITEM 004 was an open box of ZQ1 7.62 x 51mm caliber cartridges with 19 cartridges 
“MKE 13” head stamp in the box on the floor adjacent to aisle E34 along the east side of 
“Floor Column West.” 
 
ITEM 005 was an open box of ZQ1 7.62 x 51mm caliber cartridges with 20 cartridges 
“MKE 13” head stamp in the box on the floor adjacent to aisle E34 along the east side of 
“Floor Column West.” 
 
ITEM 006 was an open box of ZQ1 7.62 x 51mm caliber cartridges with 20 cartridges 
“MKE 13” head stamp in the box on the floor on the floor adjacent to aisle E34 along the 
east side of “Floor Column West.” 
 
ITEM 007 was five (5) cartridges “MKE 13” head stamp on the floor along the west side 
of “Floor Column West” north of aisle I17/I18. 
 
ITEM 008 were two (2) open boxes of ZQ1 7.62 x 51mm caliber “MKE 13” head stamp 
with 35 cartridges in the box and on the floor east of aisles I19/I20 along the west side 
of “Floor Column West.” 
 
ITEM 009 was an open box of ZQ1 7.62 x 51mm caliber with 20 cartridges “MKE 13” 
head stamp in the box and on the floor east of aisle I20 along the west side of “Floor 
Column West.” 
 
ITEM 016 was a box of Winchester ammunition containing 50 .38 Special cartridges 
head stamp “Winchester 38 SPL” along the east side of the floor at the south end of 
aisle H16. 
 
ITEM 017 was a box of Winchester ammunition containing 50 .38 special cartridges 
head stamp “Winchester 38 SPL” along the west side of the floor at the south end of 
aisle H17. 
 
ITEM 027 was a Glock 9mm firearms 17 cartridge capacity magazine containing 16 
“Speer 9mm Luger+P” cartridges on the west side of the floor between the middle of 
aisles H16 and H17. 
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ITEM 031 was a Glock 9mm firearms 17 cartridge capacity magazine containing nine 
(9) “Speer 9mm Luger+P” cartridges on the east side of the floor between the aisles 
H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 044 were four (4) unopened Winchester 9mm Luger ammunition boxes and four 
(4) Winchester 38 Special boxes on the west side of the floor between aisles H16 and 
H17. 
 
ITEM 045 was a soiled 9mm magazine 15 cartridge capacity magazine containing 15 
“Speer 9mm Luger+P” cartridges on the west side of the floor between aisles H16 and 
H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 093D was a soiled 9mm magazine 15 cartridge capacity magazine containing 15 
“Speer 9mm Luger+P” cartridges inside of the handbag/purse (Item #093) that was on 
the west side of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 093E was 9mm magazine 10 cartridge capacity magazine containing nine (9) 
“Speer 9mm Luger” cartridges and one (1) “Blazer 9mm Luger” cartridge inside of the 
handbag/purse (Item #093) that was on the west side of the floor between aisles H16 
and H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 087 were four (4) (un)opened boxes of ammunition that included one (1) box of 50 
Independence 9mm Luger containing 42 “Blazer 9mm Luger” cartridges, one (1) box of 
50 Blazer 9mm Luger containing 50 “CCI 9mm Luger N R” cartridges, one (1) box of 50 
HPR 38 Special containing 35 “HPR 38 SPL” cartridges, and one (1) box of 12 gauge 
shotgun cartridges that were on the west side of the floor between the center of aisles 
H16 and H17.  Refer to the Shotgun cartridges section reference the contents in the 
shotgun cartridge box. 
 
ITEM 099 was one (1) unopened soiled box of ZQ1 7.62 x 51mm caliber cartridges with 
20 cartridges head stamp “MKE 13” in the box on the bottom shelf to the upper stacked 
cabinet approximately 3’2” above the floor behind the Ammunition/Hunting Accessories 
cashier counter at the east end of aisle I23. 
 
 D. Handgun Accessories: 
 
ITEM 040 was a five-shot revolver speed loader on the east side of the floor between 
aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. A cigarette box and sunglasses were also 
impounded under this item number refer to the section under Additional Items. 
 
ITEM 050 was a black holster on the floor northwest of aisle H16 in the northwest 
corner of the building. 
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ITEM 078 was a soiled camouflage shoulder holster with two (2) empty firearm 
magazines and a “No BLM” button on the floor, between the center of aisles H16 and 
H17. 
 
ITEM 079 was a soiled green “US” duffle bag that contained two (2) radios and a 
camouflage shirt bearing “Don’t Tread on Me” snake patch on the floor between the 
center of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 080 was a soiled black half mask on the west side of the floor between the middle 
of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
 E. Shotgun Cartridge Cases (Shotshells): 
 
ITEM 018 was a shotgun cartridge case 12 gauge head stamp “Winchester 12 GA” on 
the floor south of aisle H16 in the center of “Floor Row North.” 
 
ITEM 035 was a shotgun cartridge case 12 gauge head stamp “Winchester 12 GA” in 
the center of the floor between the middle of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 036 was a shotgun cartridge case 12 gauge head stamp “Winchester 12 GA” in 
the center of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 111 was a shotgun cartridge case 12 gauge head stamp “Winchester 12 GA” in 
the center of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 049 was a shotgun cartridge case 12 gauge head stamp “*12*12*12*12” in the 
center of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
 
 F. Shotgun Cartridges (Shotshells): 
 
ITEM 081 was a shotgun cartridge holder containing four (4) shotgun cartridges head 
stamp “Baschieri & Pellagri 12” on the west side of the floor between the middle of 
aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 087 included, but not limited to, one (1) box of 12 gauge shotgun cartridges 
labeled 10 Hornady “Zombie Max” 12 gauge shotgun cartridges, containing eight (8) 
shotgun cartridges, six (6) “Winchester 12 GA” shotgun cartridges, and two(2) 
“Baschieri & Pellagri 12” shotgun cartridges on the west side of the floor between the 
center of aisles H16 and H17. Additional boxes of cartridges cases were included within 
this item number. For additional information, refer to the Cartridges/Magazines section. 
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ITEM 120 was a 25 shotgun cartridge sleeve bandolier belt that contained 20 shotgun 
cartridges (19 “Hornady 12 GA” and one (1) “Baschieri & Pellagri 12) wrapped around 
subject #4’s waist. 
 
ITEM 121 was a 12 gauge shotgun cartridge head stamp “Bashchieri & Pellagri 12” 
from a sleeve attached to the upper left chest of subject #4’s tactical vest Shotgun 
Cartridge Components.   
 
ITEM 010 was a felt shotgun wad on the floor south of aisles H5/H6 along in the center 
of “Floor Row North.” 
 
ITEM 011 was a plastic shotgun wad on the floor north of the east end to aisle I26 along 
the south side of “Floor Row North.” 
 
ITEM 057 was a paper wad on the floor between the center of aisle between H10 and 
H11. 
 
ITEM 060 was a plastic wad on the floor along the east side between aisles H6 and H7 
at the north end. 
 
ITEM 114 was a plastic Shot Cup on the floor along the west side between aisles H12 
and H13 at the north end. 
 
CLOTHING: 
 
ITEM 034 was a soiled camouflage shirt in the center of the floor between aisle H16 and 
H17. 
 
ITEM 038 was a pair of soiled camouflage pants on the east side of the floor between 
aisle H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 076 was a soiled Condor camouflage cap bearing “Don’t Trend on Me” snake 
patch on the center of the floor along the north side of the alcove in the Associates 
Area. 
 
ADDITIONAL WEAPONS:  
 
ITEM 038A was a soiled 12” tactical knife with a 6” blade on the east side of the floor 
between H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 048 was an 8” switch blade knife with a 4” blade (closed) on the east side of the 
floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
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ITEM 086A was a sheath containing a 7’5” knife with a 4.5” blade and an 11” knife with 
a 6.5” blade on the west side of the floor between the center of aisles H16 and H17. 
  
ITEM 093A were two (2) folding knives, a pair of handcuffs, and a handcuff key inside 
the handbag/purse (Item #093) on the west side of the floor between aisles H16 and 
H17 at the north end. Also refer to item #093A under the additional items section. 
 
ITEM 098 was a 32” 21 ounce soiled Demarini Softball bat on the floor behind the 
Ammunition/Hunting Accessories cashier counter at the east end of aisle I23. 
 
ADDITIONAL ITEMS: 
 
ITEM 025 was a package of Toddler Wipes in the center of the floor between aisle I14 
and the west wall. 
 
ITEM 040 was a “Pall Mall” cigarette box containing 13 cigarettes and a lighter and a 
pair of sunglasses were on the east side of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the 
north end. A five-shot revolver speed loader was also impounded under this item 
number refer to the section under Handgun Accessories. 
 
ITEM 075 was a metallic name plate, bearing “Stinnett” on the floor in the center of the 
alcove in the Associates Area between the north doors and the hallway. 
 
ITEM 077 were two (2) plastic bags containing 2 MRE’s (Meals ready to Eat) on the 
floor between the middle of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 086 was a clipboard case containing a “Manifesto by Jared Miller” and a book 
“The Declaration of the Independence & The Constitution of the United States” on the 
west side of the floor between the center of aisles H16 and H17. 
 
ITEM 093 was a handbag/purse containing a military surplus receipt on the west side of 
the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 093A were miscellaneous items to include; but not limited to: a “suicide lanyard 
with keys” inside of the handbag/purse (Item #093) that was on the west side of the floor 
between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end.  Also refer to item #093A under the 
Additional Weapons section. 
 
ITEM 093B was a wallet that contained miscellaneous items to include; but not limited 
to: a Social Security Card  bearing the name “Amanda Renee Miller” inside 
of (Item #093) that was on the west side of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the 
north end. 
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ITEM 093C consisted of U.S. coin totaling $0.97 inside of the wallet (item #093B) that 
was on the west side of the floor between aisles H16 and H17 at the north end. 
 
ITEM 119 was a Survival Kit backpack that included radios, a flashlight, masks, and 
miscellaneous items in the blue plastic pool within the enclosed Outdoor Lawn and 
Garden Area in the southwest corner of the building. 
 
ITEM 119A was a plastic container containing an unknown liquid inside of the backpack 
(Item #119) in the Outdoor Lawn and Garden Area. 
 
ITEM 119B was a bottle of Ibuprofen and packages of 4mg Ondansetron (aka Zofran) 
tablets inside of the plastic blue pool in the Outdoor Lawn and Garden Area. 
 
CRIME SCENE FOLLOW-UP: 
 
On 06/09/14 at approximately 0900 hours, Homicide Detective Sanborn, Homicide 
Detective Ivie, Senior Crime Scene Analyst Lynch and Crime Scene Analyst Smith 
returned to the Walmart crime scene to continue the crime scene investigation. 
 
Upon our arrival, investigators contacted H20 Environmental Employee Dan Leger, who 
directed investigators to items of evidence located during the crime scene clean up. 
 
The scene was located in the northwest corner of the store, which was designated as 
the Auto Care section. North/South running aisles began on the west wall of the store 
(aisle H17) and continued east in the same north/south running fashion. The third aisle 
east of the west wall was marked H11 (west side of the aisle) and H12 (east side of the 
aisle). An end cap display at the north end of the aisle contained shelves with ‘Rain X 
Bug Remover’ on them. One (1) damaged plastic jug with a small amount of liquid in it, 
consistent with the liquid in the intact bottles on the shelves, was lying on the floor in 
front of the end cap. One (1) bullet fragment was located inside the damaged bottle 
(Item 1). Four (4) additional damaged bottles with varying amounts of liquid remaining 
in them were located on the fourth shelf of the end cap from the bottom. Bullet 
fragments were recovered from each of the bottles (Items 2A-2D). 
 
Aisle H17 on the west wall of the store consisted of oil changing supplies and air filters. 
One (1) bullet was located in a stack of plastic oil drain pans on the second shelf from 
the bottom approximately 24’10’’ south of the north wall. The bullet was lodged in 
between two (2) of the plastic drain pans which were stacked together with other pans, 
and was located on the north side of the stack (Item 3). An additional bullet was located 
on an open box flap of Fram air filter packaging approximately 8’11’’ south of item 3’s 
location, also on aisle H17 (Item 4). The air filter box was located on the bottom row of 
the shelf and was the third box up from the bottom. 
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One (1) cartridge case with the head stamp ‘SPEER 9MM’ was located on the floor 
adjacent to the southwest corner of the end cap display of aisle H16 (Item 5). Two (2) 
bullet fragments were located on the floor in the same location (Item 5A). 
 
South of the ‘Auto Care’ area, the aisles were oriented in an east/west direction. The 
northernmost aisle was marked I26 (on the north side) with the number of each aisle 
decreasing as they moved south. The third aisle to the south was marked I22 (north 
side) and I21 (south side). An end cap display containing red and blue coolers was 
located at the west end of the aisle. A damaged blue cooler was located on the third 
shelf up from the bottom of the end cap, near the northwest corner of the aisle. Bullet 
fragments were located inside the cooler, inside a defect of the lower surface (Item 6). 
Bullet fragments were located inside a cardboard ‘Winchester’ display on aisle I22 
adjacent to the northwest corner of the aisle and on the floor beneath the display (Item 
9). One (1) bullet fragment was located on the floor near the southwest corner of aisle 
I21 (Item 7).  
 
Aisle I20 consisted of various size camping tents. One (1) bullet was located on the third 
shelf up from the bottom behind one of the tents (Item 8).  
 
One (1) pair of white zip ties/flex cuffs was recovered from the Walmart loss prevention 
office (Item 10). 
 
One (1) bullet was recovered from inside an ‘Ozark Trail’ 12x24’ sized tarp package 
located on the west wall (aisle H17) adjacent to the open space between the 
north/south running aisles and the east/west running aisles (Item 11). The bullet 
perforated a similar ‘Ozark Trail’ box and tarp inside, adjacent to and north of the 
bullet’s location. 
 
Various windshield wipers and windshield cleaning supplies were located on the north 
wall of the store and adjacent to the north end of aisle H13/H14. One (1) bullet was 
located on the lower shelf next to a package of ‘Rain-X’ anti-fog wipes (Item 12). One 
(1) bullet fragment was located on the lower shelf beneath the windshield wiper display, 
just west of item 12 (Item 13). 
 
An additional bullet fragment was located inside another damaged plastic bottle of ‘Rain 
X Bug Remover’ located on the north end cap of aisles H11/H12 (Item 14). The bottle 
was located on the third shelf up from the bottom and was on the northeast corner of 
the end cap. 
 
Boxes of wheel covers were located on the north wall of the store, just north of aisles 
H11/H12. Perforating bullet holes were located on two (2) ‘Tuner Series’ boxes at the 
west end of the display on the third shelf up from the bottom. One (1) bullet was located 
inside the third wheel cover box just to the east marked ‘Classic Series’ (Item 15). 
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Bullet holes were located in a set of four ‘Classic Series’ wheel cover boxes on the floor 
in front of the above mentioned display. The boxes were situated so that there were two 
on the floor with two boxes on top. The top right box had perforating bullet holes on the 
ends of the box with the top left box having a penetrating bullet hole on the right side 
and an apparent exit on the front. The bottom left box had a ricochet on the front of the 
box. A search of the boxes was conducted for possible bullets or bullet fragments with 
negative results. 
 
An additional perforating bullet hole was located in a ‘Filtrete 25x25x1’ air filter on the 
north wall of the store, east of the ‘Auto Care’ section and north of aisles H4/H5. 
 
Digital images were taken of the scene again by Crime Scene Analyst Smith to show 
the overall layout of the above referenced aisles, damage to the merchandise and the 
surrounding area and the location and condition of the items of evidence. The following 
evidence (Items 1-15) were recovered and impounded by Senior Crime Scene Analyst 
Lynch. 
 
ITEM 1 was a bullet fragment from the “Rain-X” bug remover bottle on the floor of the 
east-west aisle north of the end caps of aisles H11 and H12. 
 
ITEMS 2A-2D were bullet fragments from the “Rain-X” bug remover bottles on the north 
end cap of aisles H11 and H12. 
 
ITEM 3 was a bullet from a stack of oil drain pans on aisle H17 (west wall of the store); 
approximately 24’ south and 10” east of the interior northwest corner of the store. 
 
ITEM 4 was a bullet from the lip of the “FRAM CA 10464” air filter box on aisle H17 
(west wall of the store); approximately 32’11” south and 1’10” east of the interior 
northwest corner of the store. 
 
ITEM 5 was a 9mm cartridge case head stamp “SPEER 9MM” approximately 1’ north of 
the southwest corner of the south end cap of aisle H16. 
 
ITEM 5A was bullet fragments approximately 1’ north of the southwest corner of the 
south end cap of aisle H16. 
  
ITEM 6 was bullet fragments from inside the blue cooler, third shelf up, on the west end 
cap of aisle I21 and I22. 
 
ITEM 7 was a bullet fragment from the floor south of the southwest corner of aisle I21. 
 
ITEM 8 was a bullet from the third shelf up on aisle I20; approximately 3” north of the 
northwest corner of aisle I20. 
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ITEM 9 was bullet fragments from the inside the Winchester knife display on the north 
side of the northwest corner on aisle I22. 
 
ITEM 10 was a pair of white zip ties/flex cuffs recovered from the hands of Samuel 
Oaks, Market Security Manager for Walmart. 
 
ITEM 11 was a bullet from inside the “Ozark Trail” brand 12x24’ sized camouflage tarp 
package located along the aisle H17 (west store wall),  north of aisle I26. 
 
ITEM 12 was a bullet recovered adjacent to the “Rain-X” anti-fog wipes on the bottom 
shelf on the north wall of the store, north of aisle H13. 
 
ITEM 13 was a bullet fragment from the bottom shelf of the north wall below the wiper 
blades north of aisle H14. 
 
ITEM 14 were bullet fragments from inside a “Rain-X” bug remover bottle on the north 
end cap between aisles H11 and H12. 
 
ITEM 15 was a bullet from inside a Classic Series Wheel Covers box on the third shelf 
up on the north wall north of aisle H12. 
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VI. BODY DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS: 
 
A. UMC TRAUMA 

 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1130 hours, Homicide Detectives Rogers and Boucher 
responded to University Medical Center (UMC) to investigate the deaths of Officers Alyn 
Beck and Igor Soldo. Detectives Rogers and Boucher entered the hospital and 
contacted Police Protective Association President Chris Collins, who confirmed the 
victim officers, were Alyn Beck and Igor Soldo. 
 
Crime Scene Analyst’s Lynch and Peterson responded to University Medical Center to 
document the overall condition of the deceased officers and suspect and recover and 
impound any available evidence. 
 
At approximately 1420 hours, Clark County Coroner Mike Murphy, Acting Assistant 
Clark County Coroner Dave Mills, Clark County Coroner’s Office Investigators Rick 
Jones, Priscilla Chavez and Shauna Shields arrived at University Medical Center. They 
were briefed on the tentative identities of the three decedents. Investigator Jones 
handled the processing of Officer Soldo, Investigator Chavez handled the processing of 
Officer Beck and Investigator Shields handled the processing of Suspect Amanda Miller. 
 
 B. UMC TRAUMA – OFFICER IGOR SOLDO 
 
Detectives Rogers and Boucher met with UMC Medical Director Dale Carrison, who 
escorted them to an isolation room located inside the Trauma Recovery Area. Doctor 
Carrison explained Officer Igor Soldo had been pronounced deceased and moved to 
the Negative Pressure Isolation Room, which had been sealed with a length of tape, 
which Medical Director Carrison signed. Detective Rogers observed the signature and 
“6/8/14 1210” handwritten on one end of the tape. The tape was put up to ensure no 
one entered the room. 
 
Crime Scene Analyst Lynch and Homicide Detectives Rogers and Boucher observed 
the body of Officer Soldo. Officer Soldo was lying supine on a hospital gurney, wrapped 
in disposable blue sheets and white hospital sheets. His patient belonging bag was 
sitting atop the gurney and contained a pair of black tactical boots and white socks. 
Under the sheets, Officer Soldo was wearing a pair of blue boxer shorts. His uniform 
shirt, undershirt and the back of his ballistic vest had been cut away and were pinned 
between his back and the back board. The front of his ballistic vest was next to the left 
side of his face. The front left portion of his uniform shirt was visible and had a badge 
attached. The front left pocket of his shirt contained a black wallet with a flat badge, a 
green pocket notebook and two ink pens. Multiple pieces of medical equipment were 
attached to various locations on his body. 
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Coroner’s Office Investigator Jones conducted a cursory examination of the body and 
noted the following injuries: apparent gunshot wound to the right side of the head, in 
front of his ear; apparent gunshot wound to his brow ridge, just above the bridge of his 
nose; apparent gunshot wound to the top of his left ear where it met the left side of the 
face; an apparent gunshot wound to the left side of the head above the left ear; and an 
apparent gunshot wound in the left side of the torso, just above a large medical incision. 
 
Following the examination and family viewing, Officer Soldo’s body was placed into a 
body bag, which was sealed with seal number 573359. Officer Soldo’s body was then 
released to La Paloma Mortuary Attendants Nephy Acevedo and Brandy Hall, who 
transported it to the Clark County Coroner’s Office under the escort of the LVMPD 
Traffic Bureau and Honor Guard. 
 
Crime Scene Analyst Lynch took digital photographs of the scene location; the tape 
sealing the door to the room; overall views of Officer Soldo for general appearance and 
identification; views of Officer Soldo’s injuries; Officer Soldo’s badge on his shirt; and 
the body bag and seal. Crime Scene Analyst Lynch impounded Officer Soldo’s boots, 
socks, vest (front panel), badge, wallet, notepad, and ink pens as evidence. 
 
 C. UMC TRAUMA - OFFICER BECK 
 
Homicide Detective Boucher watched as medical personnel tended to Officer Beck. On 
the floor where Officer Beck was located, Detective Boucher located Officer Beck’s 
clothing inside a clear plastic patient bag. Detective Boucher took possession of the 
patient bag and later provided it to Crime Scene Analyst Peterson for documentation. 
 
Doctor Ozobia pronounced Officer Alyn Beck deceased at 1332 hours and his body was 
moved into the trauma recovery room. Amanda Miller’s body was moved to the far end 
of the recovery room; Officer Beck’s body was placed in her previous location. 
 
Crime Scene Analyst Petersen and Homicide Detective Boucher observed the body of 
Officer Alyn Beck, which was lying supine on a hospital gurney wrapped in a hospital 
sheet. Coroner’s Office Investigator Chavez removed the sheet, which revealed the 
nude body of Officer Beck. Evidence of medical intervention was visible on the body.  
 
Coroner’s Office Investigator Chavez conducted a cursory external examination of 
Officer Beck’s body and the following injuries were noted: apparent gunshot wounds to 
the right side of the forehead; left upper arm; lateral left upper arm; anterior left side of 
neck; left side of face; to the left side of his head; behind left ear; and posterior left 
upper arm, near shoulder. Officer Beck also sustained a bullet graze wound to his left 
shoulder; a laceration and cut underneath his chin; and an abrasion mark to his nose. 
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Following the examination, Officer Beck’s body was placed on a sterile sheet and into a 
body bag, which was sealed with seal number 146669. Officer Beck’s body was then 
released to La Paloma Mortuary Attendants Nephy Acevedo and Brandy Hall, who 
transported it to the Clark County Coroner’s Office under the escort of the LVMPD 
Traffic Bureau and Honor Guard.  
 
Crime Scene Analyst Petersen laid the clothing out and documented it with digital 
photographs. The clothing included a tan colored LVMPD summer uniform shirt with an 
attached “A. Beck” nameplate and a Crisis Intervention Team pin over the left pocket. 
The shirt was stained with apparent blood and a notepad and paper were inside the left 
breast pocket. Apparent bullet defects were noted in the shirt which appeared to have 
been cut by medical personnel during medical intervention. A pair of Tan LVMPD 
uniform pants and a pair of white underwear both stained with apparent blood and 
appeared to have been cut by medical personnel. Also inside the bag were two black 
boots, two black socks and a hand held radio shoulder type microphone. Crime Scene 
Analyst Peterson impounded the recovered items as evidence. 
 
Crime Scene Analyst Peterson took digital photographs of the scene location; overall 
views of Officer Beck for general appearance and identification; views of Officer Beck’s 
injuries; Officer Beck’s clothing (noted above); and the body bag and seal. 
 

D. UMC TRAUMA - SUSPECT AMANDA MILLER 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1230 hours, UMC Trauma personnel brought a deceased 
white female into the trauma recovery area. She had been transported from the inside 
of the Walmart and was tentatively identified as “Jane Oregon Doe.” She had been 
identified as one of the two suspects involved in the officers’ murders. The female was 
later positively identified as Amanda Miller. The body was lying supine on a gurney 
covered with a blue plastic sheet. Amanda Miller had been pronounced deceased on 
06/08/14 at 1234 hours by UMC Doctor Ozobia. 
 
Coroner’s Office Investigator Shields, Crime Scene Analyst Petersen and Detective 
Rogers examined the body of Amanda Miller. A blue sheet was removed by Shields 
which exposed the nude body of Amanda Miller, which was lying supine on top of a 
hospital gurney. Signs of medical intervention were present. Apparent blood was 
observed on the head, face, and right leg. A gray shirt and blue sports bra, which 
appeared to have been cut by medical personnel, were located underneath the back 
area, silver colored metal handcuffs were attached to the left wrist and an open pink 
adult diaper was located underneath the buttocks. An apparent close contact gunshot 
wound was evident to the right side of the head, with a corresponding exit wound to the 
left side of the head. Gunshot wounds were also located to the upper right back and 
upper right chest area. 
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A clear plastic bag containing Amanda Miller’s black shoes and white socks were 
provided to Detective Boucher by UMC hospital staff. Crime Scene Analyst Peterson 
documented Amanda’s overall condition and injuries with photographs. Due to the 
nature of the attack on the officers, Coroner Murphy allowed Crime Scene Analyst 
Peterson and Investigator Shields to recover Amanda’s finger prints at the hospital to 
expedite identification. 
 
At the conclusion of the examination, Amanda was placed on a sterile white sheet and 
into a body bag, which was sealed with seal 792600. Amanda was then transported to 
the Clark County Coroner’s office by La Paloma Mortuary attendants Nephy Acevedo 
and Brandy Hall. 
 

E. WALMART SCENE – CITIZEN JOSEPH WILCOX 
 

The body of Joseph Wilcox was located inside the Walmart store at 201 North Nellis 
Boulevard. The body was on an interior aisle north of cashier counter stand 11. The 
body was lying face down, partially on the right side. The left arm extended out from the 
body and was bent at the elbow approximately 90° at an upward angle. The left hand 
was approximately even with the head and rested on the floor palm down. The right arm 
extended downward along the body with the hand palm up. The head was oriented to 
the southwest with the feet to the northeast. The head faced east and the right side of 
the face rested on the floor. The legs were bent at the knee with the left leg resting 
partially over the right leg. 
 
The body was clad in a white t-shirt over gray undershirt and tan pants with black tennis 
shoes. A black handgun holster was inside the left hip waistband area. An apparent 
bullet defect was visible in the white t-shirt on the left side of the torso. 
Coroner Investigator Jones conducted a cursory external examination of the body at the 
scene. Investigator Jones noted an apparent gunshot wound on the left side of the 
body, which corresponded with the hole in the shirts. There was no blood visible around 
the injury or on the floor. 
 
Wilcox was placed on a sterile sheet and then into a body bag, which was sealed with 
seal number 793713. Wilcox’s body was transported to the Clark County Coroner’s 
Office by La Paloma Mortuary Attendants Nephy Acevedo and Brandy Hall. 
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F. WALMART SCENE - SUSPECT JERAD MILLER  
 
The body of Jerad Miller was located inside the Walmart store at 201 North Nellis 
Boulevard. The body was on the far north end of interior aisle H17, near the northwest 
corner of the store. The body was lying face down with the head oriented to the 
southeast and the feet oriented to the northwest. The head was turned to the left and 
rested on the right cheek. The arms were handcuffed behind the back and were bent at 
the elbows. The legs extended away from the body and were bent at the knees. 
   
The body was clad in a black load bearing tactical vest with an attached rifle scabbard. 
A grey short sleeve shirt, camouflage shorts, a black belt with numerous attached 12 
gauge shotgun cartridges, white socks and black boots. The vest and shirt had an 
apparent bullet defect in the right chest area and the clothing and boots were stained 
with apparent blood. Apparent blood was also visible on Jerad’s face, arms and legs. 
 
Coroner Investigator Shields conducted a limited examination at the scene and no 
injuries were visible. 
 
Jerad’s body was placed on a sterile sheet and then into a body bag, which was sealed 
with seal number 046301. The body was then transported to the Clark County Coroner’s 
Office by La Paloma Mortuary attendants Nephy Acevedo and Brandy Hall. 
 
VII. AUTOPSY SECTION: 
 
1. OFFICER IGOR SOLDO (CORONER CASE #14-5386): 
  

A. PERSONS IN ATTENDANCE 
 

1. Doctor  Alane Olson    Medical Examiner 
2. Jenna Hergott                        Forensic Technician 
3. CSA Shandra Lynch   PN 13206 
4. Detective Robert Rogers   PN 2858 
5. Detective Dolphis Boucher   PN 4636 

 
B. LOCATION OF INJURIES 

 
1.  Perforating gunshot wound to front of left ear 
2.  Perforating gunshot wound to left rear of head 
3.  Perforating gunshot to left arm 
4.  Penetrating gunshot wound to left chest 
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C. ITEMS OF EVIDENCE IMPOUNDED 
 

1. Buccal swab kit 
2. Cut LVMPD long sleeve uniform shirt with apparent defects and blood  
3. White tee shirt with apparent defects and blood 
4. Blue boxer shorts with apparent blood 
5. Synergy brand ballistic vest (back) with apparent blood 
6. LVMPD name plate “I. Soldo” and Firearms Expert plate with blood 
7. Handcuff key 
8. One apparent copper bullet - abdomen 
9. Bullet fragment - head  

                
D. RESULTS OF AUTOPSY 

 
On 6/08/14, a complete autopsy was performed on the body of LVMPD Officer Igor 
Soldo. Doctor Olson determined the cause of death was multiple gunshot wounds. The 
manner of death was ruled homicide. 
 
2. OFFICER ALYN BECK (CORONER CASE # 14-5387): 
 

A. PERSONS IN ATTENDANCE 
 

1. Doctor  Alane Olson    Medical examiner 
2. Jenna Hergott             Forensic Technician 
4. CSA Alan Peterson    PN13579 
5. Detective Robert Rogers   PN 2858 
6. Detective Dolphis Boucher   PN 4636 

 
B. LOCATION OF INJURIES 

 
1. Penetrating gunshot wound behind the left ear with a bullet and bullet 
 fragments recovered inside the skull 
2. Penetrating gunshot wound to the upper left back/shoulder area with a 
 bullet recovered in the spine  
3. Perforating gunshot wound to the left cheek with a corresponding 
 proximate gunshot wound and contusion to the nose 
4. Perforating gunshot wound to the cheek with a corresponding gunshot 
 wound to the neck 
5. Perforating gunshot wound to the upper left arm with corresponding 
 gunshot wound to the front left shoulder 
6. Gunshot graze wound to the top of the left shoulder  
7. Abrasion/contusion to the lower mid back 
8. Laceration/contusion to the upper right forehead 
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C. ITEMS OF EVIDENCE IMPOUNDED 
 

1. Bullet Fragments 
2.  Bullet 
3.  Bullet 
4.  White sheet stained with apparent blood 
5.  Buccal swab kit 
 

D. RESULTS OF AUTOPSY 
 
On 6/08/14, a complete autopsy was performed on the body of LVMPD Officer Alyn 
Beck. Doctor Olson determined Officer Beck’s cause of death was multiple gunshot 
wounds. The manner of his death was ruled homicide. 
 
3. JOSEPH WILCOX (CORONER CASE #14-5396): 
 

A. PERSONS IN ATTENDANCE 
 

1. Doctor  Lary Simms    Medical examiner 
2. Kevin Brown     Forensic Technician 
3. Amanda Senger    Forensic Technician 
4. James Bischel    Forensic Technician 
5. Brieanna Kinard    Forensic Technician 
6. CSA Joseph Szukiewicz   PN 5411 
7.  CSA Megan Ross-Lynch   PN 9976 
9. Detective Tate Sanborn   PN 5450 

              10. Detective Travis Ivie   PN 6405 
              11.  Crime Lab Director Tracy Birch  PN 2742   
 

B. LOCATION OF INJURIES 
 

1.  Gunshot wound left side of chest 
 

C. ITEMS OF EVIDENCE IMPOUNDED 
 

1. Buccal Swab Kit   
2. White sheet 
3.  White t-shirt bearing a hole and apparent blood 
4. Gray tank top bearing a hole and apparent blood 
5. Tan pants with black belt  
6. Blue underwear 
7. Pair of white socks 
8. Pair of black Nike shoes 
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9.  Black “Sticky” brand holster 
              10. Bullet 
          

D. RESULTS OF AUTOPSY 
 
On 6/09/14, a complete autopsy was performed on the body of Joseph Wilcox. Doctor 
Simms determined Wilcox’s cause of death was a gunshot wound to the chest. The 
manner of his death was ruled a homicide. 
 
4. AMANDA MILLER (CORONER CASE #14-5388): 
 

A. PERSONS IN ATTENDANCE 
 

1. Doctor  Lary Simms    Medical examiner 
2. Kevin Brown     Forensic Technician 
3. Amanda Singer    Forensic Technician 
4. James Bischel    Forensic Technician 
5. Brieanna Kinard     Forensic Technician 
6. CSA Joseph Szukiewicz   PN 5411 
7.  CSA Megan Ross-Lynch   PN 9976 
8.  CSA Director Tracy Birch   PN 2742 
9. Detective Tate Sanborn   PN 5450 

              10. Detective Travis Ivie   PN 6405 
 

B. LOCATION OF INJURIES 
 

1. Gunshot wounds right and left side of head 
2. Gunshot wound upper right back 
3. Gunshot wound front upper right shoulder 
 

C. ITEMS OF EVIDENCE IMPOUNDED 
 

1. Buccal Swab Kit   
2. Cut gray short sleeve shirt bearing holes and apparent blood 
3. Cut gray and blue sports bra bearing apparent blood 
4.  Pair of handcuffs (left wrist) – retained by Homicide Detective Ivie 

                
D. RESULTS OF AUTOPSY 

 
On 6/09/14, a complete autopsy was performed on the body of Amanda Miller. Doctor 
Simms determined Amanda Miller’s cause of death was a gunshot wound of the head. 
The manner of her death was ruled a suicide.   
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5. JERAD MILLER (CORONER CASE #14-5397): 
 

A. PERSONS IN ATTENDANCE 
 

1. Doctor  Lary Simms    Medical examiner 
2. Kevin Brown                        Forensic Technician 
3. Amanda Singer                       Forensic Technician 
4. James Bischel    Forensic Technician 
5. Brieanna Kinard     Forensic Technician 
6. CSA Joseph Szukiewicz   PN 5411 
7.  CSA Megan Ross-Lynch   PN 9976 
8.  CSA Director Tracy Birch   PN 2742 
9. Detective Tate Sanborn   PN 5450 

              10. Detective Travis Ivie   PN 6405  
 

B. LOCATION OF INJURIES 
 

1. Gunshot wound to the right chest 
 

C. ITEMS OF EVIDENCE IMPOUNDED 
 

1. Buccal Swab Kit   
2.  Black tactical vest with rifle scabbard bearing a hole and apparent blood  
3. Gray short sleeve shirt bearing a hole and apparent blood 
4. Camouflage shorts bearing apparent blood 
5. Blue boxer shorts bearing apparent blood 
6.  Gray adult diaper bearing apparent blood 
7.  Pair of white socks bearing apparent blood 
8. Pair of black “Rocky” brand boots bearing apparent blood  

                9.  Bullet fragment (recovered from gray shirt) 
     10.  Bullet fragments (from Jerad Miller’s lower abdomen) 
 

D. RESULTS OF AUTOPSY 
 
On 6/09/14, a complete autopsy was performed on the body of Jerad Miller. Doctor 
Simms determined Jerad Miller’s cause of death was a gunshot wound to the chest. 
The manner of his death was ruled a homicide. 
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VII. FOLLOW-UP INVESTIGATION: 
 
The synopsis of witness interviews were created by the detectives conducting the 
interview; the substance of which was learned during contact, interview and/or from the 
statement of the witness. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1342 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Gillis 
interviewed Rosemary White, who related the following: On June 8, 2014 at 
approximately 1130 hours, White was walking through the Walmart parking lot, where 
she worked. She observed a white male adult (Jerad Miller) tell another Walmart 
employee (Denzel), “The police were on their way.” The white male was wearing a gray 
or white “Army” shirt, and possessed a black semi-automatic handgun in his hand. The 
male walked towards the front entrance of the Walmart. A short time later she heard a 
gunshot come from inside the Walmart store. White walked away from the Walmart 
towards the Pet Smart store nearby. 
 
For further information refer to Rosemary White’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14, at approximately 1355 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Alize Harper, who related the following: Harper was an employee of the 
Review Journal and was selling newspapers near the front doors out in front of 
Walmart. At approximately 1130 hours, a white male followed by a white female entered 
the south main doors of Walmart. The male (Jared Miller) was described as 
approximately 40 years of age, approximately 6’ 0” inches tall, 160 pounds wearing a 
camouflage backpack, tan shirt, and a black baseball hat. The backpack was bulky and 
appeared to be filled with items. The female (Amanda Miller) was described as 
approximately 40 year of age, 5’ 3” inches tall, 125 pounds with long hair in a ponytail, 
wearing a black baseball hat, white shirt, unknown color shorts and a camouflage 
backpack. The backpack was bulky and appeared to be filled with items. The two did 
not appear to be armed when they entered the store. The male entered Walmart and 
yelled, “Everyone get out, get out, get out. The cops are coming! The cops are coming!” 
The female did not say anything. Several customers began running out of the store. 
Harper remained near the front doors until she heard a gunshot from inside the 
Walmart. She did not see who shot, but assumed it was the white male. Harper fled to 
the parking lot with several customers, who had fled out the front doors. 
 
For further information refer to Alize Harper’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/08/14 at approximately 1400 hours, Homicide Detective McCarthy interviewed 
Michael Haskins, who related the following: Haskins was the owner of the CiCi’s Pizza 
located at 309 North Nellis Boulevard in suite 120. On June 8, 2014 at approximately 
1130 hours, Haskins was contacted by a restaurant employee, Carlos. Carlos told him 
two police officers had been shot inside the restaurant. Haskins responded to the CiCi’s 
Pizza. Haskins reported to the command post and assisted investigators with obtaining 
surveillance video. On June 10, 2014, Haskins provided Homicide Detective Kisner with 
the 500GB hard drive from the CiCi’s Pizza surveillance system, which Detective Kisner 
impounded as evidence. 
 
For further information refer to Michael Haskins’ transcribed statement.  
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1407 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Gillis 
interviewed Laura Gonzalez, who related the following: Gonzalez was inside the 
Walmart store at the customer service counter, which was near the front of the store. 
She heard a male yelling obscenities near the cash registers, followed by a gunshot. 
Gonzalez saw a white male adult, approximately 40-50 years of age, wearing a gray 
baseball hat, white shirt with a design on the front, carrying a black gun (Jerad Miller). 
The male then discharged his firearm once into the ceiling. Gonzales hid with several 
other customers in the pharmacy. Gonzales then heard approximately fifteen (15) more 
gunshots.  
 
For further information refer to Laura Gonzalez’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1415 hours, Homicide Detective Merrick interviewed 
Robert Perks, who related the following: Perks was a Walmart employee and was at 
work on June 8, 2014 at approximately 1130 hours. Perks was in the photograph lab, 
when he heard four (4) gunshots from inside the Walmart. Perks and several customers 
hid behind the photograph lab counter. Perks then heard (8-10) more gunshots and a 
male voice yell “Police are suppressive, they don’t allow me freedom” and “this is a 
revolution.” Approximately (8-10) more gunshots, then four (4) more gunshots followed 
by a male yell the same quotes over and over. 
 
An LVMPD police officer with a shotgun entered the south main doors of the Walmart 
and negotiated with the male suspect (Jerad Miller). Every time the officer attempted to 
speak to the male, he (the male) would discharge his firearm. After the gunshots, 
several more officers entered the Walmart and walked towards the sporting goods 
section. Perks and several other customers were ultimately escorted out of the Walmart 
store. 
 
For further information refer to Robert Perks’ transcribed statement. 
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On 06/08/14 at approximately 1415 hours, Homicide Detective Bunn interviewed Alvaro 
Lopez, who related the following: Lopez arrived in the parking lot of the CiCi’s Pizza to 
meet his family members for lunch. Lopez saw a white male and female (Jerad & 
Amanda Miller) carrying backpacks leaving CiCi’s Pizza. The male possessed a 
handgun in his hand and stated “this is the beginning of the revolution” and he had killed 
two police officers inside CiCi’s Pizza. The male and female then slowly walked 
southbound across Stewart Avenue. 
 
For further information refer to Alvaro Lopez’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1417 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Jeremy Tanner, who related the following: Tanner and his friend, Joseph 
Wilcox, had gone to the Walmart to return a cable modem. They arrived in Tanner’s 
vehicle, which was a black Ford Expedition with Nevada license plate 409-VAS. Tanner 
parked on the east side of Walmart. They went inside and went to the customer service 
counter, which was located east of the south main entrance doors. As Wilcox spoke 
with a customer service representative, a white male (Jerad Miller) entered the store 
through the southeast doors and yelled, “Everyone get out! This is a revolution!” The 
white male was described as being in his 30’s, approximately 5’11” inches tall, 200 
pounds, wearing a gray short sleeved shirt, gray pants, and prescription glasses. The 
white male was in possession of a backpack and was armed with a revolver in his right 
hand.   
 
The white male was followed into the store by a white female (Amanda Miller). The 
white female was described as 5’5” inches tall with a heavy build wearing a gray shirt, 
unknown color shorts, and possessed a backpack. 
 
Wilcox had a CCW permit and was in possession of his 9mm handgun. Wlicox drew his 
handgun from his rear waistband and chased after the pair. Tanner fled out the main 
doors of the store. Moments later Tanner heard two gunshots from inside the store. He 
could not see who was shooting. Tanner called Wilcox several times following hearing 
the gunshots, but Wilcox never answered his phone. Tanner provided detectives with 
Wilcox’s cellular telephone number as (702) 759-6646. 
 
Tanner described Wilcox as a white male, 23 years of age, approximately 5’6” inches 
tall, 170 pounds with a thin build, wearing a white t-shirt and tan pants. Tanner himself 
wore a gray shirt, black shorts and orange/ gray sandals. 
 
For further information refer to Jeremy Tanner’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/08/14 at approximately 1418 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Gillis 
interviewed Myesha Smith, who related the following: Smith was an employee of 
Walmart and had recently returned from her lunch break. She was working at the cash 
register north of the main front entrance doors. Smith heard a white male yell “This is a 
revolution, fuck Walmart” (Jerad Miller). The male then discharged his rifle into the 
ceiling. Smith ran out an emergency exit located south of where she was working. Smith 
did not see any other suspects. 
 
For further information refer to Myesha Smith’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1425 hours, Homicide Detective McCarthy interviewed 
Yrazema Rodriguez, who related the following: Rodriguez was inside the Walmart store 
near the northeast area of the store, when she saw a white male (Jerad Miller) enter the 
south entrance walking at a fast pace. The white male was wearing a black shirt, had a 
gun in his hand and yelled “This is revolution motherfuckers.” Rodriguez heard two (2) 
gunshots, which she thought came from the area of the jewelry department. Rodriguez 
and several other persons fled to the back of the store and exited the north rear exit 
doors. 
 
For further information refer to Yrazema Rodriguez’ transcribed statement.  
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1430 hours, Homicide Detective Jensen interviewed 
Jesus Sanchez, who related the following: Sanchez, his sister Abigail Sanchez (16 
Years old) and his brother, Hector Sanchez (27 years old), parked their car in front of 
CiCi’s Pizza.  As they sat in the car, he heard (7-8) gunshots from inside the CiCi’s 
Pizza. Several people ran out of CiCi’s Pizza, followed by a white male with a handgun 
in his right hand and a white female (Jerad & Amanda Miller). The white female 
possessed a carriage bag around her shoulders and chest. As the white male walked 
away, Sanchez heard him say “the revolution has started, I just killed two cops.” The 
white male and female were last seen walking southbound across Stewart Avenue 
toward the rear of Walmart.  
 
For further information refer to Jesus Sanchez’ written statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1430 hours, Homicide Detectives Jensen and Williams 
learned Norma Alicia Montano took photographs of the wounded LVMPD officers inside 
the CiCi’s Pizza after they had been shot. Detectives were told Montano had used her 
cellular telephone to take the pictures. Detective Williams contacted Jorge Gonzalez; 
with information acquired from Jorge’s handwritten statement. Jorge Gonzalez was 
Norma Montano’s son. He admitted his mother took photographs of the officers inside 
CiCi’s Pizza. Montano was contacted and agreed to meet with detectives at her 
residence located at 609 North 13th Street. 
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Detectives Jensen and Williams arrived and contacted Norma Montano (Spanish 
speaker only). She provided detectives with her cellular telephone and gave verbal 
consent to search her cellular telephone. 
 
Five (5) photographs of the wounded officers were recovered from Montano’s cellular 
telephone. Homicide Detective Williams also discovered Montano had forwarded the 
photographs to several contacts in her telephone. Detective Williams contacted all of 
the contacts who received photographs and asked them to delete the photographs. All 
the persons contacted agreed to delete the photographs. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1434 hours, Homicide Detective Merrick interviewed 
Denzel Pope, who related the following: At approximately 1120 hours, Pope was near 
the front entrance of the Walmart store at 201 North Nells Boulevard. He saw a white 
male, 6’2”, skinny build, wearing a dark shirt walk into the store and say “the police are 
coming” (Jerad Miller). The white male was with a white female adult (Amanda Miller). 
Pope then heard (3) three gunshots from inside the store. 
 
For further information refer to Denzel Pope’s transcribed statement.  
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1434 hours, Homicide Detective Bunn interviewed Hector 
Sanchez, who related the following: On June 8, 2014 at approximately 1130 hours, 
Sanchez had arrived in the parking lot of the CiCi’s Pizza at Stewart Avenue and Nellis 
Boulevard. Sanchez heard approximately seven (7) gunshots, but did know where the 
gunshots came from. Several people ran out of the CiCi’s Pizza, followed by a white 
male (Jerad Miller), who stated “the revolution just started” and “I just killed two cops.” A 
white female (Amanda Miller) followed the white male. The white male exited the CiCi’s 
Pizza carrying a duffle bag and a handgun, which appeared to belong to a police officer. 
The white male and female walked in a normal manner. 
 
For further information refer to Hector Sanchez’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1440 hours, Homicide Detective McCarthy interviewed 
Sheryl Ashford, who related the following: Ashford was inside the Walmart by a fabric 
cutting table near the back of the store. She saw a white male adult, approximately 6’0” 
inches tall, wearing dark clothing enter the Walmart and yell “I knew I would find you 
here you fucking bitch” (Jerad Miller). The male walked past the food court, when 
Ashford heard a gunshot, a pause, then two more gunshots. Ashford fled north to the 
rear of the store and hid behind some wood pallets out back until police arrived. 
 
For further information refer to Sheryl Ashford’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/08/14 at approximately 1443 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Gillis 
interviewed Mayra Calvillo, who related the following: Calvillo was employed at Walmart 
and was working as a cashier clerk near the front of the store. At approximately 1130 
hours, Calvillo saw a white male, approximately 6’0” inches tall, wearing a dark shirt and 
baseball hat yell “Get out of the store” (Jerad Miller). The male raised a black semi-
automatic handgun and discharged it into the ceiling twice. The male pointed his 
handgun at several customers as they fled out the store. 
 
For further information refer to Mayra Calvillo’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/13 at approximately 1445 hours, Homicide Detective Merrick interviewed Jo 
Ann Priddy, who related the following: Priddy was employed by Walmart and was in the 
apparel department. At approximately 1045 hours, Priddy saw a white male adult enter 
the front doors of Walmart with a black semi-automatic handgun in his right hand and 
carrying a green backpack (Jerad Miller). The male was described as approximately 35-
40 years of age, blonde hair, approximately 6’0” inches tall, and wearing a baseball hat 
and camouflage pants. The male yelled “a Revolution, the cops are coming, get out of 
the store.” The male discharged his handgun twice into the ceiling, paused and then 
discharged his handgun two additional times and told everyone to leave the store. The 
male walked towards the toy and sporting goods section as Priddy exited the store.  
 
For further information refer to Jo Ann Priddy’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1447 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Bunting 
interviewed Aleah Breanne Angelo, who related the following: On June 8, 2014 at 
approximately 1130 hours Angelo arrived at Walmart with her grandmother Joyce 
Hogan and her sister Kylee. They shopped inside Walmart and Angelo heard a gunshot, 
which came from the front entrance of the store. Angelo saw a white male 30-40 years 
of age approximately 5’11” inches tall in possession of a handgun in his right hand 
raised above his head and a green duffel bag hanging over his shoulder (Jerad Miller). 
The male was wearing a baseball hat a white t-shirt and blue jeans, and yelled, “The 
cops are coming, get out of the store, leave right now!” The male walked at a casual 
pace, but sounded angry as he yelled out his demands. Angelo then heard another 
gunshot. She and her grandmother dropped to the floor and attempted to hide. The 
male walked by the aisle where they were hiding. After he passed them, they fled out an 
emergency exit located near the pharmacy area. As they exited, Angelo heard 
approximately (8) eight rapid gunshots. Angelo and her grandmother went to the Pet 
Smart store and met with police. She never observed anyone else with the male. 
 
For further information refer to Aleah Breanne Angelo’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/08/14 at approximately 1450 hours, Homicide Detective McCarthy interviewed 
Fabiola Morales, who related the following: Morales was inside the Walmart on an aisle 
near the checkout registers. She saw a tall white male run into the store wearing what 
she thought was a white shirt (Jerad Miller). The male yelled for people to “Leave 
Walmart, run the police are coming.” Morales then heard a gunshot, a short pause 
followed by two more gunshots coming from the front main entrance door area. 
Someone yelled for people to “run for your lives” followed by approximately (6-7) 
gunshots, which came from the sporting goods department. Morales fled the Walmart 
through the front entrance. 
 
For further information refer to Fabiola Morales’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1458 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Luz Valle, who related the following: Valle was employed by Walmart and 
worked in the men’s apparel section near customer service. At approximately 1100 
hours, Valle heard a male yell loudly, “They’re coming,” and “Police.” She looked toward 
the customer service area and observed a white male (Jared Miller), tall and wearing 
camouflage shorts, with a bag or backpack slung over the right shoulder, and armed 
with a handgun. The male carried the handgun in his right hand and fired it once into the 
ceiling. The male then walked west through the aisle north of the cash registers. Valle 
exited the store and heard one more gunshot.  
 
For further information refer to Luz Valle’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1500 hours, Forensic Multimedia Analyst Moses 
responded to the CiCi’s Pizza crime scene to recover the available surveillance video. 
The owner of the restaurant, Mike Haskins, provided Analyst Moses with access to the 
DVR. The time and date stamp was approximately 8 minutes fast. The requested video 
was backed up and transferred to two (2) DVD’s. One set of DVD copies was released 
at the scene to Homicide Detective Ivie. One set of DVD copies was later impounded as 
evidence by Analyst Moses.  
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1510 hours, Homicide Detective McCarthy interviewed 
Seth Gauger, who related the following: Gauger worked for Coke-Cola and was inside 
the Walmart putting up a display near the front of the store. Gauger saw a white male 
approximately 6’3” inches tall wearing a white shirt and blue jeans enter the store (Jerad 
Miller). The male yelled “This is a revolution get out of Walmart.” Gauger then saw a 
white female with light colored hair (Amanda Miller) follow Jerad into the store pushing a 
shopping cart. The male possessed a semi-automatic military green handgun with an 
attached laser and a military backpack. The male pointed his handgun into the air and 
discharged it twice into the ceiling. Gauger then exited the store through the front doors.      
 
For further information refer to Seth Gauger’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/08/14 at approximately 1516 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Officer James Roberts, who related the following: Officer Roberts was 
assigned to LVMPD Search and Rescue and had received information from Doctor 
Tony Alamo about two officers being shot and an active shooter inside the Walmart 
store at Stewart and Nellis. Roberts responded to the scene, parked on the south side 
of the building and dressed in his tactical gear, which identified him as a police officer. 
Roberts teamed up with Search and Rescue Officer Lindsley-Thayer inside the front 
(southeast) doors of the Walmart and established a casualty collection point. 
 
Sergeant Quick notified the search and rescue officers of a subject that was possibly 
dead inside the store. Officers Roberts and Lindsley-Thayer responded to the area just 
north of register nine and observed a white male (Joseph Wilcox) lying on the ground. 
The male was wearing a white shirt, tan pants and had a soft nylon holster attached to 
the left side of his waistband. Approximately 10 feet south of the male was a black semi-
automatic handgun. Officer Roberts checked the male for signs of life and determined 
he was deceased.  
 
For further information refer to Officer James Roberts’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1531 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed SWAT Officer Anton Gorup, who related the following: Officer Gorup was 
assigned to the LVMPD SWAT Red Team. He received the initial information about the 
call through the SWAT communicator. The communicator advised of an active shooter 
at Walmart at Stewart Avenue and Nellis Boulevard and two officers were down. While 
driving to the scene he switched over to the NEAC radio channel and received several 
updates. Patrol officers reported the suspects were in the northwest corner of the 
building according to the store’s video surveillance. 
 
Upon arrival, Officer Gorup parked his vehicle in front of Walmart, near Nellis 
Boulevard, and put on his tactical gear, which identified him as a police officer. He 
moved to the front (southeast) entrance, where he met with SWAT Officers Susich, 
Walters, Gorup and Giblin and formed a four-man element. The officers entered the 
store and moved toward the northwest corner of the store. In order to achieve a tactical 
advantage, the officers separated into two groups. Officer Gorup moved to the north 
with Officer Susich, while Officers Giblin and Walters moved to the west. Officers Gorup 
and Susich located the male suspect (Jerad Miller). The male was face-down on the 
aisle floor with his right arm extended forward of his head. In the male’s right hand was 
a semi-automatic handgun with his right index finger resting in the trigger well. Officer 
Susich issued several verbal commands to the male but received no response. Officer 
Gorup then covered the male with his handgun while Officer Susich removed the 
handgun from the male’s hand. The male was described as a white male with a thin 
build and wearing a black or dark colored tactical vest. Officer Gorup obtained a pair of 
handcuffs from an unknown patrol officer and placed the male into custody. 
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Approximately 10 to 15 feet away from the male suspect was the female suspect 
(Amanda Miller). The female was south of the male and appeared to have a bullet hole 
to the right side of her head near her eye. The female was wearing a black hat and was 
still breathing. Officer Gorup notified dispatch the female was breathing. Officer Gorup 
observed three to four handguns in the general area around the suspects. 
 
For further information refer to Officer Anton Gorup’s transcribed statement.   
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1536 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Bunting 
interviewed Anthony Stephen Salgado at 163 North Nellis Boulevard, where he related 
the following: Salgado was an employee at Walmart and was scheduled to work on 
June 8, 2014 from 1100-2000 hours. Salgado was wearing clothing identifying himself 
as an employee of the business. Salgado was in the clothing area of the store, which 
was near the front door, when he heard a single gunshot. He then observed a white 
male adult walking inside the front door. The male appeared to be in his early thirties, 
6’2”, wearing camouflage pants, a camouflage shirt and an unknown style hat. The male 
yelled, “The revolution is coming! The police are coming, get out now!” The male was 
walked fast with an unknown model handgun raised above his head. The male then 
turned to his left walking down another aisle toward the west end of the store, where he 
discharged another shot into the ceiling. Salgado then ran out the front door and he did 
not see any other suspects with the male. 
 
For further information refer to Anthony Stephen Salgado’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1540 hours, Homicide Detectives McCarthy and Merrick 
interviewed Sergeant James Oakes. Also present during the interview was PMSA 
Representative Sergeant Hayes. During the interview Sergeant Oaks related the 
following: Sergeant Oaks was in the area of Lamb and Craig Road when the call of a 
shooting at CiCi’s Pizza (309 North Nellis) was broadcast over the radio. While en-route 
to the call, he heard Officer Briggs arrive at the CiCi’s Pizza and update over the radio 
that officers had been shot and medical was needed. 
 
Upon Sergeant Oak’s arrival, he observed Officers Soldo and Beck inside the restaurant 
suffering from gunshot wounds. Officer Briggs was carrying a vest and one of the 
injured officer’s duty belt out of the business; she ultimately secured them in her patrol 
vehicle in the parking lot. Sergeant Oaks observed the officers firearms and magazines 
were missing. The officers were transported to the hospital by the Clark County Fire 
Department. Sergeant Oaks assumed command of the scene and started to secure the 
scene and gathered available witnesses. He directed Officer Steelsmith to go with 
medical personnel to University Medical Center. 
 
For further information refer to Sergeant James Oakes’ transcribed statement. 
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On 06/08/14 at approximately 1549 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Officer Karl Knowles at 171 North Nellis Boulevard, where he related the 
following: Officer Knowles was assigned to the LVMPD SWAT Red Team. He received 
the initial information about the call through a text message and the SWAT 
communicator. The communicator advised of an active shooter at the Walmart store at 
Stewart Avenue and Nellis Boulevard. While en route to the scene, Officer Knowles 
switched to the NEAC radio channel and received several updates. One of the updates 
advised the male suspect was armed with a shotgun and several handguns. Officer 
Knowles also learned the male suspect was wearing either a ballistic or tactical vest. 
The male suspect was with a female suspect, who was armed with a handgun. Officer 
Knowles learned patrol officers could observe the suspects through the store video 
surveillance and the suspects were located in the northwest corner of the store. 
 
Officer Knowles parked on the north side of Walmart and put on his tactical gear, which 
identified him as a police officer. SWAT Officers Dapra and Peterson had already 
entered the store so Officer Knowles entered and caught up with the others. The group 
moved as a three-man element toward the northwest corner of the store. After entering 
the store, Officer Knowles learned the female suspect had shot the male suspect before 
she turned the gun on herself. However, the officer that was viewing the incident of the 
store’s video surveillance warned officers not to approach her because she had 
barricaded herself in the area. 
 
Officer Knowles met with Officers Giblin and Walters, who had encountered the female 
suspect (Amanda Miller). The female was lying on her back a short distance away from 
the male suspect (Jared Miller). A Glock handgun with a mounted flashlight and two 
backpacks were near her location. Officer Giblin possibly moved the handgun away 
from the female and Officer Knowles handcuffed her right wrist, using his handcuffs. 
Officer Walters told Officer Knowles they were good and he finished handcuffing the 
female. The female had a bullet wound to the side of her head. 
 
Officer Knowles teamed back up with Officers Dapra and Peterson and finished clearing 
the store. While clearing the store, Officer Knowles observed another deceased white 
male (Joseph Wilcox). The male was lying on an aisle floor near the front of the store. 
 
For further information refer to Officer Karl Knowles’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1557 hours, Homicide Detectives McCarthy and Merrick 
interviewed Officer Richard Thomas. Also present during the interview was Police 
Protective Association Representative Officer Yant. During the interview Officer Thomas 
related the following: He was working as marked patrol unit 2G2, when he responded to 
the call of shots fired at the CiCi’s Pizza at 309 North Nellis Boulevard. While en-route, 
he heard Officers Briggs and Steelsmith arrive and broadcast there were “officers 
down.” 
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Upon his arrival, he observed Officer Beck lying face down on the floor to the west end 
of the restaurant and Officer Soldo sitting slumped in a chair at the table next to Officer 
Beck. Both Officers had gunshot wounds. Officer Thomas placed Officer Soldo onto the 
ground and started chest compressions until medical arrived. Officer Thomas observed 
both Officer Beck and Soldo’s firearms and magazines were missing from their duty 
belts. Officer Beck and Soldo were transported to the hospital by medical personnel. 
 
For further information refer to Officer Richard Thomas’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1606 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Officer William Giblin at 171 North Nellis Boulevard, where he related the 
following: Officer Giblin was assigned to the LVMPD SWAT Red Team. He received a 
text message from Assistant Team Leader (ATL) Manny Rivera. The text stated there 
was an active shooter call at the Walmart store at Stewart Avenue and Nellis Boulevard 
and two officers were down. Officer Giblin responded to the scene, parked on Nellis 
Boulevard just south of Walmart, and put on his tactical gear, which identified him as a 
police officer. He met up with SWAT Officers Gorup, Susich, and Walters to form a four-
man element. 
 
The officers entered Walmart through the front (southeast) doors and moved toward the 
northwest corner of the store. Officer Giblin and Walters separated from Officers Gorup 
and Susich. Officers Giblin and Walters moved toward the west while Officers Gorup 
and Susich continued to the north. This movement provided the officers with a tactical 
advantage over the suspects. 
 
Officer Giblin observed the female suspect (Amanda Miller) lying face-up on an aisle 
floor in the automotive section, which was in the northwest corner of the store. The 
female appeared to be approximately 10 feet south of the male suspect (Jared Miller), 
who was also lying on the aisle floor. Near the right side of the female’s head was a 
semi-automatic handgun. She had an apparent bullet hole on the right side of her head 
but appeared to still be breathing. Officers Giblin and Walters approached the female 
and Officer Giblin moved the firearm away from her body to the south. Officer Giblin 
was not wearing gloves when he moved the handgun. 
 
A second semi-automatic handgun with a mounted flashlight was resting on the floor 
next to the female’s head. Between the suspects was a pistol grip shotgun. A third 
handgun was located at the base of a shelving unit approximately two feet away from 
the female. After the suspects were secured, the SWAT officers conducted a sweep of 
the building. During the sweep, Officer Giblin observed a deceased white male (Joseph 
Wilcox) near the cash registers. The male was dressed in a white shirt and khakis 
pants. A holster was visible attached to his rear waistband area. Approximately 10-12 
feet away from the white male was a handgun. 
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Officer Giblin and other SWAT officers then conducted a secondary search of the store. 
The secondary search involved breeching several locked doors by either kicking them in 
or using a Halligan tool. No additional suspects or victims were located. 
 
For further information refer to Officer William Giblin’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1613 hours, Homicide Detectives McCarthy and Merrick 
interviewed Officer Ana Briggs. Also present during the interview was Sergeant Bryan 
Briggs and Police Protective Association Representative Officer Yant. During the 
interview Officer Briggs related the following: She was working as marked patrol unit 
2G5 and was in the area of Owens and Nellis, when she responded to the call of shots 
fired at the CiCi’s Pizza at 309 North Nellis Boulevard. She knew Officers Beck and 
Soldo were checked out at that location for lunch. Dispatch attempted to call Officers 
Beck and Soldo over the radio, but they did not answer. 
 
Officer Briggs arrived about the same time as Officer Steelsmith and the two officers 
entered the CiCi’s Pizza. Officer Briggs saw Officer Beck lying face down on the ground 
near the soda machine. He appeared to be suffering from multiple gunshot wounds. 
Officer Soldo was seated in a chair next to Officer Beck and also appeared to be 
suffering from multiple gunshot wounds. Officer Briggs broadcast a “444” over the radio 
and requested medical personnel. 
 
Medical personal arrived and rendered medical aid to both Officers Soldo and Beck. 
Paramedics removed Officer Beck’s duty belt and gave it to Officer Briggs. She grabbed 
the belt and noticed Officer Beck’s firearm and magazines were missing. She then 
looked and saw Officer Soldo’s firearm and magazines were also missing. Officer 
Briggs took possession of the officer’s duty belts and a ballistic vest and secured them 
in her patrol vehicle. Officers Beck and Soldo were transported to the hospital. 
 
Officer Briggs started to gather witnesses and secure the scene. Officer Briggs 
remembered a witness telling her the suspects put a flag over Officer Beck after they 
shot him and said some kind of prayer.  
 
For further information refer to Officer Anna Briggs’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/06/14 at approximately 1635 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Officer John Susich at 171 North Nellis Boulevard, where he related the 
following: Officer Susich was assigned to the LVMPD SWAT Blue Team. He received 
the initial information about the call via the SWAT communicator. The communicator 
advised of an active shooter at Walmart. While responding to the scene, Officer Susich 
switched to the NEAC radio channel and received several updates. Officer Susich 
learned two suspects were inside the business shooting at patrol officers. He was aware 
two officers had also been shot and one of the officer’s guns had been taken. 
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Officer Susich parked on Nellis Boulevard, south of the Walmart, and put on his tactical 
equipment, which identified him as a police officer. 
 
He teamed with SWAT Officers Gorup, Giblin, and Walters to create a four-man 
element. They notified the SWAT lieutenant they were making entry and entered 
through the front (southeast) doors. Patrol officers inside the building directed the 
officers toward the automotive section in the northwest corner of the store. Near the 
middle of the store, the officers separated into two-man groups to establish a “Tactical 
L” approach to the suspects. He and Officer Gorup moved to the north, while Officers 
Giblin and Walters moved to the west. 
 
Officer Susich observed the male suspect (Jared Miller) lying face-down on the aisle 
floor in the northwest corner of the store. The male was wearing black jeans and he had 
a backpack or holster system on. His right arm was extended forward of his head. There 
was a semi-automatic handgun in his right hand and the index finger rested in the 
trigger well. Officer Susich issued verbal commands to the male but received no 
response. The officers approached the male and Officer Susich tapped the body with 
his foot in an attempt to get him to respond, again there was no response. 
 
Officer Susich moved the handgun from the male’s hand and placed it approximately 10 
feet away. He was wearing a glove when he moved the handgun. He and Officer Gorup 
then rolled the male onto his back to check for explosives and/or weapons. Once the 
area under the male was cleared, they rolled the male back onto his front where he was 
handcuffed. Officer Susich obtained the handcuffs from an unknown patrol officer with 
red hair. Approximately 15 feet to the south was the female suspect (Amanda Miller). 
The female was breathing and being secured by Officers Giblin and Walters. Next to the 
female was a Glock handgun with a mounted flashlight, which was covered with blood. 
Officer Gorup requested medical respond for the female. 
 
After the suspects were secured, the SWAT officers cleared the rest of the store. The 
SWAT officers then joined several other SWAT officers and conducted a secondary 
search of the building. The secondary search involved the breeching of several locked 
doors and the breaking of one window. The locked doors led to offices and storage 
areas in the rear of the building. No additional suspects or victims were located. The 
female suspect was later drug out of the store by fire department personnel. 
 
For further information refer to Officer John Susich’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/08/14, at approximately 1706 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Officer Michael Walters, who related the following: Walters was assigned to 
the LVMPD SWAT Blue Team and received information from two text messages there 
was an active shooter at the Walmart store at Stewart Avenue and Nellis Boulevard. On 
the way to the scene Walters received an update there were two suspects, one male 
and one female. The suspects were possibly wearing body armor and armed with rifles. 
 
Officer Walters parked south of Walmart, near Nellis Boulevard and put on his tactical 
equipment, which identified him as a police officer. Officer Walters teamed with Officers 
Gorup, Giblin and Susich to form a four-man element. They entered through the front 
(southeast) doors and were directed toward the northwest corner of the store by patrol 
officers. Officer Gorup was the point man in the element and Officer Walters was the 
rear guard. While moving through the store, Officer Walters observed a white male 
(Joseph Wilcox) lying on the ground near the cash registers. The male had a nylon 
holster attached to his rear waistband area and he looked deceased. The team reached 
the middle of the store and split up into two teams. Their objective was to form a 
“Tactical L.” Officers Walters and Giblin moved toward the west, while Officers Gorup 
and Susich moved toward the north. 
 
Officer Walters observed the female suspect (Amanda Miler) lying face-up on the aisle 
floor in the automotive section. The female’s right hand was resting on top of a semi-
automatic handgun, which was on her chest. The slide on the handgun was locked 
back. She appeared to be still breathing. Officer Walters approached the female and 
moved the handgun from her chest approximately 3 to 4 feet to the south. Officer 
Walters was not wearing gloves when he moved the weapon. 
 
Several automotive fluids had spilled onto the ground making the floor slippery. 
Additional items, which included a revolver and backpacks, were in close proximity to 
the female’s body. Officer Walters assisted Officer Knowles, who had just joined them, 
with placing her in handcuffs. The female was handcuffed to the front of her body.  
Under the female’s head was a handgun with a mounted flashlight. 
 
Once the suspects were secured, a sweep of the building, followed by a secondary 
search was performed by SWAT personnel. 
 
For further information refer to Officer Michael Walters’ transcribed statement.      
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On 06/08/14 at approximately 1707 hours, Homicide Detectives McCarthy and Merrick 
interviewed Officer Brian Steelsmith. Also present during the interview was Police 
Protective Association Representative Yant. During the interview Officer Steelsmith 
related the following: He was working as marked patrol unit 2G55, when he responded 
to the call of shots fired at the CiCi’s Pizza at 309 North Nellis Boulevard. He arrived 
with Officer Briggs and they both entered the CiCi’s Pizza. He observed Officer Beck 
lying on floor suffering from multiple gunshot wounds and Officer Soldo seated slumped 
in a chair suffering from multiple gunshot wounds. Officer Steelsmith had a medical 
background and started to provide medical attention to Officer Soldo. Officer Steelsmith 
assisted medical personnel with removing Officer Soldo’s duty belt. He noticed Officer 
Soldo’s firearm and magazines where missing. He also observed Officer Beck’s firearm 
and magazines were missing. Officer Beck and Soldo were transported to the hospital 
and Officer Steelsmith followed in his patrol vehicle. 
 
For further information refer to Officer Brian Steelsmith’s transcribed statement. 
 
During the processing of the CiCi’s Pizza crime scene, investigators located a 
handwritten note on the floor, which had been left attached to Officer Beck’s body. The 
note appeared to be an apocalyptic manifesto, which was signed by a Jerad and 
Amanda Miller. A police records check of the unique name “Jerad” Miller revealed a last 
known address for a Jerad and Amanda Miller at apartment 154 at 110 South Bruce 
Street in Las Vegas. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1743 hours, Homicide Detectives Jensen, Williams and 
Bunn received information from Detective Sanborn that the possible suspects, Jerad 
and Amanda Miller, may have had an apartment at 110 South Bruce Street. Detectives 
Jensen, Williams and Bunn went to 110 South Bruce Street and contacted Manager 
Rod Rivers. He informed detectives Jerad and Amanda Miller lived in apartment 154, 
but they have been staying with Kelley Fielder in apartment 153. Rivers said the Millers 
were also friendly with Jeremy Wick who lived in apartment 157. Detectives Jensen and 
Williams went to apartment 157. Wick was not at home or chose not to answer the door.   
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1748 hours, Homicide Detective McCarthy interviewed 
Officer John Bethard. Also present during the interview was Police Protective 
Association General Counsel David Roger. During the interview Officer Bethard related 
the following: He was working as marked patrol unit 2F11, when he responded to 
Walmart, reference the two suspects involved in the shooting of two police officers at 
the CiCi’s Pizza. Officer Bethard arrived on the north side of Walmart and deployed his 
AR-15 rifle. He met with Officers Corbin, Beal and Patrol Sergeant McKenzie, and they 
formed an entry team. They entered the Walmart through the rear north doors. 
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Officer Bethard heard 4-5 gunshots coming from the northwest potion of the store. 
Bethard and his team started in that direction. Officer Bethard saw the male suspect at 
the end of an aisle. The male appeared to wearing a tactical vest. Officer Bethard and 
Officer Corbin moved south and into a “Tactical L” position to engage the suspect.  
Once in position, the suspect fired his handgun at Officer Bethard approximately 6-7 
times. The suspect was yelling “You guys failed we are in charge.” Officer Bethard could 
not get into a position to return fire. Officer Bethard heard a broadcast over the radio 
that the suspects were reloading. Officer Bethard held his position until he was relieved 
by SWAT officers. 
 
For further information refer to Officer John Bethard’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1749 hours, Homicide Detective Merrick interviewed 
Officer David Corbin. Present during the interview was Police Protective Association 
Representative Yant. During the interview, Officer Corbin related the following: Officer 
Corbin was assigned to the Traffic Section and was working a fatal accident at the 
intersection of Owens Avenue and Stanley, when he heard radio traffic reference a fight 
or disturbance at CiCi’s Pizza. He heard over the radio there were officers down and he 
responded to the area. He arrived initially at the CiCi’s Pizza parking lot and heard the 
radio update the suspects were now inside the Walmart shooting. Officer Corbin 
continued south across Stewart Avenue to the back of the Walmart store. He arrived at 
the northwest corner of the building as several people were running out the rear doors 
of the Walmart yelling the suspects were coming out. 
 
Officer Corbin “dumped” his motorcycle, dropped his helmet, drew his handgun and ran 
toward the rear door of Walmart. Sergeant McKenzie’s entry team was approaching 
from the east and Officer Corbin met up with them at the rear doors. There were two or 
three officers with long guns, Sergeant McKenzie had a shotgun and the rest of the 
team had handguns. 
 
Officer Corbin teamed up with a Northeast Area Command Officer he only knew as 
“Tim” (Officer Bethard), who had deployed his rifle. The officers made entry into the 
back of the Walmart. The entry team immediately started taking gunfire and two officers 
posted up on the end of the aisle and covered west with rifles. 
 
Officer Corbin felt his position was vulnerable and the team could possibly be flanked by 
the suspects; he and Officer Bethard crossed a central aisle and moved south, where 
they established contact with the suspects. The new position afforded the entry team 
the tactical advantage by placing the suspects in a “Tactical L” position. He heard more 
rounds fired from the suspects and Sergeant McKenzie started to negotiate with the 
suspects. Officer Corbin heard the suspect yell things like fuck the pigs, fuck the cops 
and we killed you, we are going to kill some more. 
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Officer Corbin stood over the top of Officer Bethard, who was lying down with his rifle on 
a bipod. Officer Corbin conducted several quick peeks and saw the male suspect 
approximately 100 to 125 feet north of them on the same aisle. Officer Corbin believed 
the suspect had on a ballistic vest, so he told Officer Bethard he needed to take the shot 
with his rifle. The suspect had his back to Officer Corbin and Bethard, so Officer 
Bethard attempted to maneuver his rifle for a shot at the male suspect. The male 
suspect heard this and fired two or three rounds at them. Officer Corbin and Officer 
Bethard jumped back behind the end cap for cover. 
 
Sergeant McKenzie came over the radio and told everyone to hold their position. The 
suspect then fired more rounds towards Officer Corbin and Officer Bethard. The other 
entry team element officers fired at the suspect, who in turn would fire rounds at Officer 
Corbin and Officer Bethard. Officer Corbin heard over the radio the suspects had shot 
each other and the female suspect shot herself in the head. 
 
Sergeant McKenzie ordered the entry team to hold in place until relieved by SWAT 
Officers. SWAT Officers cuffed the male suspect and then cleared the store. Officer 
Corbin and Officer Bethard did not fire their weapons during the incident. 
 
For further information refer to Officer David Corbin’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1750 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Gillis 
interviewed Officer Jenny Marx-Rodriguez. Also present during the interview was Police 
Protective Association Representative Clodt. During the interview Officer Marx-
Rodriguez related the following: She was operating a marked patrol unit assigned to the 
Southeast Area Command, when she responded to the officer needs assistance call at 
CiCi’s Pizza on Stewart Avenue and Nellis Boulevard. While enroute to the call, 
dispatch updated responding officers with information that the male and female 
suspects had taken the downed officers weapons and fled to the Walmart store located 
on 201 North Nellis Boulevard. 
 
Officer Marx-Rodriguez responded to the Walmart store and parked her vehicle on the 
north side of the building. She met up with Officers Stinnett, Gross, Sergeant McKenzie 
and additional officers by the north doors. Sergeant McKenzie put together an entry 
team element due to this being an active shooter. Officer Marx-Rodriguez was initially 
told by Sergeant McKenzie to stay by the back door with K9 Officer Dukes and Officer 
Stinnett.  
 
She eventually moved forward along with other officers to control a rear hallway as the 
entry element continued further into Walmart. Officer Marx-Rodriguez could hear the 
radio traffic of Officer Fryman in the security camera room, who was providing 
information on the suspect’s actions and locations. She cleared the rooms on the east 
side of the back hallway and lay-away area. 
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While clearing the area, Officer Marx-Rodriguez heard gunfire. Her group moved back 
to the north door of Walmart, to eliminate a cross fire situation inside the store. Officer 
Marx-Rodriguez heard the radio broadcast the female suspect had shot the male 
suspect and then shot herself. Officer Marx-Rodriguez later saw the female suspect 
being brought out by medical personnel.  The female was wearing a white t-shirt and 
tan pants and had an apparent gunshot wound to the head. Officer Marx-Rodriguez 
then assisted with clearing the rest of the Walmart. 
 
For further information refer to Officer Jenny Marx-Rodriguez’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1802 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Gilberto Castaneda. Present for the interview was Sonia Castaneda for 
Spanish translation. During the interview Gilberto related the following: Gilberto and his 
two granddaughters, ages 6 and 9, went to Walmart with his friend, Jose Pujol, and 
Pujol’s 14-year-old daughter. They arrived in a white Toyota Camry, which was parked 
near the front door, close to Nellis Boulevard. Gilberto and his granddaughters were in 
housewares when he heard a noise that sounded like a balloon popping, followed by a 
woman screaming. Gilberto heard the same popping noise a second time which he then 
believed was a gunshot. Gilberto had only been in the store for about five to ten minutes 
before the shooting started. 
 
Pujol grabbed his daughter and fled the store. Gilberto tried to follow up but his 
granddaughters could not keep up. A Walmart employee told Gilberto to hide the girls 
under a table which he promptly did. After hiding the girls, Gilberto went to look for the 
shooter to determine if the shooter was headed in their direction. Gilberto located the 
shooter (Jared Miller) and described him as a white male, 25-35 years of age, 5’2” to 
5’3”, with a thin build. He was wearing a gray shirt, gray pants, black hat, and gray 
backpack. The male was armed with a black handgun. The male had the gun in his right 
hand and was shooting at about a 45 degree angle toward the ceiling. The male was 
yelling something but Gilberto could not understand what was being said because the 
male was speaking in English. When Gilberto determined it was safe to move his 
granddaughters, he escorted them out of the store through an emergency exit. The 
emergency exit was near the gas station. Gilberto was wearing black shoes, white 
socks, black shorts and a white collared shirt with blue trim. One of his granddaughters 
was wearing a pink floral shirt and black leggings; the other granddaughter was wearing 
a blue Levi one-piece outfit. Pujol was wearing blue jeans and a blue and gray shirt. 
Pujol’s daughter was wearing blue Levis and a yellow shirt. 
 
For further information refer to Gilberto Castaneda’s transcribed statement.   
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On 06/08/14 at approximately 1804 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Patton 
interviewed Larry Grayum, who related the following: Grayum was standing in the men’s 
section of the Walmart when he heard a male yelling “The revolution has begun.” 
Grayum looked up and observed a white male adult; wearing what he thought was a 
green/tan bulletproof vest and possibly a hat, and holding a handgun in his right hand. 
The male yelled, “Get the hell out of Walmart. The cops are coming and they will be 
shooting.” After the male said “they will be shooting,” he pointed the gun to the ceiling 
and fired off one round. The male continued walking in the aisle and fired off a second 
round into the ceiling. Grayum ran deeper into the Walmart, down the aisle closest to 
him, in the opposite direction of the suspect. Grayum was looking for two of his friends 
(Kalya Martinez, dob. -1988,  and Courtney Martinez, dob. -
1992, ) whom he brought to the Walmart. Grayum met up with Kalya and 
Courtney near the baby section and they all ran out of the nearest fire exit. 
 
For further information refer to Larry Grayum’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1806 hours, Homicide Detectives Jensen and Williams 
went to apartment 153 at 110 South Bruce and interviewed Kelley Fielder, who related 
the following: Jerad and Amanda Miller moved into Fielder’s apartment approximately 
two weeks ago. The reason they moved in with her was because their apartment (154) 
was just too messy. The Millers took her out to Bunkerville, Nevada where she met 
Clive Bundy. The Millers each wore body armor and carried weapons while they were at 
the Bunkerville gathering. Fielder knew the Millers use to drive a pick-up truck, but they 
sold it about a month ago to a man she did not know. 
 
The Millers often spoke about their disdain for the government and often spoke about 
starting a revolution. The Millers did mention killing police officer to Fiedler. The last 
time she saw the Millers was on Sunday, June 8, 2014 at approximately 0430 hours. 
They dressed in their tactical vest and put their AR-15 and other weapons into a red 
shopping cart. They told her they were going to kill police officers and place Swastikas 
on the dead officer’s chest and then they were going underground. Fielder saw four 
Swastikas pins, which were about the size of a quarter. Fielder provided her verbal 
consent to Homicide Detectives Jensen and Williams to search her apartment. 
 
For further information refer to Kelley Fielder’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1808 hours, Homicide Detective McCarthy interviewed 
Officer Ryan Fryman. Present during the interview was Police Protective Association 
General Counsel David Roger. During the interview, Officer Fryman related the 
following: He was working as a marked patrol unit, when he responded to the officer 
down call on Northeast Area Command at the CiCi’s Pizza. While en-route, dispatch 
updated over the radio the suspects were actively shooting inside the Walmart store at 
the Stewart and Nellis. 
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He arrived at the front of the Walmart store, which was located on the south side of the 
building. He met up with Officer Nicol and three other officers, who he did not know, and 
they made up a five man entry team. 
 
Officer Fryman entered the Walmart through the front southeast doors. He saw an 
Asian female hiding in the photo section near the front of the store. Officer Fryman 
asked where the surveillance room was located and she directed him to the location of 
the security surveillance room. He located the room and discovered the door was 
locked. Officer Fryman kicked the door in and observed the video surveillance screens 
and equipment, but he did not know how to use the equipment. Officer Fryman 
requested over the radio for someone outside to find someone who could operate the 
surveillance equipment. Officer Nicol exited the store and contacted Walmart Loss 
Prevention Officer Rodrick Smith, who was escorted into the room so he could locate 
the suspects on the video system. 
 
Loss prevention Officer Smith located the suspects in the northwest corner of the store. 
Officer Fryman stayed in the surveillance room and provided information over the police 
radio to the other officers, who had entered the store from the rear north doors. Officer 
Fryman observed the male suspect in a prone position firing his handgun in the 
direction of approaching officers. The female suspect was in the same aisle and it 
appeared she was bleeding from her chest area. At one point during the shooting the 
male suspect removed gun magazines from a duffle bag and gave them to the female. 
Officer Fryman heard Officer Gross, who was a part of the rear entry team, say shot’s 
fired, and then he saw the male suspect on the ground to the north of the female. He 
assumed the male suspect was shot by Officer Gross. The male was lying on the 
ground north of the female and the female aimed her firearm at the male and shot him. 
Officer Fryman described the male body posture changed and it appeared he was 
impacted by a bullet she fired. The female turned the gun on herself and shot herself in 
the head. Officer Fryman provided this information to the SWAT Officers, who ultimately 
approached the suspects and took them into custody. He knew the female suspect was 
transported to the hospital. 
 
For further information refer to Officer Ryan Fryman’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1815 hours, Homicide Detective Merrick interviewed 
Officer Gregory Stinnett. Present during the statement was Police Protective 
Association Representative Yant. During the interview Officer Stinnett related the 
following: He was operating a marked patrol unit assigned to the Southeast Area 
Command, when he heard radio traffic about an officer needs assistance and shooting 
call in Northeast Area Command. He drove code three towards Northeast Area 
Command when he heard radio traffic about officers down at the CiCi’s Pizza and the 
suspects were inside the Walmart shooting. Officer Stinnett arrived on the north side of 
the Walmart and deployed his department shotgun. Sergeant McKenzie had already 
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formed an entry team and was entering the back of Walmart. Officer Stinnett met up 
with K9 Officer Dukes and formed a second entry team with him. Officer Stinnett and his 
team cleared the back employee area then held at the layaway area so the suspects 
would not flank Sergeant McKenzie’s team. Officer Fryman was broadcasting the 
movements of the suspects via the surveillance room. Officer Stinnett never fired his 
handgun or department shotgun during the incident.  
 
For further information refer to Officer Gregory Stinnett’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 1830 hours, Homicide Detective Merrick interviewed 
Officer Troy Nicol. Present during the interview was Police Protective Association 
Representative Yant. During the interview Officer Nicol related the following: He was at 
the Clark County Detention Center (CCDC) with Officer Huff booking a suspect, when 
they heard the radio broadcast of a shooting at Stewart Avenue and Nellis Boulevard. 
An update came over the radio that officers were not answering the radio and the call 
was updated to the emergency call of officer need assistance. The officers responded 
lights and siren (code 3) from CCDC to the Walmart store. 
 
Officer Nicol met up with Officer Fryman and the two of them kicked the door into the 
surveillance room and took control of the surveillance room. The officers located a loss 
prevention employee and had him manipulate the cameras. The officers located 
Sergeant McKenzie in the store, followed by the two suspects. The officers provided 
updates over the radio of the actions of the two suspects. Officer Nicol saw the female 
point her firearm at the male suspect and he believed the female suspect shot the male 
suspect. Officer Nicol then updated over the radio the female had shot herself in the 
head. 
 
Officer Nicol continued to update the SWAT Officers of the suspects’ location. SWAT 
Officers took both suspects into custody. The female was transported to the hospital, 
while the male showed no signs of life and remained at the scene. 
 
For further information refer to Officer Troy Nicol’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 2020 hours, Homicide Detective Bunn obtained a 
telephonic search warrant for Jared and Amanda Millers’ apartment. The search warrant 
was approved by the Honorable Judge Douglas Smith. Homicide Detectives Jensen, 
Williams and Wildemann evacuated the Oak Tree Apartments at 110 South Bruce 
Street and requested the assistance of the LVMPD SWAT Team. At approximately 
2235 hours, LVMPD SWAT and Armor units arrived and served the search warrant. 
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During the explosive breach of the front door to apartment 154, the windows of 
apartment 154 along with eight (8) other apartment windows were broken. Prior to 
detectives entering, apartment 154 was first searched by the Armor Unit’s ICORE T-5 
Robot. Once the apartment was deemed safe by SWAT and Armor, it was searched by 
Homicide Detectives Merrick, McCarthy, Wildemann and Bunn. During the search 
detectives located four computers, .22 caliber ammunition, a Ruger gun box, CD’s, 
portable external hard drive (thumb drive), two gasmasks, photographs, paperwork titled 
“The New Declaration of Independence” and multiple caliber cartridge cases. Also 
located in the apartment was camouflaged clothing. The clothing was photographed but 
not taken. 
 
Kelley Fielder’s apartment (153) was searched by Homicide Detectives Jensen and 
Williams. During the search of the apartment, detectives located numerous pages of 
written vitriol of hatred toward the government and the judicial system, two hard side 
rifle cases, a soft rifle case, a “Sheriff” hat, which had been shot and splattered with a 
red substance (fake blood). An “Uzi” brand handcuff box (no handcuffs) and campaign 
literature to elect Gordon Martinez for Clark County Sheriff and David VanDerBeek for 
Nevada Governor. 
 
After the searches were completed, apartment 154 was secured by Jerry Iverson from 
Harbro Construction. The broken windows on the other apartments were also secured 
by Harbro Construction. The apartment manager was provided the telephone number to 
the LVMPD Risk Management Section. 
 
Homicide Detective Jensen was contacted by Officer Alevedo, who advised he was 
given a cellular telephone by Krista Koch (Dob. -88) and Drew Flory (Dob. 
91). Koch and Flory stated the cellular telephone belonged to Jerad Miller. They said 
Miller let them borrow the cellular telephone a few days prior. Homicide Detective 
Jensen gave the cellular telephone to Crime Scene Analyst Kruse, who impounded it as 
evidence. Koch and Flory lived at 110 South Bruce Street, Apartment 155, Las Vegas, 
Nevada. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 2030 hours, Homicide Detective Kisner interviewed 
Walmart Security Officer Roderick Smith, who related the following: Smith was on duty 
on June 8, 2014 and was in the parking lot area with one of the managers Jacob 
Altergott when he heard a male’s voice yelling something about having a gun and that 
he was going to kill people. Customers started to flee the store and Smith was assisting 
with the evacuation when he heard some gunshots within the store. Smith did not see 
the male yelling or see who was shooting. Smith was outside by patrol officers when he 
overheard a police radio broadcast that was requesting someone to operate the in-store 
video surveillance. Smith contacted a patrol officer and was taken inside the store 
where he began to operate the video surveillance systems. 
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Two (2) uniformed patrol officers were with him and they were broadcasting details 
about the suspects as Smith located and followed their actions within the store. Security 
Officer Smith compiled surveillance from the incident and subsequent bomb squad 
activity and recorded them to compact discs before turning the discs over to Forensic 
Multimedia Analyst Moses. 
 
For further information refer to Roderick Smith’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 2102 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Patton 
interviewed Kimberly Langley, who related the following: Langley went to the Walmart at 
approximately 1030 hours to shop. After leaving the Walmart she drove to another 
business located in the same business complex. At approximately 1045 or 1050 hours, 
Langley was driving through the Walmart parking lot towards the Green Valley Grocery 
when she observed a male and a female sitting on the curb under a palm tree in the 
Roberto’s parking lot. Langley described the female as being a white adult, with 
strawberry long hair, and wearing pants and a white tank top. Langley described the 
male as being a white adult with short brown hair, wearing a ball cap. 
 
Langley thought the couple just didn’t look right because they had a large, army green 
colored, duffle bag with them and they didn’t appear to homeless because the homeless 
persons in the area usually push a shopping cart and the couple did not have a 
shopping cart with them. She thought it was strange because they were just sitting there 
talking and seemed to be out of place. Langley parked her car at the Green Valley 
Grocery (GVG) and spent approximately 10 minutes inside. As Langley left the GVG, 
she did not look in the couple’s direction so she doesn’t know if they were still there. 
Langley did not call 311 or 911 to report the suspicious couple.  
     
For further information refer to Kimberly Langley’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/08/14 at approximately 2345 hours, Patrol Officer Brosnahan went to University 
Medical Center, after he discovered a possible bullet fragment in his upper right thigh. 
Crime Scene Analyst Shrum responded and documented Officer Brosnahan’s injury and 
impounded the metal fragment as evidence. Officer Brosnahan was treated and 
released. 
  
On 06/09/14 at approximately 1000 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Patton 
conducted a canvass of the businesses in and around the Walmart shopping complex 
for possible surveillance video. Detective Patton contacted Ken Rustay, who owned the 
“We Buy Gold” pawn shop at 241 North Nellis Boulevard. Rustay confirmed the 
business had video surveillance and agreed to allow LVMPD analysts access to the 
DVR system so they could copy the video. 
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Detective Patton contacted Elise Hawkins, who was the District Manager of the Green 
Valley Grocery at 251 North Nellis Boulevard. Hawkins confirmed the business had 
video surveillance and agreed to allow LVMPD personnel access to the DVR system so 
they could copy the video. 
 
Detective Patton also contacted Francisco Lopez, who was the manager of the 
Roberto’s taco shop at 241 North Nellis Boulevard, Suite 101, and Francisco Rodriguez,  
who was the manager of the Papa John’s location at 241 North Nellis Boulevard, Suite 
102. Both managers stated there was no video surveillance at their respective 
businesses.   
 
Detective Patton contacted Forensic Multimedia Analyst Moses and requested he 
respond to the We buy Gold and Green Valley Grocery locations to recover available 
video surveillance footage. Detective Patton stayed with Analyst Moses while he 
recovered the video from both locations. 
 
On 06/09/14 at approximately 1119 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Charles Boyland at 4555 East Karen Avenue, apartment 94, where he 
related the following: Boyland was a Walmart employee. He was near the end of his 15 
minute break and in the process of purchasing a beverage at either register 8 or 10. He 
heard loud yelling coming from the front doors. Boyland looked over and saw a white 
male (Jared Miller) yelling, “The revolution is coming! The revolution is coming!” The 
male was walking between the bathrooms and the self-checkout area. The male was 
bald with either a thin or medium build. He was wearing a white tee shirt and 
sunglasses. Boyland did not see a second suspect. Initially Boyland dismissed the male 
because his store had daily interactions with crazy, argumentative or confrontational 
people. Moments later Boyland heard a gunshot and believed it was coming from the 
male. After the gunshot, Boyland ran out of the store through an emergency exit located 
near register 15. 
 
For further information refer to Charles Boyland’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/09/14 at approximately 1700 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Patton 
met with Market Asset Protection Manager Sam Oakes at the Walmart store at 201 
North Nellis Boulevard. Oakes provided Detective Patton with a “My Book” 3TB external 
hard drive, which contained several hours of video surveillance from the Walmart scene. 
 
On 06/10/14 at approximately 0730 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Patton 
met with Forensic Multimedia Analyst Moses at the Video Lab to obtain copies of the 
videos recovered from the We Buy Gold pawn shop and Green Valley Grocery. Analyst 
Moses provided Detective Patton with several discs, which contained the recovered 
video footage.  
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On 06/10/14 at approximately 0830 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Patton 
delivered the discs and the external hard drive to Homicide Detectives Sanborn and 
Ivie. 
 
Homicide Detectives subsequently reviewed the surveillance footage recovered by 
Force Investigation Team Detective Patton. 
 
On 6/08/14 at approximately 1111 hours, video surveillance cameras from the We Buy 
Gold pawn shop captured Jerad Miller walking northbound through the parking lot in 
front of 241 North Nellis Boulevard. The camera faced east toward Nellis Boulevard and 
showed a portion of the north south oriented parking lot. Jerad Miller was not carrying 
any bags at this time. Miller walked out of camera view toward the Green Valley 
Grocery store at 251 North Nellis Boulevard. At approximately 1112 hours, Miller 
returned into camera view and walked back southbound and off camera. At 
approximately 1113 hours, Jerad and Amanda Miller returned into camera view and are 
seen walking northbound toward the intersection of Nellis Boulevard and Stewart 
Avenue. Jerad Miller now had a large green military bag on his back, while Amanda had 
a bag slung over her shoulder and a back pack on her back. 
 
On 6/08/14 at approximately 1112 hours, video surveillance cameras from the Green 
Valley Grocery store captured Jerad Miller walk northbound out toward the gas pumps. 
The camera faced southeast toward the intersection of Stewart Avenue and Nellis 
Boulevard. Jerad Miller looked toward the northwest, where CiCi’s Pizza was located 
and immediately turned around and walked back southbound off camera toward 241 
North Nellis Boulevard. At approximately 1114 hours, Jerad and Amanda Miller are 
captured walking northbound toward the intersection of Stewart Avenue and Nellis 
Boulevard. Jerad Miller now had a large green military bag on his back, while Amanda 
had a bag slung over her shoulder and a back pack on her back. The two appear to 
cross over Stewart Avenue northbound on Nellis Boulevard via the marked cross walk. 
 
On 06/11/14 at approximately 0953 hours, Homicide Detectives Sanborn and Ivie 
interviewed Patrol Officer Brett Brosnahan. Also present during the interview were 
Police Protective Association General Counsel David Roger and Patrol Sergeant 
Bonkavich. During the interview Officer Brosnahan related the following: He was 
operating a marked patrol unit when he heard a radio broadcast of a shooting inside the 
CiCi’s Pizza at Nellis Boulevard and Stewart Avenue. While en-route, the call was 
updated to reflect two police officers had been shot. He arrived at the scene with 
several other officers and parked his car on Stewart Avenue south of the scene. He 
exited his vehicle and several people outside the business were yelling and directing 
him to the south, stating the suspects had gone that way. Brosnahan immediately ran 
south toward the rear of Walmart, where he saw numerous people running out the rear 
emergency doors. Several people stated there was someone inside the store shooting. 
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Brosnahan entered the rear of Walmart and was directed by a store employee toward 
the northwest area of store. He entered the customer portion of the store via a set of 
double doors and walked west toward the corner of the store. Brosnahan saw a white 
male carrying a black handgun and a large green duffle bag (Jerad Miller). The male 
was walking west on an aisle parallel to Officer Brosnahan. Officer Brosnahan believed 
this was the only suspect and was prepared to confront him in the farthest west aisle of 
the store. Officer Brosnahan entered aisle and immediately came into contact a white 
female adult (Amanda Miller) armed with a handgun. The female raised her weapon and 
began firing him. He returned fire approximately five (5) times and believed he struck 
the female in the chest. While engaged with the female, Brosnahan saw the male 
suspect had entered the other end of the aisle and also began to shoot at him. 
Brosnahan now realized there were two suspects and he was out numbered. 
Brosnahan retreated out of the Walmart and immediately updated dispatch of his 
shooting and the suspects’ descriptions and location. Outside Brosnahan briefed 
Sergeant McKenzie of the suspects’ appearance and last known location. 
 
Brosnahan was at home later in the evening and discovered he had a small injury in his 
right upper thigh. He pulled out a small metal fragment from his thigh. He advised his 
chain of command and transported himself to University Medical Center for treatment. 
 
For further information refer to Officer Brett Brosnahan’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/11/14 at approximately 1320 hours, Crime Scene Analyst Taylor responded to 
the North East Area Command and made contact with Officer Brosnahan. Crime Scene 
Analyst Taylor recovered the uniform pants Officer Brosnahan was wearing during his 
shooting at Walmart. The pants were hanging inside locker 184. Crime Scene Analyst 
Taylor documented the recovery with digital photographs and impounded the uniform 
pants as evidence.    
 
On 06/11/14 at approximately 1505 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Jaeger 
interviewed Ana Maria Enriques-De-Tule at LVMPD Headquarters. Ana’s daughter Ana 
Maria Rodriguez translated the interview because her mother only spoke Spanish. 
During the interview Ana related the following: She was inside Walmart with her 
daughter and granddaughter filling prescriptions. She dropped off her prescription at the 
Pharmacy and was going to shop while it was being filled. As she left the pharmacy she 
heard a man shouting. Ana didn’t understand what the man was saying because he was 
speaking English. Ana saw a tall man with a gun shooting up in the air. The gunman 
was with a lady wearing a black shirt with a logo on the front. Occupants of the store 
were running away from the couple screaming. Ana ran into the pharmacy and hid 
behind the counter with about 20 other people. Her daughter never saw the gunman; 
she only heard the yelling and gunshots. She hid with her mother and daughter in the 
pharmacy. 
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After the recorder was turned off Ana Maria Rodriguez said her daughter was strapped 
in the shopping cart. Under the pressure of the shooting Ana was unable to work the 
buckle to free her daughter from the car. She attempted to push the entire shopping cart 
into the pharmacy but it wouldn’t fit through the door. Someone helped her remove her 
daughter from the cart so she could get inside the pharmacy to hide from the gunman. 
 
For further information refer to Ana Maria Enriques-De-Tule’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/11/14 at approximately 1557 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Gillis 
interviewed Robert Stubbs, who related the following: He was walking through the 
Walmart parking lot towards the front of the store when he heard a male yell out 
“Everyone out of the Walmart, this is a warning, police are on their way.” Stubbs saw a 
white male carrying a handgun in his right hand enter the Walmart with a green military 
style bag slung over his shoulder. The male was approximately 6 feet tall and weighed 
185 pounds. After the male entered the store he heard a loud pop, which sounded like a 
gunshot. Stubbs left the area then called 9-1-1 to report what he had seen. 
 
For further information refer to Robert Stubbs’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/11/14 at approximately 1633 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Gillis 
interviewed Swins Fontenelle, who related the following: At approximately 1120 hours, 
he and a friend were at the CiCi’s Pizza when he heard a noise which sounded like 
metal trays falling. Fontenelle turned around and observed a white male standing over a 
uniformed police officer on the floor holding a semi-auto handgun pointing it at the 
officer who was curled up face down. Fontenelle then realized it was a gunshot he had 
heard and ran out of the building. Fontenelle went three doors down to the Hibachi Grill 
and called 9-1-1. He told the people at the grill to lock the doors, a man with a gun had 
shot a police officer. Fontenelle heard approximately 4 to 5 gunshots and described the 
suspect as being 6 feet tall, thin, with sandy hair. He thought the male was wearing a 
black shirt with tan pants. He later believed the male was wearing a white shirt, and had 
a black back pack on, which was turned around to the front.  
 
For further information refer to Swins Fontenelle’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 6/11/14 at approximately 1703 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Jaeger 
interviewed Susan Wyatt who related the following: Susan went to the Walmart at Nellis 
and Charleston to buy ingredients to make a batch of cookies for her co-workers. She 
was riding a battery operated handicapped cart through the frozen food section when 
“all hell broke out.”  She heard a man with a deep voice yelling and she thought the 
store was being robbed.  The man then started shooting up in the air so Susan got out 
of her cart and ran towards the back of the store. Susan thought she could find a 
storage area in the rear of the store to hide. Susan got to the photo shop area of the 
Walmart and the gunshots were getting louder. A Walmart associate at the photo area 
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told her to hide behind the counter with him. Susan ducked behind the counter to hide 
from the suspect. Susan could hear the suspect shooting at police from the aisle next to 
her. After several gun shots were exchanged a uniformed police officer came to her 
location and asked if anyone was hurt. The officer left and Susan could hear the 
gunman saying to the officer “send in the negotiator.” She heard the police officer ask 
the gunman what he wanted.  Susan couldn’t hear the gun man’s reply but she could 
hear the officer tell him “that isn’t going to happen.” 
 
Susan stayed hidden behind the counter until other police officers arrived and escorted 
the group out of the building towards the Ihop restaurant on Nellis Boulevard. Susan 
could only describe the officer who was talking to the gunman as white, tall, and in his 
forties. She never saw the gunman but she did remember him shouting “we are the 
freedom fighters.” 
 
For further information refer to Susan Wyatt’s transcribed statement.     
 
On 06/11/14 at approximately 1745 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Jaeger 
interviewed Carl Thompson and his family in their residence, where they related the 
following: Carl Thompson took his kids Daniel and Jeffrey to visit his wife Crystal, who 
worked at Walmart, while she was on her break. Prior to going to Walmart, they went 
into the smoke shop next to the Walmart to buy cigarettes. They walked out of the 
smoke shop and saw both suspects sitting in the shade under a palm tree next to the 
Roberto’s restaurant. They walked over to Walmart to visit Crystal who worked behind 
the customer service counter. Carl and Crystal went outside the front doors of Walmart 
to smoke a cigarette. Crystal finished her cigarette and went into the store to use the 
bathroom. After Crystal left, a white male adult walked into the Walmart shouting 
“everybody get the fuck out, this is a revolution!” The man then raised a black handgun 
and shot into the air. Carl collected his two sons and went to the women’s bathroom to 
find his wife. After Carl found his wife the entire Thompson family exited Walmart and 
fled the area. 
 
Carl described the gunman as a tall, skinny, white male adult with sandy brown hair 
wearing a white shirt and faded jeans. Carl watched the news after he got home and 
saw a story were the gunman was described wearing camouflage. Carl saw the man 
when he entered the story and he was not wearing any camouflage or a tactical vest 
when he walked into the store. Carl did remember seeing the male carrying a duffle bag 
with him into the store.     
 
Daniel described the man with gun as tall, wearing a white shirt and carrying a “big hand 
gun.” Jeffrey saw the man shoot up into the air. Crystal never saw the man because she 
was in the bathroom and only heard the shooting. 
 
For further information refer to Carl Thompson’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/12/14 at approximately 0920 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Sylvia Glez at 3776 Millwood Avenue, where she related the following: Glez 
arrived at Walmart, grabbed a shopping cart and eventually ended up in the vacuum 
aisle of the store. She heard a gunshot, followed by a second gunshot. She looked out 
into the store and saw a white male (Jared Miler) walking near the men’s department. 
The male was in his 30s, with either blonde or light brown hair, and walked with a limp. 
The male had a handgun in his right hand which was pointed toward the ceiling. The 
male yelled “The revolution has started! The revolution has started!” He also said, “The 
government is bad. We have to fix it.” Glez ran to the computer area where she hid with 
several other customers. Officers subsequently entered the store and appeared to 
engage the male suspect in conversation. Glez heard the officers saying, “What do you 
want?” and “We can help you.” The male suspect replied, “Come and get me.” Glez 
believed the male was trying to bait or trick the officers into coming closer so he could 
kill the officers. A uniformed LVMPD officer stood near Glez’s location. The unknown 
officer was armed with a rifle, which he did not fire. Officers later escorted Glez and the 
other civilians out through the north side of store. During that process, Glez lost one of 
her white sandals. 
 
For further information refer to Sylvia Glez’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/12/14 at approximately 0956 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Bunting 
interviewed Kelsey Danae Griffin at her residence. Kelsey’s parents, Eddie and Karen 
Griffin, were present during the interview. During the interview Griffin related the 
following: She was employed at CiCi’s Pizza and arrived to work at approximately 1045 
hours, on June 8, 2014. There were two uniformed officer eating lunch inside the 
restaurant when a white male adult in his late twenties or early thirties entered the 
business and asked where the restroom was located. The male was approximately 
5’11” tall, thin with blue eyes and dark sweaty hair. He was wearing a gray or white V-
neck shirt with a blue emblem on the front and gray shorts with an unknown pattern. 
The male appeared “anxious” and “excited” when asking about the restroom. 
 
Approximately five to ten minutes later the male returned with a white female adult in 
her mid to late twenties, with long blonde hair carrying a beige satchel around her waist. 
Griffin went to restock the buffet table, when she heard a single gunshot. She looked up 
and observed the white male holding a semi-automatic handgun in both hands aiming it 
at one of the officers who were seated at the table. Griffin observed the firearm had 
smoke coming from the barrel. Griffin described the officer the male as having less hair 
and sitting down. Griffin did not see the female at that time and ran to the kitchen area 
where she met her co-workers. Griffin did not hear the male, female or officers say 
anything before, during or after the shots were fired. 
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While in the kitchen area Griffin heard 8-10 more shots fired in rapid succession. After 
the suspects left the business Griffin and her co-workers left the kitchen area and went 
to the dining room. Griffin’s co-worker Lordis took pictures of the officers after they had 
been shot with her cellular telephone. 
 
For further information refer to Kelsey Danae Griffin’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/12/14 at approximately 1230 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Ian Melandro Aquino at the LVMPD Headquarters. During the interview 
Aquino related the following: Aquino and his wife, Maria Fabela, and their young 
daughter went to CiCi’s Pizza with his sister-in-law, Sandra Fabela, and Sandra’s five 
children. Aquino arranged a couple of tables together to accommodate their group while 
Maria and Sandra paid for the meals at the main counter. Aquino’s table was close to 
the salad bar. After getting situated, Aquino went to the soda fountain to fill drinks. Near 
the soda machine were two uniformed LVMPD officers who were seated at a table and 
faced each other. 
 
Aquino filled the drinks and as he walked back to his table he passed by a white male 
(Jared Miller) and a white female (Amanda Miller), who were walking in the direction of 
the officers. The male was wearing white shorts, a white shirt that looked “dirty,” and a 
green bag or backpack slung over the left shoulder. The female was short with a 
heavier build and walked behind the male. 
 
Aquino placed the drinks on his table and walked to the salad bar. Aquino then heard 
gunshots and turned around. Standing next to the officers were the aforementioned 
male and female suspects. One of the officers was bleeding from the right side of his 
head. The female was holding a handgun in a two-handed grip which was pointed to the 
back of the bleeding officer’s head. Aquino estimated the handgun was one foot away 
from the officer’s head. Aquino grabbed his daughter and fled the restaurant into the 
parking lot where he called 9-1-1 from his cellular telephone ( ). Maria, 
Sandra and Sandra’s kids all exited the restaurant behind him. A short time later, both 
suspects exited the restaurant. The male suspect had a black handgun in his right hand, 
and the bag or backpack still slung over his left shoulder. The female suspect exited 
behind the male and both subjects walked south across Stewart Avenue into the 
shopping center. The suspects walked behind the Shell gas station where they stopped 
momentarily next to a dumpster. The suspects then disappeared from Aquino’s view.  
 
LVMPD officers arrived on the scene. One officer was driving a sedan, which he parked 
in the south entrance to the CiCi’s Pizza parking lot. Aquino told the officer, who was 
white and had a larger build, the suspects’ last known location. The officer (Brett 
Brosnahan) took off running by himself in the direction of the suspects. 
 
For further information refer to Ian Melandro Aquino’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/12/14 at approximately 1240 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Jex 
interviewed Donald Reyes, who related the following: He was at Walmart with his wife, 
Olga Valenzuela, and their nine month old granddaughter. They were in the Men’s 
clothing department when he observed a person yelling in the front door area. The 
person yelling said something about a revolution and the police were coming. Reyes 
described the subject as a white male wearing a dark hat, dark shirt, backpack, and 
holding a gun, which he pointed in the air. He then heard one gunshot coming from the 
male subject. Reyes gathered his wife and granddaughter and ran for the front door. As 
they were passing the registers, Reyes heard another shot. He stopped and observed 
the male subject further to the west and walking away from the front of the store. Reyes 
also believed there was possibly another subject with the male but could not determine 
if it was another male or a female. Reyes left the store with his family and got into his 
vehicle and left the area. While driving away, he called 9-1-1 and reported the incident. 
Reyes was not aware of the shooting at CiCi’s Pizza until told by dispatch. 
 
For further information refer to Donald Reyes’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/12/14 at approximately 1330 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Jex 
interviewed Olga Valenzuela who related the following: She was with her husband, 
Donald Reyes, and their nine month old granddaughter at the Walmart shopping in the 
Men’s/Women’s clothing department. She heard a man yell, “This is a revolution, you 
guy’s need to get out or you are going to get shot. The cops are on the way.” 
Valenzuela then heard the male fire one shot. She described the male carrying a 
backpack, dressed in military gear and dirty. She described the backpack as very bulky 
with large straps. He was also carrying a rifle but believed he fired the shot from the 
pistol he was carrying. Valenzuela stated the subject looked right at her after he fired 
the first shot then walked away. 
 
Valenzuela and Reyes started to leave out the front doors when they heard another 
shot further into the store. Valenzuela observed a second subject also dressed in dark 
camouflaged clothing and carrying a backpack. She believed the subject was with the 
first male and believed the second male had fired the second shot. Valenzuela later 
found out that the second subject was a female.  
 
Valenzuela and Reyes quickly left the Walmart, got in their car and left the area. While 
leaving the area she observed several police vehicles going northbound on Nellis 
Boulevard past Walmart. She was confused why the officers were not coming into the 
Walmart parking lot. Valenzuela directed Reyes to call 9-1-1. They got home and 
learned about the shooting at CiCi’s Pizza. 
 
For further information refer to Olga Valenzuela’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/12/14 at approximately 1342 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Jaeger 
interviewed Robert Miller and his wife Kathryn Miller. During the interview, the Millers 
related the following: Robert and Kathryn were in the checkout line at Walmart after 
purchasing snacks. Robert was handed his receipt when he heard a man shouting 
“welcome to fucking Walmart! This is the revolution!” The man pulled out a pistol and 
shot in the air. Robert and Kathryn ran out of the store towards their car, where Robert 
called 9-1-1 from his cellular telephone. 
 
The call log on Robert’s cellular telephone showed he called 9-1-1 on 06/08/14 at 1126 
hours and he was on the telephone with dispatch for 2 minutes and 26 seconds. 
 
The Millers described the gunman as approximately 6’ tall, wearing a white t-shirt and a 
blue or gray baseball cap. Robert described the gun as a semi-automatic. Neither 
remembered seeing the female suspect.   
 
A photo copy was made of the Miller’s Walmart receipt, which recorded the approximate 
time the suspect entered the store. The receipt was time and date stamped at 11:25:10 
hours on 06-08-14. 
 
For further information refer to Robert Miller’s transcribed statement.         
 
On 06/16/14 at approximately 0931 hours, Force Investigation Team Detectives Gillis 
and Bunting interviewed Maria Fabrela-Hernandez, who related the following: On June 
8, 2014, at approximately 1117 hours, she was at CiCi’s Pizza with her family when she 
observed a white male and a white female enter the exit door of the restaurant. The 
male suspect was wearing a white shirt with dark sports pants carrying a military type 
bag and the female suspect was wearing a white shirt. The two walked to the area 
where two uniformed police officers were eating lunch. Fabrela-Hernandez sat down at 
her table, which was approximately two tables away from the officers, when she saw the 
male suspect place his bag down in front of him and retrieve a handgun. She then saw 
the female suspect shooting one of the officers in his side (Soldo) and saw an officer 
(Beck) fall to the floor after the female shot him in the head. Both suspects continued to 
shoot both officers across from each other. The male suspect attempted to remove the 
officer’s guns and the female suspect placed a yellow flag on the officer on the ground. 
Fabrela-Hernandez heard the male suspect yell “Revolution.” She grabbed her kids and 
family and exited CiCi’s Pizza. They all ran to an ice cream shop and watched the two 
suspects casually walk across Stewart Avenue while carrying handguns. Her husband 
called 9-1-1 and gave the suspect descriptions and location of the suspects to dispatch.     
 
For further information refer to Maria Fabrela-Hernandez’ transcribed statement. 
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On 06/16/14 at approximately 1015 hours, Force Investigation Team Detectives Bunting 
and Gillis interviewed Sandra Fabela-Hernandez. Also present for the interview was 
Spanish Translator Jimenez (PN13257). During the interview Sandra related the 
following: On June 8, 2014 at approximately 1110 hours, she arrived at CiCi’s Pizza 
with her kids, her sister Maria and her husband, Ion Aquino, and their children. 
 
While at the salad bar Sandra heard three gunshots inside the restaurant. She turned to 
the direction of the gunshots and observed one uniformed officer lying on the ground 
and another officer leaning back in his chair. Sandra noticed an unknown race female 
standing over an officer who was on the ground. The female was shooting the officer 
with an unknown make and model firearm. An unknown race male was leaning over an 
officer who was still in his seat. The male appeared to be taking items from his person. 
Sandra was unable to give a description of the suspects, but stated the male had a 
large brown bag over his shoulder and the female was carrying a black backpack. The 
female removed yellow fabric material from her bag and laid it over the officer on the 
ground. 
 
Sandra was gathering her children to get them out, when the male and female suspect 
exited the CiCi’s Pizza. Both suspects were carrying a handgun in their right hand. 
Sandra made her way to U-Swirl Frozen Yogurt shop, where she called 9-1-1 on her 
cellular telephone. She was unable to speak English, so she handed U-Swirl Employee 
Angelica Hernandez her telephone to speak with police. Detectives contacted Angelica 
Hernandez and confirmed she was handed a cellular telephone by a Hispanic female 
and spoke to an LVMPD dispatcher for her. 
 
For further information refer to Sandra Fabrela-Hernandez’ transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/16/14 at approximately 1020 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Jex 
interviewed Tonia Sprinkle, who related the following: Sprinkle was in Walmart with her 
13 year old daughter and her daughter’s 12 year old friend in the Women’s clothing 
department. She heard a male subject yelling to get out of Walmart. He was near the 
front doors and the Customer Service desk. Sprinkle observed a male walking quickly 
into the main aisle by the registers and again state, “Get out of Walmart. This is the 
revolution. The police are coming. They will shoot you.” She described the male subject 
as white, approximately 20-30’s years of age and wearing a light colored shirt and khaki 
colored shorts and dark hat. 
 
She saw the male point a gun into the air and fire one shot into the ceiling. She grabbed 
her daughter and friend and headed toward the Sporting Goods department then toward 
the west wall near the Garden department. She then heard a second gunshot, which 
she believed to be near the front of the store. She felt people were getting shot. She felt 
the male was not acting alone and believed there were others with him, but she did not 
see anyone else. 
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She and her family exited Walmart through the Garden department and into the parking 
lot, where she called 9-1-1. Sprinkle later found out there was a female with the male. 
 
For further information refer to Tonia Sprinkle’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/16/14 at approximately 1735 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Patton 
interviewed Jesus Uribe, who related the following: Uribe was inside of the CiCi’s Pizza 
restaurant with his 8 year old nephew . He and  saw the 
police officers sitting down eating when they walked in and sat approximately four tables 
in front of them.  finished his first slice of pizza and walked over to the buffet 
line to get more food. Uribe was watching  intently and did not notice the 
suspects walk in between him and his nephew.  
 
While keeping his eyes on , Uribe heard a loud bang and thought it was 
someone dropping a plate. Uribe then heard a second loud bang and turned around to 
see a male (whom he cannot describe) shooting the police officers. Uribe turned back 
around and attempted to run out of the store with , but he fell down. While on 
the ground Uribe heard several more gunshots, but he never looked back. Uribe got to 
his feet and ran out of the store. He does not remember seeing the female suspect. 
 
For further information refer to Jesus Uribe’s transcribed statement. 
 
On 06/17/14 at approximately 1529 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Jaeger 
interviewed Ofelia Virrueta, who related the following: Ofelia was in Walmart with her 
daughters  (11) and  (5) getting pictures 
developed. Ofelia decided to go shopping while waiting for her pictures to print. She 
was walking into the frozen food aisle when she heard a man screaming followed by 
gun shots. People around her started running and they guy working the photo booth told 
her to run into the booth and hide. She grabbed her kids and hid in the photo booth.  
While hiding Ofelia called 9-1-1 to let them know where she was and what was going on 
inside the store. A police officer approached the photo booth and asked everyone if they 
were okay.  Ofelia could hear another officer talking to the gunman. Ofelia heard the 
gunman tell the Officer his name was “Jared.” The officer asked the gunman what he 
wanted, and the gunman replied that he couldn’t hear the officer and wanted the officer 
to walk to him.  The officer refused and stated “if I can hear you then you can hear me” 
and stayed in place. The group stayed hidden in the photo booth for about an hour 
before they were evacuated by a SWAT Officer out the back of Walmart towards 
Stewart Avenue. Ofelia was never able to see the gunman, only heard gunshots and the 
conversation between the gunman and the officer. 
 
For further information refer to Ofelia Virrueta’s transcribed statement. 
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On 06/20/14 at approximately 1547 hours, Homicide Detective Sanborn responded to 
the CiCi’s Pizza restaurant and recovered a bullet, which was found by Manager Dallas 
Chase during his shift on June 19, 2014. Detective Sanborn impounded the bullet as 
evidence (Item 1). 
 
On 06/21/14 at approximately 1200 hours, Force Investigation Team Detective Dosch 
interviewed Nanette Lasenbby over the telephone. During the interview Lasenbby 
related the following: She and her mother, Patricia Shaw, arrived in the parking lot near 
Sally’s, located at 131 North Nellis Boulevard. They arrived at approximately the same 
time everyone was evacuating the Walmart, which was located on the north side of the 
shopping center. Suddenly a silver four-door vehicle bearing California registration 
ALL9479 pulled up in front of Lasenbby’s vehicle and parked. The vehicle had come 
from the parking lot in front of Walmart. A black male and a black female exited the 
vehicle and went to the truck area. Both subjects placed unknown items in the trunk 
before they returned to the vehicle.  
 
The black male sat in the driver’s seat and the black female sat in the left rear 
passenger seat (behind the driver). The black female then hit the male several times on 
the right shoulder before the male reached back and struck the female on her right arm. 
The vehicle then sped away. Lasenbby thought the black male and black female were 
somehow connected to the murder of the officers and later notified LVMPD personnel.  
 
Detective Dosch conducted a records check on the California license plate and found 
there was no record. 
 
The interview with Nanette Lasenbby was not recorded. 
 
On 06/26/14, Homicide Detective Sanborn responded to the LVMPD Evidence Vault to 
examine Officer Beck’s ballistic vest. Detective Sanborn removed the vest from the 
evidence package and unzipped the front of the carrier. A bullet (Item 1) was recovered 
from inside the bottom of the front of the vest carrier. A second bullet (Item 2) was 
recovered imbedded in the lower back portion of the rear ballistic panel. Homicide 
Detective Sanborn returned the vest to the evidence vault and impounded the 
recovered bullets as evidence. Evidence Technician Gilgan (PN 13965) remained 
present for the opening of the evidence packaging, the recovery of the bullets and the 
return of the Officer Beck’s vest to evidence. 
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VIIII. OFFICER’S WEAPONS COUNTDOWNS 
 
Patrol Sergeant Kurt McKenzie and Patrol Officers Brett Brosnahan, Zackery Beal, Tim 
Gross, John Bethard, and Dave Corbin had their duty weapons counted down inside the 
Pet Smart store at 171 North Nellis Boulevard. The Pet Smart store was utilized as the 
Incident Command Post. Present during the various countdowns were Force 
Investigation Team Detectives Gillis and Jaeger, Critical Incident Review Team 
Detectives Pond and Martin, Police Protective Association Attorneys David Roger and 
John Harper, Police Protective Association Representative Darryl Clodt, and Crime 
Scene Analysts Spoor and Paine. 
 
Digital photographs were taken of the involved officers (for identification and overall 
condition), weapons (for identification, overall condition and configuration) and weapon 
countdowns (for identification). 
 
 1. OFFICER BRETT BROSNAHAN - PN 13927  
 
Officer Brett Brosnahan was wearing the standard LVMPD summer uniform (long 
sleeved shirt) with attached LVMPD shoulder patches, badge and name tag. Officer 
Brosnahan wore a standard utility belt around his waist as well as a body camera on his 
person. The body camera was recovered by Homicide Detective Merrick for download. 
On his duty belt, Officer Brosnahan wore a handgun magazine pouch, which contained 
three (3) extra 16 round Springfield Armory .40 caliber magazines.  
 
Officer Brosnahan’s primary duty weapon was a Springfield XD(m) series, .40 caliber 
semi-automatic handgun with serial number . The handgun had an attached 
“Streamlight TLR-1s” flashlight (functional) and a seated magazine. The handgun was 
loaded with seventeen (17) cartridges; one (1) cartridge in the chamber and sixteen (16) 
cartridges in the magazine. All the cartridges had the head stamp “SPEER 40 S&W.” 
 
Officer Brosnahan typically carried his duty weapon loaded with seventeen (17) 
cartridges; one (1) cartridge in the chamber and sixteen (16) cartridges in the magazine. 
Officer Brosnahan carried three (3) additional magazines on his duty belt. Two of the 
additional magazines contained sixteen (16) cartridges; the third additional magazine 
contained eleven (11) cartridges. All the cartridges had the head stamp “SPEER 40 
S&W.” 
 
Officer Brosnahan appeared to missing five (5) cartridges from his duty weapon; based 
on his statement of the condition he carried the handgun prior to the incident (16+1). 
Officer Brosnahan conducted a tactical reload of his handgun after the shooting. 
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The follow-up investigation determined Officer Brosnahan fired his duty weapon five (5) 
times during the incident. Crime Scene Analyst Spoor impounded Officer Brosnahan’s 
handgun, attachments, magazines and ammunition as evidence. 
 
 2. OFFICER ZACKERY BEAL - PN 10149 
 
Officer Zackery Beal was wearing the standard LVMPD summer uniform (long sleeved 
shirt) with attached LVMPD shoulder patches, badge and name tag. Officer Beal wore a 
standard utility belt around his waist. On his duty belt Officer Beal wore a magazine 
pouch, which contained three (3) extra 17 round Glock 9mm caliber magazines. Officer 
Beal also wore a tan tactical vest over his standard uniform, which contained six (6) 
black plastic 30 round capacity “Magpul-PMAG” magazines. 
 
Officer Beal’s primary duty weapon was a Glock, model 17, 9mm caliber, semi-
automatic handgun with serial number . The handgun had a seated seventeen 
(17) round magazine. The handgun was loaded with seventeen (17) cartridges; one (1) 
cartridge in the chamber and sixteen (16) cartridges in the magazine. All the cartridges 
had the head stamp “SPEER 9mm LUGER +P.” 
 
Officer Beal typically carried his duty weapon loaded with seventeen (17) cartridges; 
one (1) cartridge in the chamber and sixteen (16) cartridges in the magazine. Officer 
Beal carried three (3) additional magazines on his duty belt, which he typically loaded 
with sixteen (16) rounds. Officer Beal’s additional magazines each contained sixteen 
(16) cartridges, all with the head stamp “SPEER 9mm LUGER +P.” 
 
Officer Beal was not missing any cartridges from his duty weapon; based on his 
statement of the condition he carried the handgun prior to the incident (16+1). The 
follow-up investigation determined Officer Beal did not fire his primary duty weapon 
during the incident. 
 
Officer Beal’s deployed rifle was a Rock River Arms, Model LAR15, 5.56mm caliber, 
semi-automatic rifle with serial number . The rifle was black in color with an 
attached Surefire flashlight (functional), an EOTech red dot sight and an attached olive 
drab colored sling. The rifle was loaded with twenty-nine (29) cartridges; one (1) 
cartridge in the chamber and twenty-eight (28) cartridges in the seated magazine. 
Officer Beal typically carried his rifle loaded with twenty-eight (28) cartridges in the 
magazine and no cartridge in the chamber. All the cartridges had the head stamp “FC 
223 REM.” 
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Officer Beal carried six (6) additional thirty (30) round capacity rifle magazines on his 
tactical vest. The six additional magazines were loaded as follows:  
 
Magazine # 2 had twenty-one (21) cartridges in magazine, typically loaded (28) 
Magazine # 3 had fifteen (15) cartridges in magazine, typically loaded (28) 
Magazine # 4 had twenty-eight (28) cartridges in magazine, typically loaded (28) 
Magazine # 5 had twenty-eight (28) cartridges in magazine, typically loaded (28) 
Magazine # 6 had twenty-eight (28) cartridges in magazine, typically loaded (28) 
 
Officer Beal initially appeared to be missing nineteen (19) cartridges from his rifle; 
based on his statement of the condition he carried the rifle prior to the incident (28+0). 
Officer Beal conducted a tactical reload of his rifle, by removing magazine 2 after the 
shooting. Investigators believed magazine 3 had not been topped off prior to the 
incident and the actual number of missing cartridges appeared to be six (6). 
 
The follow-up investigation determined Officer Beal fired his rifle at least five (5) times 
during the incident. Crime Scene Analyst Spoor impounded Officer Beal’s rifle, 
attachments, magazines and ammunition as evidence. 
 
 3. OFFICER TIMOTHY GROSS – PN 3405 
 
Officer Tim Gross was wearing the standard LVMPD summer uniform with attached 
LVMPD shoulder patches, badge and name tag. Officer Gross wore a standard utility 
belt around his waist. On his duty belt Officer Gross wore a magazine pouch, which 
contained two (2) extra 12 round Sig Sauer .40 caliber magazines. Officer Gross also 
wore a rifle magazine pouch attached to his upper right leg, which contained three (3) 
black plastic 30 round capacity “Magpul-PMAG” magazines. Officer Gross had an 
additional black plastic 30 round capacity “Magpul-PMAG” magazine in his right rear 
uniform pants pocket.  
 
Officer Gross’ primary duty weapon was a Sig Sauer, Model P229, .40 caliber, semi-
automatic handgun with serial number . The handgun had a seated twelve 
(12) round magazine. The handgun was loaded with thirteen (13) cartridges; one (1) 
cartridge in the chamber and twelve (12) cartridges in the magazine. All the cartridges 
had the head stamp “SPEER 40 S&W.” 
 
Officer Gross typically carried his duty weapon loaded with thirteen (13) cartridges; one 
(1) cartridge in the chamber and twelve (12) cartridges in the magazine. Officer Gross 
carried two (2) additional magazines on his duty belt, which he typically loaded with 
twelve (12) cartridges. Officer Gross’ additional magazines each contained twelve (12) 
cartridges, all with the head stamp “SPEER 40 S&W.” 
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Officer Gross was not missing any cartridges from his handgun; based on his statement 
of the condition he carried the handgun prior to the incident (12+1). The follow-up 
investigation determined Officer Gross did not fire his primary duty weapon during the 
incident. 
 
Officer Gross’ deployed rifle was a DPMS, AR-15, .223-5.56mm caliber, semi-automatic 
rifle with serial number . The rifle was black in color with an attached black 
colored sling. The rifle was loaded with thirty-one (31) cartridges; one (1) cartridge in the 
chamber and thirty (30) cartridges in the seated magazine. Officer Gross typically 
carried his rifle loaded with twenty-nine (29) cartridges in the magazine and no cartridge 
in the chamber. All the cartridges had the head stamp “FC 223 REM.” 
 
The three (3) additional magazines in Officer Gross’ rifle magazine pouch each 
contained thirty (30) cartridges. The additional magazine from Officer Gross’ rear pocket 
contained twenty-two (22) cartridges. All the cartridges had the head stamp “FC 223 
REM.” 
 
Officer Gross appeared to be missing seven (7) cartridges from his rifle; based on his 
statement of the condition he carried the rifle prior to the incident (29+0). Officer Gross 
conducted a tactical reload of his rifle after the shooting. 
 
The follow-up investigation determined Officer Gross fired his rifle at least six (6) times 
during the incident. Crime Scene Analyst Spoor impounded Officer Gross’ rifle, 
attachments, magazines and ammunition as evidence. 
    
 4. OFFICER JOHN BETHARD – PN 13928 
 
Officer John Bethard was wearing the standard LVMPD summer uniform (long sleeved 
shirt) with attached LVMPD shoulder patches, badge and name tag. Officer Bethard 
wore a standard utility belt around his waist. Officer Bethard also wore a tactical vest 
over his standard uniform, which contained three (3) black plastic 30 round capacity 
“Magpul-PMAG” magazines. 
 
Officer Bethard’s deployed rifle was a Smith & Wesson, Model M&P-15, 5.56mm 
caliber, semi-automatic rifle with serial number . The rifle was black in color 
with an attached “Surefire TLR-1s” flashlight (functional), an “Aimpoint” red dot sight, an 
attached forward grip/bipod and a black sling. The rifle was loaded with twenty-eight 
(28) cartridges; one (1) cartridge in the chamber and twenty-seven (27) cartridges in the 
seated magazine. Officer Bethard typically carried his rifle loaded with twenty-eight (28) 
cartridges in the magazine and no cartridge in the chamber. All the cartridges had the 
head stamp “FC 223 REM.” 
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Officer Bethard carried three (3) additional magazines in his tactical vest, which he 
typically loaded with twenty-eight (28) cartridges. One contained twenty-eight (28) 
cartridges, one contained twenty-seven (27) cartridges, and one contained thirty (30) 
cartridges. All the cartridges had the head stamp “FC 223 REM.” 
 
The follow-up investigation determined Officer Bethard did not fire his rifle during the 
incident.   
 
 5. OFFICER DAVE CORBIN – PN 7941 
 
Officer Dave Corbin was wearing the standard LVMPD summer uniform (long sleeved 
shirt) with attached LVMPD shoulder patches, badge and name tag. Officer Corbin wore 
a standard utility belt around his waist. Officer Corbin wore a handgun magazine pouch 
on his duty belt, which contained three (3) 13 round .45 caliber magazines. 
 
Officer Corbin’s primary duty weapon was a Para Ordnance, Model LDA Nite Tac, .45 
caliber, semi-automatic handgun with serial number . The handgun had an 
attached “Streamlight M3” flashlight (functional) and a seated thirteen (13) round 
magazine. The handgun was loaded with fourteen (14) cartridges; one (1) cartridge in 
the chamber and thirteen (13) cartridges in the magazine. All the cartridges had the 
head stamp “SPEER 45 AUTO.” 
 
Officer Corbin typically carried his duty weapon loaded with fourteen (14) cartridges; 
one (1) cartridge in the chamber and thirteen (13) cartridges in the magazine. Officer 
Corbin carried three (3) additional magazines on his duty belt, which he typically loaded 
with thirteen (13) cartridges. Officer Corbin’s additional magazines each contained 
thirteen (13) cartridges, all with the head stamp “SPEER 45 AUTO.” 
 
Officer Corbin was not missing any cartridges from his handgun; based on his 
statement of the condition he carried the handgun prior to the incident (13+1). The 
follow-up investigation determined Officer Corbin did not fire his duty weapon during the 
incident. 
 
 6. SERGEANT KURT MCKENZIE – PN 6747 
 
Sergeant Kurt McKenzie was wearing the standard LVMPD summer uniform (long 
sleeved shirt) with attached LVMPD shoulder patches, badge and name tag. Sergeant 
McKenzie wore a standard utility belt around his waist. Sergeant McKenzie wore a 
handgun magazine pouch on his duty belt, which contained three (3) 17 round Glock 
9mm caliber magazines. Sergeant McKenzie also wore a two round shot gun shell 
holder on his duty belt, which contained one (1) Speer Lawman 12 gauge rifled slug. 
Sergeant McKenzie held the additional rifled slug in his hand. 
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Sergeant McKenzie’s primary duty weapon was a Glock, Model 17, 9mm caliber, semi-
automatic handgun with serial number . The handgun had an attached “Xiphos 
NT Night Ops” flashlight (functional) and a seated seventeen (17) round magazine. The 
handgun was loaded with seventeen (17) cartridges; one (1) cartridge in the chamber 
and sixteen (16) cartridges in the magazine. All the cartridges had the head stamp 
“SPEER 9mm LUGER+P.” 
 
Sergeant McKenzie typically carried his duty weapon loaded with eighteen (18) 
cartridges; one (1) cartridge in the chamber and seventeen (17) cartridges in the 
magazine. Sergeant McKenzie carried three (3) additional magazines on his duty belt, 
which he typically loaded with seventeen (17) cartridges. Two of Sergeant McKenzie’s 
additional magazines contained seventeen (17) cartridges; the third contained eighteen 
(18) cartridges. All the cartridges had the head stamp “SPEER 9mm LUGER+P.” 
 
Sergeant McKenzie appeared to be missing one (1) cartridge from his handgun; based 
on his statement of the condition he carried the handgun prior to the incident (17+1). 
The follow-up investigation determined Sergeant McKenzie did not fire his duty weapon 
during the incident. 
 
Sergeant McKenzie’s deployed shotgun was a Remington, model 870, 12 gauge 
shotgun with serial number . The shotgun was black in color with an attached 
six round side saddle. The shotgun was loaded with four (4) Speer Lawman 12 gauge   
2 ¾” rifled slug shot shells in the magazine; no shot shells in the chamber and six (6) 
Federal 12 gauge Tactical 9 – 00 Buck 2 ¾” shot shells in the side saddle. Sergeant 
McKenzie typically carried the shotgun loaded in this configuration. 
 
During the incident Sergeant McKenzie chambered a rifled slug shot shell and then 
topped the chamber off with a rifled slug shot shell from his duty belt. After the incident 
Sergeant McKenzie gave his shotgun to a patrol officer, who “cleared it” and secured it 
in a patrol vehicle. 
 
The follow-up investigation determined Sergeant McKenzie did not fire his shotgun 
during the incident. 
 
X. FIREARM EXAMINATIONS AND RESULTS 
 
On 8/27/14, LVMPD Forensic Scientist Anya Lester completed the requested forensic 
examinations of the weapons and firearms related evidence recovered during the 
follow-up investigation. 
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Officer Soldo’s Glock, 9mm, semi-automatic handgun was examined; test fired and 
found to be in normal operating condition with no noted malfunctions. The handgun and 
one magazine had a capacity of eighteen (18) cartridges. The test fired bullets and 
cartridge cases from Officer Soldo’s handgun were examined in conjunction with the 
evidence recovered at the crime scenes and autopsies. Based on these comparative 
examinations it was determined seven (7) cartridge cases recovered from the Walmart 
crime scene were associated with Officer Soldo’s handgun. 
 
Officer Beck’s Heckler & Koch, 9mm, semi-automatic handgun was examined; test fired 
and found to be in normal operating condition with no noted malfunctions. The handgun 
and one magazine had a capacity of sixteen (16) cartridges. The test fired bullets and 
cartridge cases from Officer Beck’s handgun were examined in conjunction with the 
evidence recovered at the crime scenes and autopsies. Based on these comparative 
examinations it was determined seven (7) cartridge cases recovered from the Walmart 
crime scene were associated with Officer Beck’s handgun. 
 
Officer Brosnahan’s Springfield Armory, .40 caliber, semi-automatic handgun was 
examined; test fired and found to be in normal operating condition with no noted 
malfunctions. The handgun and magazine had a capacity of seventeen (17) cartridges. 
The test fired bullets and cartridge cases from Officer Brosnahan’s handgun were 
examined in conjunction with the evidence recovered at the crime scenes and 
autopsies. Based on these comparative examinations it was determined five (5) 
cartridge cases and three (3) bullets recovered from the Walmart crime scene were 
associated with Officer Brosnahan’s handgun. 
 
Officer Gross’ DPMS AR-15 rifle was examined; test fired and found to be in normal 
operating condition with no noted malfunctions. The rifle and magazine had a capacity 
of thirty-one (31) cartridges. The test fired bullets and cartridge cases from Officer 
Gross’ rifle were examined in conjunction with the evidence recovered at the crime 
scenes and autopsies. Based on these comparative examinations it was determined six 
(6) cartridge cases recovered from the Walmart crime scene were associated with 
Officer Gross’ rifle. A bullet fragment recovered from the body of Jerad Miller during the 
autopsy was examined and microscopically compared to the test fired bullets from 
Officer Gross’ rifle. Based on the comparison, it was determined that the recovered 
bullet fragment shared similar general rifling characteristics with Officer Gross’ rifle; 
however, due to the damage and lack of microscopic detail, a conclusive identification 
or elimination of Officer Gross’ rifle could not be determined. 
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Officer Beal’s Rock River Arms AR-15 rifle was examined; test fired and found to be in 
normal operating condition with no noted malfunctions. The rifle and magazine had a 
capacity of thirty-one (31) cartridges. The test fired bullets and cartridge cases from 
Officer Beal’s rifle were examined in conjunction with the evidence recovered at the 
crime scenes and autopsies. Based on these comparative examinations it was 
determined five (5) cartridge cases recovered from the Walmart crime scene were 
associated with Officer Beal’s rifle. A bullet fragment recovered from the body of Jerad 
Miller during the autopsy was examined and microscopically compared to the test fired 
bullets from Officer Beal’s rifle. Based on the comparison, it was determined that the 
recovered bullet fragment shared similar general rifling characteristics with Officer 
Beal’s rifle; however, due to the damage and lack of microscopic detail, a conclusive 
identification or elimination of Officer Beal’s rifle could not be determined. 
 
Citizen Joseph Wilcox’s, Glock, 9mm, semi-automatic handgun was examined; test fired 
and found to be in normal operating condition with no noted malfunctions. The handgun 
and magazine had a capacity of sixteen (16) cartridges. The test fired bullets and 
cartridge cases from Joseph Wilcox’s handgun were examined in conjunction with the 
evidence recovered at the crime scenes and autopsies. Based on these comparative 
examinations, it was determined none of the cartridge cases or bullets recovered during 
the investigation was associated with Joseph Wilcox’s handgun. 
 
Suspect Jerad Miller’s Winchester 12 gauge shotgun was examined; test fired and 
found to be in normal operating condition with no noted malfunctions. The integrated 
tubular magazine had a capacity of four (4) 2 ¾” shotshells. The test fired shotshells 
from Jerad Miller’s shotgun were examined in conjunction with the evidence recovered 
at the crime scenes and autopsies. Based on these comparative examinations, it was 
determined five (5) shotshells recovered from the Walmart crime scene were associated 
with Jerad Miller’s shotgun.  
 
Suspect Jerad Miller’s Ruger, LCR, .38 special +P caliber revolver was examined; test 
fired and found to be in normal operating condition with no noted malfunctions. The 
revolver had a capacity of five (5) cartridges. The test fired bullets and cartridge cases 
from Jerad Miller’s revolver were examined in conjunction with the evidence recovered 
at the crime scenes and autopsies. Based on these comparative examinations, it was 
determined ten (10) cartridge cases and six (6) bullets were associated with Jerad 
Miller’s revolver. Five (5) cartridge cases were recovered in the cylinder of the revolver 
and five (5) cartridge cases were recovered on the ground at the Walmart crime scene. 
Two (2) bullets recovered at the CiCi’s Pizza crime scene, two (2) bullets recovered at 
the Walmart crime scene, one (1) bullet recovered from the front of Officer Beck’s 
ballistic vest and one (1) bullet recovered during Officer Beck’s autopsy were associated 
Jerad Miller’s revolver. 
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Suspect Amanda Miller’s Smith & Wesson, model M&P, 9mm semi-automatic handgun 
was examined; test fired and found to be in normal operating condition with no noted 
malfunctions. The handgun and magazine had a capacity of eleven (11) cartridges. The 
test fired bullets and cartridge cases from Amanda Miller’s handgun were examined in 
conjunction with the evidence recovered at the crime scenes and autopsies. 
  
Based on these comparative examinations, it was determined ten (10) cartridge cases 
and five (5) bullets were associated with Amanda Miller’s handgun. Five (5) cartridge 
cases were recovered at the CiCi’s Pizza crime scene and five (5) cartridge cases were 
recovered at the Walmart crime scene. One (1) bullet recovered on the ground between 
the CiCi’s Pizza and Walmart crime scenes, one (1) bullet recovered at the Walmart 
crime scene, one (1) bullet recovered during Officer Soldo’s autopsy, one (1) bullet 
recovered during Joseph Wilcox’s autopsy and one (1) bullet recovered from the rear 
panel of Officer Beck’s ballistic vest were associated with Amanda Miller’s handgun. 




